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Summary

In recent years, lattice-based cryptography has gained great popularity due to
its many desirable properties. It is a viable foundation for quantum-resistant
cryptography, and can be based on worst-case complexity assumptions. Fur-
thermore, lattice problems have led to quite efficient and parallelizable con-
structions, using mainly matrix and vector arithmetic as the basic operations.

In this dissertation, we look at some of the more advanced cryptographic
constructions involving several players, such as threshold protocols and mul-
tiparty computation. The goal of such protocols, is to allow an authorized
subset of players to perform certain operations on shared secret information.
Threshold protocols and multiparty computation schemes already exist, based
on more standard problems like factoring and finding discrete logarithms. We
will instead consider realizations whose security is based on lattice problems.

We will present two lattice-based threshold constructions. The first is a
threshold cryptosystem consisting of protocols for distributed decryption and
key generation. The second is a threshold signature scheme consisting of pro-
tocols for distributed signing and key generation. In both schemes, we consider
a variety of adversarial models.

We then move to the more general setting and consider secure multiparty
computation, where a set of players can compute any function securely. We
begin by introducing a general framework for cryptosystems admitting certain
homomorphic properties. This framework, in particular, also captures our
lattice-based threshold cryptosystem. We then show, how the framework can
be used to build a multiparty computation protocol secure against an active
adversary corrupting all but one player.
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Dansk resumé

Latticebaseret kryptologi har i de senere år haft stor fremgang p̊a grund af
dets mange attraktive egenskaber. Det er et realistisk bud p̊a kryptologi, der
er sikkert i en verden med kvantecomputere, og kan desuden baseres p̊a worst-
case kompleksitetsantagelser. Herudover har lattice problemer allerede ført til
en række effektive og paralleliserbare konstruktioner, hvor de primitive opera-
tioner udgøres af matrix- og vektoraritmetik.

I denne afhandling vil vi se p̊a nogle af de mere avancerede kryptografiske
konstruktioner, der involverer adskillige spillere, s̊asom threshold-protokoller
og multiparty computation. Målet for s̊adanne protokoller er at tillade, at
en bemyndiget delmængde af spillerne udfører operationer p̊a delt hemmelig
information. Der eksisterer allerede threshold protokoller og multiparty com-
putation systemer baseret p̊a gængse problemer som faktorisering og det at
finde diskrete logaritmer. Vi vil i stedet se p̊a realiseringer, hvis sikkerhed
bygger p̊a lattice problemer.

Vi vil præsentere to latticebaserede threshold-konstruktioner. Den første er
et threshold kryptosystem, der best̊ar af protokoller til distribueret dekrypter-
ing og nøglegenerering. Den anden konstruktion er et threshold signatursys-
tem, der best̊ar af protokoller til distribueret signering og nøglegenerering. Vi
betragter forskellige modstandere i begge systemer.

Herefter g̊ar vi videre til at se p̊a secure multiparty computation, hvor et
antal spillere ønsker at beregne en funktion p̊a en sikker m̊ade. Vi begynder
med at introducere et framework for kryptosystemer, der har visse homomorfe
egenskaber, og som blandt andet ogs̊a omfatter vores threshold kryptosystem.
Vi viser herefter, hvordan vi kan bruge frameworket til at konstruere en pro-
tocol for multiparty computation, der er sikker mod en aktiv modstander, der
korrumperer alle spillere undtagen én.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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- Sigurd Bendlin Gammelmark

Cryptography is, and always has been, important to any society that deals
with information. The earliest known uses of cryptography dates all the way
back to 1900 BC Egypt, and the Kama Sutra from 400 BC recommended
secret writing as a way for lovers to communicate without inconvenient dis-
covery. Most famously might be the Caesar cipher used by Julius Caesar for
communication with his generals.

Before the modern era, cryptography was synonymous with encryption,
where two parties wish to communicate over a distance while maintaining con-
fidentiality of their messages. The first cryptographic methods used a single
secret key which had to be shared between the communicating parties. An
obvious disadvantage, or challenge, in this setup is that the parties must some-
how agree on a key, before any secret communication can occur. A revolu-
tion in cryptography came along with the discovery of public-key encryption,
where only the receiver of messages needs to be in possession of the secret key,
while a sender just needs to know the public key of the receiver. The discov-
ery of public-key cryptography is usually attributed to Diffie and Hellman in
[DH76], with Rivest, Shamir and Adleman providing the first implementation
in [RSA78].
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Today, cryptography is so much more than just encryption. Since the field
first took off in the 1970’s, a wealth of schemes and primitives have emerged.
These range from small primitives such as one-way hash functions [DH76] and
zero-knowledge proofs [GMR89], to complete schemes directly applicable in the
real world such as signature schemes [DH76] and secure multiparty computation
[Yao82].

A special branch of cryptography is devoted to finding secure protocols in-
volving many participants. Where encryption is usually only concerned with
one sender and one receiver, multiparty protocols can involve a large, if not
arbitrary, number of players. An example of such a protocol is a natural gener-
alization of encryption schemes. Instead of one person holding the secret key,
why not distribute it among a set of players such that all (or some subset) of
the players must come together to decrypt a message. This is known as dis-
tributed or threshold decryption [DF89], and is very useful in situations where
we do not want to put all trust in one person. A similar generalization can
be made to signature schemes, where the aforementioned set of players must
come together to sign a message.

More generally, one need not even limit oneself to protocols for specific tasks
or operations. In secure multiparty computation [Yao82], a set of players can
come together to compute any function securely. To be a bit more concrete,
if we are given ` players and some threshold t < `, then if more than t honest
players participate the output of the protocol will be correct, and as long as
at most t players behave adversarially the protocol remains secure. We shall
see examples of both distributed encryption, distributed signing and general
secure multiparty computation in this dissertation.

1.1 Hard Problems and Post-Quantum Cryptography

The early cryptographic methods, such as the Caesar cipher, relied on the
assumption that people would not guess “the trick” of the schemes, and many
of these could be broken quite easily. Nowadays, most cryptographic schemes
are more rigorously analyzed to ensure that breaking the schemes is unlikely or
even impossible. One way to go about this, is to construct schemes based on
complexity hardness assumptions of computational problems. That is, choose
a problem that is known to be hard (for some definition of hard) and construct
a scheme which is provably as hard to break as solving the hard problem.

The definition of hardness can come in many flavors, and the hardness of
problems is a study in its own right. In cryptography we usually distinguish
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between problems which are either impossible to solve, impossible to solve effi-
ciently or possible to solve efficiently. By efficiently solvable we mean solvable
by an algorithm running in a polynomial number of steps in the input. The
problems which are possible to solve efficiently are not really of any use to
cryptography. The problems which are impossible to solve seem very appeal-
ing, and there are schemes which are provably as hard to break as solving these
problems. They only exist for very specific tasks though or are horribly ineffi-
cient. In the middle we find the problems which many cryptographic schemes
today base their security on.

One of the most well-known and widely used problems is the factoring
problem. Here we are given an integer n and wish to find the prime factors of
n. As a special case we can consider n, where we know that it is the product
of two large primes, i.e. n = pq. The problem then is to find p and q. This
last problem forms the basis of security for the RSA encryption scheme from
[RSA78] which is widely used today in a variety of applications. Another
commonly used problem, is the discrete logarithm problem. Here we are given
a finite cyclic group G, a generator of the group g ∈ G, and some element
h = gx ∈ G, where x is some integer. Now, the problem is to find x. The
discrete logarithm problem is most commonly used together with elliptic curve
groups.

One of the biggest concerns with basing security on hardness assumptions is
that hardness assumptions are just assumptions. So what do people base these
assumptions on? A common, but poor, argument is that no one has found
an algorithm solving the problem yet. More theoretically sound arguments
come from complexity theory which defines classes of problems based on their
theoretical hardness. But still, just because a problem might be NP-complete,
it does not mean that a specific instance will actually be hard. Returning to
factoring, this has actually not been proven even to be NP-complete, and the
related problem of compositeness has actually been proven efficiently solvable
[AKS02]. In [Sho94], Peter Shor adds even more fuel to the fire by giving a
polynomial time algorithm running on a quantum computer which solves both
the factoring and discrete logarithm problems.

Now, the physicists have actually not been able to build a large quantum
computer yet, and the complete breakdown of most cryptography used today is
probably not right around the corner. On the other hand, the combination of
the above arguments does justify the research into alternative problems which
can be used to base security on.

The original title of my PhD project is “Post-Quantum Cryptography”.
That is, cryptography which is secure even after the invention of large quantum
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computers. As we already discussed, this rules out any cryptographic primitives
and schemes based on factoring and discrete logarithms. This made me look
towards a fairly young line of cryptographic research where security is based
on so-called lattice problems which are not known to be solvable on a quantum
computer.

1.2 Lattice-Based Cryptography

Now, some years after the start of my PhD studies, I can see that being re-
silient against quantum attacks is far from the only advantage of lattice-based
cryptography. Lattice-based cryptography has many desirable properties which
has allowed it to gain great popularity in recent years. Since the seminal pa-
per by Ajtai [Ajt96] first considered the use of lattices in cryptography, many
cryptographic constructions based on lattices has followed, e.g. [AD97, Reg05,
GPV08, PVW08, PW08, AGV09, ACPS09, Gen09, Pei09, GKPV10, Pei10,
ABB10a, ABB10b, BD10, CHKP10, BV11, Bra12, BGV12, MP12, BKP13].
Lattice problems have been shown to be hard on average, also in contrast to
factoring which is only hard for certain instances. This is a desirable property,
since it allows you to choose random problem instances, knowing that these will
be as hard as the worst-case instance. For some cryptographic concepts only
lattice-based constructions are known. As an example, fully-homomorphic en-
cryption was finally realized in [Gen09] after having been an open problem for
many years. Finally, lattice problems has led to quite efficient and parallelizable
constructions, using as basic operations mainly matrix and vector multiplica-
tions. Lattice-based cryptography is still a quite young area of research, and
there is still plenty of room for improvement and further research. Overall,
though, lattice-based cryptography is becoming more and more practical.

As lattice-based cryptography moves closer to practice, it becomes an im-
portant research question to investigate, whether lattice-based cryptographic
constructions can provide some of the same extra functionality we have come
to expect from well-known constructions based on factoring and discrete loga-
rithms. For instance, can we have threshold signature and encryption schemes
based on lattice problems? We give a positive answer to this question, as well
as showing how to do efficient multiparty computation based on lattices.
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1.3 Contributions

This dissertation is based on the research done during my PhD studies at the
Department of Computer Science, Aarhus University, Denmark, in the period
from August 2008 to August 2013. Part of my research was performed while
visiting assistant professor Chris Peikert at Georgia Institute of Technology for
five months during spring 2011. My research has been mainly concerned with
lattice-based threshold protocols and multiparty computation, presented in the
papers [BD10, BDOZ11, BKP13]. Unrelated to these areas is the work pre-
sented in the paper [BNNO11] which is on the possibility of deniable encryption.
This dissertation is devoted to presenting my main area of research, and thus
does not cover the work on deniable encryption from [BNNO11]. We end this
section with a brief overview of the main results from [BD10, BDOZ11, BKP13].

Threshold Decryption ([BD10])

In this work we present a variant of Regev’s cryptosystem from [Reg05] with
a new choice of parameters. From this we construct a threshold cryptosystem
which has a very efficient and non-interactive distributed decryption protocol.
Furthermore, we give a protocol for distributed key generation. Both protocols
are proven secure in the universal composability framework, the distributed
decryption protocol against passive, static adversaries corrupting all but one
player, and the key-generation protocol against active, static adversaries cor-
rupting up to a third of the players.

Semi-Homomorphic Encryption and Secure Multiparty
Computation ([BDOZ11])

This work falls in two main parts. First, we define a relaxed notion of homomor-
phic encryption which we call semi-homomorphic encryption, where the plain-
text can be recovered as long as computations on ciphertexts does not increase
the size of the contained message too much. We show that a number of existing
cryptosystems are captured by our relaxed notion, including the lattice-based
cryptosystem from [Reg05]. Furthermore, we give two zero-knowledge proofs
of knowledge protocols for such semi-homomorphic encryption schemes which
are needed for the second part of the work.

In the second part, we demonstrate how semi-homomorphic encryption
schemes allow us to construct an efficient multiparty computation protocol for
arithmetic circuits which is secure against a dishonest majority in the universal
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composability framework. The protocol consists of a preprocessing phase and
an online phase. Neither the inputs nor the function to be computed have to be
known during preprocessing. Moreover, the online phase is extremely efficient
as it requires no cryptographic operations. The players only need to exchange
additive shares and verify information theoretic MACs.

Threshold Signatures ([BKP13])

My most recent work, which was started during my visit at Georgia Institute
of Technology, is concerned with developing secure threshold protocols for two
important operations in lattice-based cryptography. Namely, generating a hard
lattice Λ together with a strong trapdoor and sampling from a discrete Gaussian
distribution over a desired coset of Λ using the trapdoor. These are the central
operations of many cryptographic schemes and we show how these are exactly
the key-generation and signing operations for the GPV signature scheme from
[GPV08].

Our protocols provide information-theoretic security against adaptive cor-
ruptions in the universal composability framework, and they are private and
robust against an optimal number of semi-honest or malicious players. Our
Gaussian sampling protocol is both non-interactive and efficient, assuming ei-
ther a trusted setup phase or a sufficient amount of interactive but offline
precomputation which can be performed before the inputs to the sampling
phase are known.

1.4 Outline

In chapters 2 and 3 we start by giving the basics of lattices and cryptography
needed for understanding the remaining chapters. Chapter 2 covers the basics
of lattices, Gaussians, the smoothing parameter, and lattice problems, while
chapter 3 covers the basics of cryptosystems, signatures, zero-knowledge proofs,
secret sharing, and the universal composability framework.

In chapter 4 we present the recent work from [BKP13]. Based on the stand-
alone algorithms from [MP12], we show how to perform distributed Gaussian
sampling over cosets of a lattice and how to generate a lattice along with
a trapdoor. We also show how to use these two primitives to construct a
threshold signature scheme based on GPV signatures [GPV08].

In chapter 5 we move back in time and present my first result from [BD10].
Here we show how to do distributed decryption and key-generation for the
[Reg05] public-key cryptosystem.
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Finally, in chapters 6 and 7 we give a framework for semi-homomorphic
cryptosystems, and show how these can be used to obtain efficient secure mul-
tiparty computation.





Chapter 2

Lattice Basics

In this chapter we will give an introduction to lattices and the different concepts
used in lattice-based cryptography. It should serve as a starting point for
reading the following chapters, as well as giving a general introduction to some
of the concepts used in the area. We will state a number of results about
lattices, but for the most part will only reference the original papers for proofs.
For a more thorough introduction and proofs of some of the basic results see,
e.g., [MG02, Reg04].

We start with some notation and basic definitions in section 2.1. In section
2.2 we introduce lattices and in section 2.3 we introduce Gaussian functions
and the corresponding probability distributions. In section 2.4 we introduce
the smoothing parameter, an important lattice quantity, and in section 2.5
state some previous results regarding lattices and Gaussians that will be useful
in later chapters. Finally, we end this chapter in section 2.6 where we intro-
duce some standard lattice problems along with the Learning With Errors and
Shortest Integer Solution problems.

2.1 Notation and basic definitions

Linear Algebra

In general A will denote a matrix and a will be a column vector. By AT and
aT we denote the transpose of the matrix A and vector a, respectively. The
inner product of two vectors a,b is denoted by 〈a,b〉 or directly as aTb.

For a vector v, we denote by ‖v‖ the length of v in the `2 norm and by |v|
the length of v in the `1 norm. When needed, ‖v‖∞ will denote the length of

9
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v in the `∞ norm. For a matrix V we denote by ‖V‖ the length of the longest
column vector of V in the `2 norm, and by s1(V) the largest singular value of
V defined as s1(V) = maxu6=0‖Vu‖/‖u‖.

The Gram Schmidt orthogonalization of a matrix, or equivalently an or-
dered set of vectors V = {v1, . . . ,vk} ∈ Rn, is Ṽ = {ṽ1, . . . , ṽk}, where ṽi is
the component of vi orthogonal to span(v1, . . . ,vi−1) for all i = 1, . . . , k.

Probability distributions

When writing x ← D for some probability distribution D we mean that x is
drawn from D. Given a finite set S we will write US for the uniform distribution
over the set S.

The statistical distance between two random variables X and Y is denoted
by ∆(X,Y ). For discrete random variables X and Y over a countable set A it
is defined as

∆(X,Y ) =
1

2

∑
a∈A
|Pr{X = a} − Pr{Y = a}|.

For continuous random variables X and Y over Rn with probability density
functions f1 and f2 it is defined as

∆(X,Y ) =
1

2

∫
Rn
|f1(r)− f2(r)|dr.

Functions

By negl(n) we denote any function f for which it holds that for every poly-
nomial p(·) there exists an N such that f(n) < 1

p(n) for all integers n > N .

We write this as f = negl(n). Similarly, by poly(n) we denote any function
g = O(nc) for some constant c, and write this as g = poly(n).

Given a countable set S and a function f : S → T , where T is a set having
an additive structure, we define f(A) as f(A) =

∑
a∈A f(a) for A ⊆ S. Note,

that this definition differs from the usual definition of f(A) as being the image
of the function.

2.2 Lattices

A lattice in Rm is a set of points with a periodic structure. More formally, it
can be viewed as a discrete additive subgroup of Rm. We give the following
definition, an example can be seen in figure 2.1.
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Definition 2.2.1 (Lattice). Given a set B = {b1, . . . ,bn} of n linearly inde-
pendent vectors in Rm, we can define the lattice Λ(B) as the set of all integer
linear combinations of these vectors. That is

Λ(B) = Λ({b1, . . . ,bn}) =

{
n∑
i=1

xibi | xi ∈ Z

}
.

We say that B forms a basis for Λ(B), and the integers m and n is the dimen-
sion and rank of the lattice respectively.

In this definition, it is an implicit requirement that m ≥ n. This will
always be the assumption, unless something else is explicitly specified. A more
compact and convenient way of writing the definition of Λ(B), is to consider
B as a matrix in Rm×n with b1, . . . ,bn as the columns. Using this matrix
notation, we can also write Λ(B) as

Λ(B) = {Bx : x ∈ Zn}.

We will abuse notation and use B to mean both the set of vectors and the
matrix, although the matrix form is usually what is meant.

The basis of a lattice is not necessarily unique, in fact most lattices will have
an infinite number of different bases. Given a basis of a lattice one can obtain
another basis by multiplication with a unimodular matrix (i.e. an integral
matrix with determinant ±1). This is formalized in the following lemma about
equivalent bases.

Lemma 2.2.2 (Equivalent bases). Two bases B1,B2 ∈ Rm×n are equivalent
(generates the same lattice) if and only if B2 = B1U for some unimodular
matrix U ∈ Zn×n.

Proof. First note that the condition that B2 = B1U, is equivalent to B1 =
B2U

′ for some other unimodular matrix U′ ∈ Zn×n. Now, assume that B2 =
B1U. Given a ∈ Λ(B2) we have that a = B1Ux for some x ∈ Zn. Let
x′ = Ux, since U is an integer matrix, x′ is an integer vector and a ∈ Λ(B1).
Equivalently for a′ ∈ Λ(B1).

Now, assume that Λ(B1) = Λ(B2). Each column bi of B2 lies in Λ(B2)
and by assumption also in Λ(B1). Therefore there must exist xi ∈ Zn such
that bi = B1xi. Let U ∈ Zn×n be the matrix with x1, . . . ,xn as columns, we
see that B2 = B1U. Similarly there exists V ∈ Zn×n such that B1 = B2V.
Combining the two we get that B2 = B1U = B2VU and that BT

2 B2 =
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b1

b2

P(B)

b′
2

b′
1

P(B′)

Figure 2.1: A lattice in Rn shown with two different bases B = {b1,b2},
B′ = {b′1,b′2}, and corresponding fundamental parallelepipeds P(B), P(B′).

(VU)TBT
2 B2VU. By taking the determinants on both sides, we see that

det(BT
2 B2) = det(VU)2 det(BT

2 B2) which, unless det(BT
2 B2) = 0, implies

that det(VU) = ±1. In fact, det(BT
2 B2) 6= 0, this can be seen, e.g., by looking

a bit ahead and seeing that it is the volume of the fundamental parallelepiped
of Λ(B). Now, since both U and V are integer matrices it must then be the
case that det(U) = ±1, and we can conclude that U is unimodular.

In figure 2.1 the same lattice is shown with the two different bases B =[
1 1
2 −1

]
and B′ = [ 2 3

1 3 ]. It can be verified that choosing U = [ 1 2
1 1 ] will give

B′ = BU.
When working with lattices a few more definitions are useful. The first is

the notion of a fundamental parallelepiped which is tied to a specific lattice
basis.

Definition 2.2.3 (Fundamental parallelepiped). For any lattice basis B we
define the fundamental parallelepiped of B as

P(B) = {Bx |x ∈ Rn,∀i : 0 ≤ xi < 1}

where xi is the i’th entry in x.

The next definition we will give about basic lattices relates the fundamental
parallelepipeds of different bases for the same lattice.
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Definition 2.2.4 (Determinant). Let Λ = Λ(B) be a lattice of rank n, where
B ∈ Rm×n is any basis. We define the determinant of the lattice, denoted by
det(Λ), as the n-dimensional volume of P(B), i.e. det(Λ) =

√
det(BTB).

In the above definition the choice of bases does not matter and so the
determinant is well-defined. This is because the volume of the fundamental
parallelepiped of any basis is the same. This can been seen easily using lemma
2.2.2. Given two bases B1 and B2 of Λ, we know from lemma 2.2.2 that
B2 = B1U for some unimodular matrix U ∈ Zn×n. This gives us that√

det(BT
2 B2) =

√
det(UTBT

1 B1U) =
√

det(BT
1 B1).

The determinant is a very useful quantity when describing a lattice. One
important feature is that the density of the lattice points is inverse proportional
to the determinant of the lattice. I.e., the bigger the determinant is, the sparser
the lattice is.

Finally, we define the minimum distance in a lattice and more generally the
i’th successive minimum as follows.

Definition 2.2.5 (Successive minima). Let B = {w ∈ Rn : ‖w‖ ≤ 1} be the
n-dimensional closed Euclidean ball of radius 1 around the origin. Given a
lattice Λ, the i’th successive minimum, denoted λi(Λ), is given by,

λi(Λ) = min{r | dim(span(Λ ∩ rB)) ≥ i}.

An important special case is the minimum distance of Λ, denoted by λ1(Λ),

λ1(Λ) = min{dist(x,y) | x 6= y ∈ Λ}
= min{‖x‖ | x ∈ Λ \ {0}}.

In the above definition the distance between two lattice points is the Eu-
clidean distance. One could have generalized the definition to any norm, but
for simplicity we will not.

2.2.1 Dual Lattices

Another important notion is that of the dual lattice.

Definition 2.2.6 (Dual lattice). Given a lattice Λ ⊂ Rm, the dual lattice
Λ∗ ⊂ Rm of Λ is defined as

Λ∗ = {x ∈ Rm|∀y ∈ Λ, 〈x,y〉 ∈ Z}.
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Notice how the dual lattice is defined in a rather non-constructive way. In
a lattice given by definition 2.2.1 it is clear how one would find a lattice point:
simply choose any vector x ∈ Zn and multiply it by the basis B to obtain a
lattice point. Even more simple is it to give a basis of the lattice, since this
is the starting point of the definition. Nonetheless, the dual lattice is also a
lattice in the sense of definition 2.2.1. This can be seen by the following result
which gives us a basis for the dual lattice.

Lemma 2.2.7 (The dual basis). Given a lattice Λ with basis B, define the
dual basis D = B(BTB)−1. Now D is a basis for the dual lattice Λ∗ of Λ, i.e.
Λ(B)∗ = Λ(D).

Proof. First let a = B(BTB)−1z ∈ Λ(D) for z ∈ Zn, we must prove that
a ∈ Λ(B)∗. Therefore, let b = Bz′ be any lattice point in Λ(B) where z′ ∈ Zn,
and calculate

〈a,b〉 = aTb = (B(BTB)−1z)TBz′

= zT (B(BTB)−1)TBz′

= zT (BTB)−1(BTB)z′ = zT z′ ∈ Z

Thus, a ∈ Λ(B)∗.
Now, let c ∈ Λ(B)∗. First note that c ∈ span(B) = span(D) which means

that we can write c = Dz for z ∈ Rn. Consider BT c, this is a vector having
the inner product of c and all columns of B as entries. But since c ∈ Λ(B)∗

we know that BT c ∈ Zn. We also know that

BT c = BTDz = BTB(BTB)−1z = z.

Therefore we can conclude that z ∈ Zn, implying that c ∈ Λ(D).

We move on and give a few small useful results about a lattice and its dual.

Lemma 2.2.8 (The dual of the dual). For any lattice Λ it is the case that
(Λ∗)∗ = Λ.

Proof. Let B be a basis for Λ. Using lemma 2.2.7 the basis of (Λ∗)∗ is

(B(BTB)−1)((B(BTB)−1)T (B(BTB)−1))−1 = B
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Lemma 2.2.9 (Determinant of the dual). For any lattice Λ = Λ(B) it is the
case that det(Λ∗) = 1/ det(Λ).

Proof. The result follows from direct calculation.

det(Λ∗) =
√

det((B(BTB)−1)T (B(BTB)−1))

=
√

det(BTB)−1 =
1√

det(BTB)
=

1

det(Λ)
.

We will not use the notion of the dual lattice much directly, but it will be
an important part of both q-ary integer lattices and the smoothing parameter
defined later.

2.2.2 q-ary Integer Lattices

We will now take a closer look at a family of lattice, known as q-ary lattices,
which are of particular interest to cryptography. These are the lattices Λ
satisfying qZn ⊆ Λ ⊆ Zn for some integer q.

Definition 2.2.10 (q-ary lattices). For positive integers m,n, and q, let A ∈
Zn×mq be an arbitrary matrix and define the m-dimensional q-ary lattices

Λq(A
T ) = {z ∈ Zm | ∃s ∈ Znq : z = AT s mod q}

Λ⊥q (A) = {z ∈ Zm | Az = 0 mod q}.

For any u ∈ Znq admitting an integral solution x ∈ Zm to Ax = u mod q,
define the coset (or shifted) lattice

Λ⊥q,u(A) = Λ⊥q (A) + x = {z ∈ Zm | Az = u mod q}.

We note without proof that for n,m, q ≥ 2 and m > Cn log q for some
fixed constant C > 1, the columns of a uniformly random matrix A ∈ Zn×mq

generate all of Znq with all but negl(n) probability. For more details see, e.g.,
[Reg05].

In the last part of the definition, defining the coset lattice, we see that
usually there will be qn possibilities for u. We often refer to these as the cosets
of Λ⊥q (A), and they will be important especially in chapter 4 where we want
to obtain Gaussian samples from specific cosets of a lattice. The notion of the
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cosets of a lattice is a natural one, since a lattice is an additive group, and we
will use the notion not only for q-ary lattices.

Looking at the definition of q-ary lattices, one is reminded of the definition
of the dual lattice. And indeed there is a relationship between Λ⊥q (A) and the

dual of Λq(A
T ) as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2.11 (Dual of a q-ary lattice). Λ⊥q (A) and Λq(A
T ) are dual lattices,

up to a q scaling factor. Namely, Λ⊥q (A) = q · Λq(AT )∗.

Proof. First assume z ∈ Λ⊥q (A). Let s ∈ Λq(A
T ) be arbitrary, this means

that we can write s as s = AT s′ mod q for some s′ ∈ Zn. To prove that
z ∈ q · Λq(AT )∗ we must then show that 〈z, s〉 ∈ qZ, or equivalently that
〈z, s〉 = 0 mod q. This follows from the following calculation

〈z, s〉 = 〈z,AT s′〉 = 〈Az, s′〉 = 0 mod q

The last equality coming from the definition of Λ⊥q (A).

Now assume that z ∈ q · Λq(A
T )∗, we wish to show that z ∈ Λ⊥q (A),

i.e. that Az = 0 mod q. Observe, that since we can write z = q · z′ where
z′ ∈ Λq(A

T )∗, this is equivalent to proving that Az′ ∈ Zm. Recall that, by
the definition of the dual, z′ ∈ Λq(A

T )∗ means that for all y ∈ Λq(A
T ) it is

the case that yT z′ ∈ Z. In particular, this also holds for all columns aTi of AT

(or equivalently all rows ai of A). Now, we can write out the multiplication
Az′ as Az′ = (a1z, . . . ,anz)T , and it follows immediately that Az′ ∈ Zm as
desired.

In the remaining chapters, we will often omit the subscript q in Λ⊥q (A) and

Λ⊥q,u(A) and write Λ⊥(A) and Λ⊥u (A) when q is clear from the context, which
it often will be.

2.3 Gaussian Functions and Distributions

Gaussian functions and the corresponding probability distributions are essen-
tial in lattice-based cryptography. Nearly all constructions and results use
Gaussians in one form or another. Here we define Gaussian functions, look
at general multidimensional Gaussian distributions, and see how continuous
Gaussian distributions can be discretized on a lattice.

As a starting point we define positive definite matrices which we use to
define Gaussian functions below.
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Definition 2.3.1 (Positive definite matrix (PDM)). A square symmetric real
matrix Σ is positive definite, written Σ > 0, if xTΣx > 0 for all nonzero x.
Positive definiteness defines a partial ordering on symmetric matrices: we say
that Σ1 > Σ2 if (Σ1 − Σ2) > 0. Likewise, Σ is semi positive definite, written
Σ ≥ 0, if xTΣx ≥ 0 for all nonzero x.

Note that a positive definite matrix is always invertible and its inverse is also
a positive definite matrix. Constructing a positive definite matrix is simple,
since, for any invertible matrix B ∈ Rn×n, the symmetric matrix Σ = BBT

is positive definite. This fact is used for defining a square root of a positive
definite matrix.

Definition 2.3.2 (Square root of PDM). A matrix B is a square root of the
positive definite matrix Σ, if BBT = Σ. We write B =

√
Σ.

Every Σ > 0 has a square root; moreover, the square root is unique up
to right-multiplication by an orthogonal matrix, i.e., B′ =

√
Σ if and only if

B′ = BP for some orthogonal matrix P. In the following we will use the
positive definite matrices as covariance matrices for Gaussian distributions.

We are now ready to define multi-dimensional Gaussian functions.

Definition 2.3.3 (Gaussian function). We define the n-dimensional Gaussian
function ρ : Rn → (0, 1] as:

ρ(x)
def
= exp(−π · ‖x‖2) = exp(−π · 〈x,x〉).

Given an invertible matrix B, we define the parametrized n-dimensional Gaus-
sian function ρB : Rn → (0, 1] as :

ρB(x)
def
= ρ(B−1x) = exp(−π · 〈B−1x,B−1x〉) = exp(−π · xTΣ−1x)

where Σ = BBT > 0. Since ρB is distinguished only by Σ, we usually refer to
it as ρ√Σ.

Having defined a Gaussian function, we can now move on to defining the
corresponding Gaussian distribution, also known as the normal distribution,
which is obtained by normalizing ρ√Σ by its total measure over Rn.

Definition 2.3.4 (Continuous Gaussian distribution). Given a positive defi-
nite matrix Σ, the continuous Gaussian distribution D√Σ over Rn is defined
as

D√Σ(x) =
ρ√Σ(x)∫

Rn ρ
√

Σ(x)dx
.
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A special case of the Gaussian distribution arises when Σ = s2 · I for some
s ∈ R. We call this type of distribution a spherical Gaussian distribution and
any other Gaussian distribution non-spherical. A sample x← Ds·I is a vector
where each entry xi is drawn independently from a 1-dimensional Gaussian

having variance s2

2π . From this it follows that x has covariance matrix s2 I
2π .

We will often write Ds as well as ρs instead of Ds·I and ρs·I respectively.
Let us now take a closer look at D√Σ. A sample x← D√Σ can be written

as
√

Σ · z where z← D1, a spherical Gaussian distribution with covariance I
2π .

Therefore, we can calculate the covariance of x as

E
x←D√Σ

[
x · xT

]
=
√

Σ · E
z←D1

[
z · zT

]
·
√

Σ
T

=
√

Σ · I

2π
·
√

Σ
T

=
Σ

2π

by linearity of expectation. For convenience, in the remainder of this disserta-
tion we implicitly scale all covariance matrices by a 2π factor, and refer to Σ
as the covariance matrix of D√Σ.

So far, we have been dealing with continuous Gaussians, but we now turn
our attention to a discretized variant. Let Λ ⊂ Rn be a lattice, c ∈ Rn, and
Σ > 0 a positive definite matrix. The discrete Gaussian distribution DΛ+c,

√
Σ

is simply the Gaussian distribution D√Σ, restricted so that its support is the
coset Λ + c. This is formalized in the following definition.

Definition 2.3.5 (Discrete Gaussian distribution). Given lattice Λ ⊂ Rn,
c ∈ Rn, and positive definite matrix Σ > 0, the discrete Gaussian distribution
DΛ+c,

√
Σ is defined as

DΛ+c,
√

Σ(x) =
ρ√Σ(x)

ρ√Σ(Λ + c)
∝ ρ√Σ(x)

for all x ∈ Λ + c.

For a discrete Gaussian distribution we use the same notions of spherical
and non-spherical, and also hide the 2π factor from the covariance matrix Σ.

2.4 The Smoothing Parameter

We are now ready to look at another important concept in lattice-based cryp-
tography, namely the smoothing parameter, which was originally introduced in
[MR04]. We start be giving the original definition from [MR04] which only
considers spherical Gaussians.
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Definition 2.4.1 (Smoothing parameter [MR04]). Given an n-dimensional
lattice Λ and a real ε > 0, the smoothing parameter ηε(Λ) is defined as the
smallest s such that ρ1/s(Λ

∗ \ {0}) ≤ ε.

In this definition the smoothing parameter is defined as a scalar, corre-
sponding to spherical Gaussians, however, we will need to extend it to include
non-spherical Gaussians as well. Since it does not make sense to talk about
a smallest Σ, we instead define what it means for a covariance matrix to be
larger than the smoothing parameter. We give the following definition from
[Pei10].

Definition 2.4.2 (Smoothing parameter [Pei10]). Given an n-dimensional lat-

tice Λ and Σ > 0, we say that
√

Σ ≥ ηε(Λ) if ηε(
√

Σ
−1 ·Λ) ≤ 1, or equivalently,

if ρ(
√

Σ
T · Λ∗ \ {0}) = ρ√Σ−1(Λ∗ \ {0}) ≤ ε.

The definition of the smoothing parameter is somewhat technical and can be
hard to parse. The motivation for the definition comes from a result in [MR04,
Lemma 4.1] known as the smoothing lemma. Many different variants of the
smoothing lemma has been given in the literature. We give here, without proof,
a variant of the smoothing lemma as recently formulated in [Pei10, Lemma 2.4].

Lemma 2.4.3 (Smoothing lemma [MR04, Pei10]). Let Λ ⊂ Rn be any n-
dimensional lattice. For any ε ∈ (0, 1), Σ ≥ 0 such that

√
Σ ≥ ηε(Λ), and any

c ∈ Rn,

ρ√Σ(Λ + c) ∈ [ 1−ε
1+ε , 1] · ρ√Σ(Λ).

All formulations convey the same general idea, that if a Gaussian parameter
Σ is chosen larger than the smoothing parameter, the values of the Gaussian
function on any coset cannot differ too much. Note also, that the right hand
side does not depend on c. In particular consider the case where ε is negligible,
then the smoothing lemma tells us, that the value of the Gaussian function on
any two cosets is negligibly far apart. Or formulated differently, any coset of Λ
is equally likely to be picked when sampling a vector c ∈ Rn from a continuous
Gaussian distribution with parameter

√
Σ.

From Lemma 2.4.3 one can specialize it to a specific use case. We give
the following corollary from [BKP13] which we will use in later chapters. The
corollary considers the discrete case, where the set of cosets Λ/Λ′ of Λ′, for
lattice Λ′ ⊆ Λ, is finite. Having a finite set makes it possible to define the
uniform distribution over Λ/Λ′, and we see in the corollary that the distribution
of x = c mod Λ′, where c← DΛ,

√
Σ, is close to this uniform distribution.
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Corollary 2.4.4 ([BKP13]). Let Λ′ ⊆ Λ be n-dimensional full-rank lattices,
and let

√
Σ ≥ ηε(Λ

′) for some ε = negl(n). For c ← DΛ,
√

Σ, the marginal

distribution of the coset x = c mod Λ′ is negl(n)-far from uniform and the
conditional distribution of c given x is DΛ′+x,

√
Σ.

Proof. The corollary follows immediately from the smoothing lemma. Since√
Σ ≥ ηε(Λ

′) and ε = negl(n), the coset x will be almost uniform over the set
of possible cosets. Furthermore, when the coset x of c is known, we can restrict
the distribution of c to DΛ′+x,

√
Σ.

2.4.1 Bounding the Smoothing Parameter

Given an n-dimensional lattice Λ, the typical use of the smoothing parameter
is to consider it for ε = ε(n) = negl(n) and

√
Σ ≥ ηε(Λ), so that we can apply

lemma 2.4.3. This means that we are typically not only interested in the small-
est s, i.e., the exact smoothing parameter. What we need in practice is some
upper bound on the smoothing parameter which we can then use to choose an
appropriate Gaussian parameter Σ. The following are some well-known results
about the size of the smoothing parameter from [MR04] and [GPV08]. We
refer to these papers for proofs. The first two bound the smoothing parameter
using the successive minima of Λ and Λ∗.

Lemma 2.4.5 ([MR04, Lemma 3.2]). For any n-dimensional lattice Λ,

ηε(Λ) ≤
√
n/λ1(Λ∗)

where ε = 2−n.

Lemma 2.4.6 ([MR04, Lemma 3.3]). For any n-dimensional lattice Λ and
positive real ε > 0,

ηε(Λ) ≤
√

ln(2n(1 + 1/ε))

π
· λn(Λ).

In particular, for any super-logarithmic function ω(log n), there exists a negli-
gible function ε(n) such that

ηε(Λ) ≤
√
ω(log n) · λn(Λ).

The next result bounds the smoothing parameter using a basis for the lattice
which might be more useful in practice, when the successive minima might not
be known.
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Lemma 2.4.7 ([GPV08, Lemma 3.1]). Let Λ ⊂ Rn be a lattice with basis B
and let ε > 0. We have that

ηε(Λ) ≤ ‖B̃‖ ·
√

ln(2n(1 + 1/ε))/π.

In particular, for any ω(
√

log n) function, there exists a negligible function ε(n)
such that

ηε(Λ) ≤ ‖B̃‖ · ω(
√

log n).

Recall that ‖B̃‖ is the length of the longest vector in the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization of B. In other words we can upper bound the smoothing
parameter of a lattice Λ(B) by knowing a basis. Clearly the better, i.e. shorter,
the basis is, the better the bound will be. Another useful observation is that
‖B̃‖ ≤ ‖B‖ ≤ s1(B). So we actually just need one of these three quantities to
bound the smoothing parameter.

Lemma 2.4.7 will be particularly useful in the following sections, and Gaus-
sian parameters

√
Σ will for this reason often have a fixed factor ωn = ωn(n) =

ω(
√

log n) attached. In exposition we usually omit reference to these factors,
but we always retain them where needed in formal expressions.

2.5 Facts About Lattices and Gaussians

We here present a few facts about lattices and Gaussians from previous works.
We start with the following result from [Pei10] which tells us that discrete Gaus-
sians can be added together in much the same way as continuous Gaussians,
as long as we stay above the smoothing parameter.

Lemma 2.5.1 (“Convolution lemma” [Pei10, Theorem 3.1]). Let Σ1,Σ2 > 0
be positive definite matrices, with Σ = Σ1 +Σ2 > 0 and Σ−1

3 = Σ−1
1 +Σ−1

2 > 0.
Let Λ1,Λ2 be lattices such that

√
Σ1 ≥ ηε(Λ1) and

√
Σ3 ≥ ηε(Λ2) for some

positive ε ≤ 1/2 and let c1, c2 ∈ Rn be arbitrary. In the following experiment:

choose x2 ← DΛ2+c2,
√

Σ2
, then choose x1 ← x2 +DΛ1+c1−x2,

√
Σ1

,

the marginal distribution of x1 is within statistical distance 8ε of DΛ1+c1,
√

Σ.

The following special case of [MP12, Lemma 2.4] says that for uniformly
random A and appropriate parameters, the lattice Λ⊥(A) has a small smooth-
ing parameter with very high probability.
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Lemma 2.5.2. Let n,m, q ≥ 2 be positive integers, let C > 1 be a fixed constant
such that m > Cn log q, and let A ∈ Zn×mq be uniformly random. For any fixed

ωn = ω(
√

log n) there exists some ε = negl(n) such that ηε(Λ
⊥(A)) ≤ ωn

except with probability 2−Ω(n).

2.6 Problems

Finally, in this section we present some standard lattice problems as well as
the Learning With Errors (LWE) problem and the Shortest Integer Solution
(SIS) problem. The hardness of lattice problems have been studied for many
years, see e.g. [MG02], while the LWE and SIS problems are more recent. As
we shall see, the hardness of LWE and SIS can be established in terms of the
hardness of approximating standard lattice problems. An important property
of lattice problems is the fact that there are no known quantum algorithms
for solving them. This is in stark contrast to the problems of factoring and
finding discrete logarithms which can be solved in polynomial time using Shor’s
algorithm [Sho94] on a quantum computer. The LWE and SIS problems at the
same time also enjoys a worst-case to average-case equivalence, meaning that
we do not have to look for hard instances of the problems, as an average instance
will be as hard as the worst-case.

As lattice problems are not the focus of this dissertation, we only give
an introductory overview to this very extensive area, and give references to
relevant papers for details. The main problems for this dissertation and lattice-
based cryptography in general are the LWE and SIS problems which we try to
treat in a bit more detail.

When constructing cryptographic schemes based on LWE and SIS it is im-
portant to choose parameters that ensures the hardness of the underlying prob-
lems. We will not go into details of this matter though, but note the importance
and refer the reader to, e.g., [MR09, RS10, MP13].

2.6.1 Standard Lattice Problems

We start by presenting some of the most commonly used lattice problems rel-
evant for our work. For a thorough introduction to lattice problems see e.g.
[MG02].

• γ-Shortest Vector Problem (SVPγ): Given a lattice Λ and an approxi-
mation factor γ, find a non-zero lattice vector x ∈ Λ such that ‖x‖ ≤
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γ ·λ1(Λ), i.e. x should be at most γ times longer than the shortest vector
in Λ.

• γ-Shortest Independent Vector Problem (SIVPγ): Given an n-dimensional
lattice Λ, find n linearly independent lattice vectors s1, . . . , sn ∈ Λ such
that ‖si‖ ≤ γ · λn(Λ) for all i = 1, . . . , n.

• GapSVPγ : This is the promise variant of SVPγ . Given a lattice Λ and a
target d > 0, decide if the length of the shortest lattice vector λ1(Λ) ≤ d
(YES-instance) or if λ1(Λ) > γ · d (NO-instance).

Algorithms

We mention here a few of the most popular classical algorithms for solving
lattice problems in practice. They are all so-called lattice reduction algorithms,
in the sense that they try to find a short basis for the lattice at hand. This
short basis can then be used to solve the different lattice problems.

The first, and probably most well-known algorithm, is the LLL-algorithm
from [LLL82], whose original purpose was not to find short vectors in lattices
but to solve problems concerning polynomials. The algorithm is an approxi-
mation algorithm that runs in polynomial time in the dimension of the lattice
but only obtains an exponential approximation factor.

Two other algorithms, BKZ and DEEP, are variants of the LLL-algorithm
and was presented in [SE93]. Although they might be an improvement in
practice compared to the original LLL-algorithm, they did not improve on the
theoretical bounds.

The area of solving lattice problems is extensive and lies outside of the
scope of this dissertation. Instead we refer the reader to, e.g., the analysis by
Gama and Nguyen given in [GN08].

2.6.2 Learning With Errors

We now move on to look at the Learning With Errors (LWE) problem which
was first introduced in [Reg05]. It has proven to be a very versatile problem,
serving as the basis of many cryptographic constructions. These include: se-
cure public-key encryption under both chosen-plaintext [Reg05, PVW08] and
chosen-ciphertext [PW08, Pei09, MP12] attacks, oblivious transfer [PVW08],
identity-based encryption [GPV08, CHKP10, ABB10a, ABB10b], various forms
of leakage-resilient cryptography [AGV09, ACPS09, GKPV10], fully homomor-
phic encryption [Gen09, BV11, BGV12, Bra12], and much more.
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LWE can be stated both as a continuous and as a discrete problem. In
definition 2.6.1 we give the continuous variant and in definition 2.6.2 we give
the discrete variant. We give both, as most results about the hardness of LWE
is stated for the continuous variant, whereas for applications the discrete is
used. As we shall see in lemma 2.6.3 the discrete version used in practice is at
least as hard as the continuous.

In the following, let T = R/Z denote the additive group of reals modulo
1 and Tq denote its cyclic subgroup of order q, i.e. the subgroup given by
{0, 1/q, . . . , (q − 1)/q}. Given integers n, q ≥ 1, a vector s ∈ Znq , and a prob-
ability density function φ on T, let Aq,s,φ be the distribution over Tnq × T
obtained by choosing a ∈ Tnq uniformly at random, an error term e according
to φ, and outputting the pair (a, b = 〈a, s〉 + e) ∈ Tnq × T. Similarly, given
a probability distribution χ on Zq, let Aq,s,χ be the distribution on Znq × Zq
obtained by choosing a ∈ Znq uniformly at random, an error term e ← χ, and
outputting (a, b = 〈a, s〉+ e) ∈ Znq × Zq.

Definition 2.6.1 (Continuous LWE). Given integers n, q ≥ 1 and a probability
density function φ over T, we define the continuous decision LWE problem,
denoted by LWEn,q,φ, as being able to distinguish the uniform distribution over
Tnq × T from Aq,s,φ for a fixed s, given arbitrarily many independent samples.
The continuous search LWE problem is, given arbitrarily many independent
samples from Aq,s,φ to find s.

Definition 2.6.2 (Discrete LWE). Given integers n, q ≥ 1 and a probability
distribution χ over Zq, we define the discrete decision LWE problem, denoted
LWEn,q,χ, as being able to distinguish given arbitrarily many independent sam-
ples, the uniform distribution over Znq × Zq from Aq,s,χ for a fixed s. The
discrete search LWE problem is, given arbitrarily many independent samples
from Aq,s,χ to find s.

Given a probability density function φ on T (or R), we can obtain its dis-
cretization to Zq which is a probability distribution on Zq. A sample can be
obtained as bq · xe, where x ← φ, and b·e denotes rounding to the nearest
integer. A popular choice for φ is the continuous Gaussian distribution Dα

over R with parameter α, for some α > 0. Similarly, χ is often chosen to be
the discretization of Dα to Zq, denoted by Ψ̄α. Note that Ψ̄α is not the same
distribution as the discrete Gaussian distribution DZq,qα.

A number of results have been proven in recent years about the hardness
of LWE, we state some of the most important here. The first is a lemma
from [Reg05] relating the continuous and discrete variants. It tells us that the
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discrete version of search LWE is at least as hard to solve as the continuous
one.

Lemma 2.6.3 (Discrete to Continuous [Reg05, Lemma 4.3]). Let n, q ≥ 1, φ
some probability density function on T and φ̄ its discretization to Zq. Assume
that we have access to an algorithm W that solves discrete search LWEn,q,φ̄, then
there exists an efficient algorithm W ′ that solves continuous search LWEn,q,φ.
In other words discrete search LWE is at least as hard as continuous search
LWE.

The next result relates the search and decision variants of the LWE problem,
and tells us that discrete decision LWE is at least as hard as discrete search
LWE. An initial result was proven in [Reg05] for a polynomially sized q. This
was extended to exponentially sized q with polynomially sized prime factors in
[MP12] and to basically any q in [BLP+13]. Especially the last two results are
rather technical, and we therefore only give an informal statement of the result
here, leaving out any reference to exact parameters.

Lemma 2.6.4 (Search to Decision (Informal)). Let n ≥ 1 and q ≥ 2 be in-
tegers. Given an algorithm that solves discrete decision LWE there exists an
algorithm that solves discrete search LWE.

The last three results relate the hardness of continuous search LWE using
Gaussian errors to the hardness of standard lattice problems. Remember that
by lemma 2.6.3 and 2.6.4 above, everything that holds for continuous search
LWE also holds for discrete decision LWE. The first result about the hardness
of LWE was given in the original paper [Reg05], where the LWE problem was
also introduced. Here a quantum reduction was given from GapSVP and SIVP
to LWE. In the following Õ(·) is used for big-O notation hiding log-factors.

Theorem 2.6.5 (Lattice Problems to LWE [Reg05, Theorem 1.1]). Let n, q
be integers and α ∈ (0, 1) be such that αq > 2

√
n. If there exists an efficient

algorithm that solves continuous search LWEn,q,Dα , then there exists an efficient
quantum algorithm that approximates GapSVP and SIVP to within a factor of
Õ(n/α) in the worst case.

For a long time only a quantum reduction was known. Then in [Pei09] a
classical reduction was given for exponentially sized q and only from GapSVP.

Theorem 2.6.6 (Lattice Problems to LWE [Pei09, Theorem 3.1]). Let n, q be
integers with q = 2Θ(n) and α ∈ (0, 1). If there exists an efficient algorithm that
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solves continuous search LWEn,q,Dα , then there exists an efficient (classical)

algorithm that approximates GapSVP to within a factor of Õ(n/α) in the worst
case.

From an efficiency point of view this was still unsatisfactory, as one often
wants to use a polynomially sized q. The gap was finally resolved in [BLP+13]
using a technique called “modulus reduction”. Basically what they do is to
show a reduction from LWE with a large modulus q and dimension n to LWE
with (small) modulus p = poly(n) and dimension n log q. With this reduction
and theorem 2.6.6 they get the following result.

Theorem 2.6.7 (Lattice Problems to LWE [BLP+13, Theorem 1.1]). Solving
n-dimensional LWE with poly(n) modulus implies an equally efficient solution
to a worst-case lattice problem in dimension

√
n.

There is still room for improvements in these reductions, but in general
they indicate that LWE is a hard problem to solve.

2.6.3 Shortest Integer Solution

Another very useful problem is the Shortest Integer Solution (SIS) problem
which dates back to the seminal work of [Ajt96]. As with LWE, SIS has
served as the basis of many cryptographic constructions. These include one-way
[Ajt96] and collision-resistant hash functions [GGH96], identification schemes
[MV03, Lyu08, KTX08], and digital signatures [GPV08, CHKP10, Boy10,
MP12, Lyu12]. The following problem statement is given in the `2 norm.

Definition 2.6.8 (SIS). Given an integer q, a matrix A ∈ Zn×mq , and a real
β, find a nonzero integer vector z ∈ Zm \ {0} such that Az = 0 mod q and
‖z‖ ≤ β.

The landscape of hardness results for SIS is a bit simpler than that of
LWE, as the SIS problem comes in less flavors. When introducing the problem
in [Ajt96], it was also shown that for appropriate parameters solving the SIS
problem on average with any non-negligible probability is at least as hard as
approximating several lattice problems on n-dimensional lattices in the worst
case to within poly(n) factors. Since this result, a number of subsequent results,
e.g. [MR04, GPV08], has been given to improve the tightness of the reduction.
We here state the most recent result from [GPV08].
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Theorem 2.6.9 (Lattice Problems to SIS [GPV08]). Let β be a real and n, q
integers with q ≥ β · ω(

√
n log n). If there exists an efficient algorithm that

solves SIS for the target norm β, then there exists an efficient algorithm that
approximates GapSVP and SIVP to within a factor of Õ(β

√
n).





Chapter 3

Introduction to Cryptography

In this chapter we will introduce the necessary cryptographic concepts used
in the remaining chapters. We begin by giving definitions of public-key cryp-
tosystems and signature schemes in sections 3.1 and 3.2, as well as some basic
security definitions for such schemes. In section 3.3, we define zero-knowledge
proofs of knowledge and in section 3.4 we look at secret sharing, in particular
Shamir secret sharing and generalizations to arbitrary groups and rings. In sec-
tion 3.5, we introduce the universal composability framework (UC framework),
and finally, in section 3.6, we consider various flavors of security.

Notation and basic definitions

We carry over the notation from the previous chapter and furthermore de-
fine the following notions. Given two probabilistic algorithms (or families of
distributions) U and V , we say that

• U, V are perfectly indistinguishable, denoted by U
p
≈ V , if U(x) = V (x)

for every x.

• U, V are statistically indistinguishable, denoted by U
s
≈ V , if the statis-

tical distance ∆(U(x), V (x)) is negligible in the length of x.

• U, V are computationally indistinguishable, denoted by U
c
≈ V , if the

following holds for every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm D: Let
pU,D(x) be the probability that D outputs “U” as its guess, when D’s
input comes from U , and similarly for pV,D(x). Then |pU,D(x)− pV,D(x)|
is negligible in the length of x.

29
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It can easily be seen that if U
p
≈ V then U

s
≈ V , and if U

s
≈ V then U

c
≈ V .

3.1 Public-Key Cryptosystems

We start by defining public-key cryptosystems, following the definition from
[KL07].

Definition 3.1.1 (Public-key cryptosystem). A public-key cryptosystem PKC
is a tuple of probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms (G,E,D) such that:

• Key Generation G: Takes as input the security parameter 1n and out-
puts a public-key/secret-key pair (pk, sk). We assume that from pk one
can easily derive a description of the message spaceM and the ciphertext
space C.

• Encryption E: Takes as input a public key pk and a message γ ∈ M.
It outputs a ciphertext c = Epk(γ) ∈ C.

• Decryption D: Takes as input a secret key sk and a ciphertext c ∈ C.
It outputs a message γ = Dsk(c) ∈ M or a special symbol ⊥ denoting
failure.

We furthermore require correctness of decryption, that is

Dsk(Epk(γ)) = γ

except with negligible probability over (pk, sk) output by G(1n) and any ran-
domness used by E.

We will sometimes want to specify the randomness r used by E and in these
cases write this as Epk(γ, r). Note that we allow for a negligible decryption
error. Such a possible error seems to be an inherent part of most lattice-based
cryptosystems.

3.1.1 Security Notions

Definition 3.1.1 says nothing about the security of a public-key cryptosystem.
We will here define the notion of semantic security, corresponding to security
against a passive eavesdropping adversary.

Given a public-key cryptosystem PKC = (G,E,D) and an adversary A,
consider the following experiment where A tries to distinguish two ciphertexts:
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The public-key cryptosystem experiment ExpsemA,PKC(n):

1. Run G(1n) to obtain (pk, sk).

2. Give pk to A and receive from A a pair of messages γ0, γ1 ∈M.

3. Choose a random bit b ← {0, 1}, compute the ciphertext c = Epk(γb),
and give c to A.

4. Receive bit b′ from A.

If b = b′ we say that the adversary guessed correctly and define the output of
the experiment to be 1, otherwise 0. Now, semantic security is defined in terms
of how good the adversary is at guessing the correct bit.

Definition 3.1.2 (Semantic security). A public-key cryptosystem PKC is se-
mantically secure, if for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A there
exists a negligible function negl(n) such that

Pr[ExpsemA,PKC(n) = 1] ≤ 1

2
+ negl(n).

In other words, we say that a public-key cryptosystem is semantically se-
cure, if the best the adversary can do is to make a uniformly random guess.

There are many more definitions of security, depending on the assumptions
on the adversary. In the public-key setting semantic security is equivalent
to another notion known as security against chosen-plaintext attacks (CPA-
security). Security against chosen-ciphertext attacks (CCA-security) is an even
stronger notion which gives security against malicious adversaries, but which
we will not consider here.

3.2 Signature Schemes

We move on to give a definition of signature schemes, again following the
definition from [KL07].

Definition 3.2.1 (Signature scheme). A signature scheme SIG is a tuple of
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms (G,S,V) such that:
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• Key Generation G: Takes as input the security parameter 1n and out-
puts a signing-key/verification-key pair (sk, vk). We assume that from
vk one can easily derive a description of the message space M and the
signature space S.

• Signing S: Takes as input a signing-key sk and a message γ ∈ M. It
outputs a signature σ = Ssk(γ) ∈ S.

• Verification V: Takes as input a verification-key vk, a message γ ∈M,
and signature σ ∈ S. It outputs a bit b = Vvk(γ, σ), where b = 1 indicates
acceptance and b = 0 indicates rejection of the signature σ on γ.

We furthermore require that for every n, every (sk, vk) output by G(1n), and
every γ ∈M, it holds that

Vvk(γ,Ssk(γ)) = 1

except with negligible probability.

Similar to encryptions, we will sometimes want to be explicit about the
randomness r used for signing a message γ. In such cases we will write Ssk(γ, r).

3.2.1 Security Notions

We will define the security notion of existential unforgeability under adaptive
chosen-message attacks which is one of the strongest possible. Given a signature
scheme SIG = (G,S,V) and an adversary A, consider the following experiment:

The signature scheme experiment Expeu-acmA,SIG (n):

1. Run G(1n) to obtain (sk, vk).

2. Give vk and oracle access to Ssk(·) to A and receive from A a mes-
sage/signature pair (γ, σ). Let Q denote the set of messages whose sig-
natures were requested by A during the execution of the experiment.

If Vvk(γ, σ) = 1 and γ /∈ Q the output of the experiment is 1, otherwise 0.

Definition 3.2.2 (eu-acm security). A signature scheme SIG = (G,S,V) is
existentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message attacks if for all prob-
abilistic polynomial-time adversaries A there exists a negligible function negl(n)
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such that

Pr[Expeu-acmA,SIG (n) = 1] ≤ negl(n).

In other words, the probability that the adversary is able to produce a
valid message/signature pair is negligible, even given the ability to generate
signatures on other messages. As with public-key cryptosystems a wide range
of security definitions exist, but we will not touch more upon this subject here.

3.3 Zero-Knowledge Proofs of Knowledge

A zero-knowledge proof enables a prover P to convince a verifier V of the
validity of a statement, without revealing more information than the fact that
the statement is true. Zero-knowledge proofs have been used in many contexts
and have proven a very useful tool. What we will need is a slight variant known
as a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (ZKPoK). A ZKPoK differs from a
zero-knowledge proofs by allowing the prover to not prove the truthfulness of
a statement, but to prove that he knows a certain piece of information.

Proof of knowledge

The definition of a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge follows in two steps.
First we define what we mean by a proof of knowledge. To formalize the idea
that P “knows some information”, we say that what we want is for P to be
able to convince V that he knows a witness w for some statement x. That he
knows a witness means that we can use P to compute the witness efficiently, or
put differently, extract the witness from P. In the following, let R be a binary
relation consisting of pairs (x,w) of statements x and corresponding witnesses
w and let LR be the set of statements for which there exists a witness. The
formal definition follows along the lines of [BG92] and [HL10].

Definition 3.3.1 (Proof of knowledge). Let κ : {0, 1}∗ → [0, 1] be a function.
A protocol (P,V) is a proof of knowledge for the relation R with knowledge error
κ, if it satisfies the following properties:

• Completeness: If (x,w) ∈ R and P and V follow the protocol given
input x to both and private input w to P, then V always accepts.

• Knowledge Soundness: There exists a constant c > 0 and a proba-
bilistic oracle machine K, called the knowledge extractor, such that for
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every interactive prover P∗ and every x ∈ LR, the machine K satisfies
the following condition. Let ε(x) be the probability that V accepts on input
x after interacting with P∗. If ε(x) > κ(x), then upon input x and oracle
access to P∗, the machine K outputs a string w such that (x,w) ∈ R
within an expected number of steps bounded by

|x|c

ε(x)− κ(x)
.

Zero-knowledge

Now, all we need is to define zero-knowledge which first appeared in [GMR89].
For this we use the simulation paradigm which allows us to reason about how
much a player learns from seeing some piece of information Y . Let X be
the information the player is allowed to learn. We say that by seeing the
information Y the player learns nothing more than X, if Y can be efficiently
generated given only X. The formal definition is as follows.

Definition 3.3.2 (Zero-knowledge). A proof of knowledge (P,V) for a relation
R is zero-knowledge, if for every probabilistic polynomial-time verifier V∗, there
exists a simulator MV∗ running in expected probabilistic polynomial-time, such

that MV∗
c
≈ (P,V∗) on input x ∈ LR and arbitrary input δ to V ∗

The arbitrary input δ given only to V∗ represents a priori information that
V∗ could have from, e.g., previous executions. For some protocols we can obtain

even stronger notions of zero-knowledge if MV∗
s
≈ (P,V∗) or MV∗

p
≈ (P,V∗).

In these cases we say that the protocol is statistical zero-knowledge or perfect
zero-knowledge, respectively.

Honest verifier zero-knowledge

In the above definition of zero-knowledge, we required a simulator to exists for
any verifier. One can relax this by only requiring the verifier to behave honestly.
In this case we call a protocol honest-verifier zero-knowledge. Intuitively, this
should make our lives easier since it restricts the powers of the verifier. On the
other hand it seems like it is less useful in practice, where the assumption of
an honest verifier might not be realistic. As it turns out though, the notions
of general zero-knowledge and honest verifier zero-knowledge are in some cases
equivalent. For instance if we in some other way can ensure that the verifier
will behave honestly. We shall see an example of this later.
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3.4 Secret Sharing

Secret sharing is a very important tool that will be used for building threshold
protocols in the following chapters. Given a set of ` players P, secret sharing
allows us to distribute a secret value s among the players such that an autho-
rized subset of the players can reconstruct s, whereas any unauthorized subset
has no information about s.

What constitutes an authorized set of players is to be defined by the secret
sharing scheme or application. We will only be concerned with so-called (t, `)-
threshold schemes, where given some threshold t and a set of ` players, any
subset of players of size t+ 1 or more is authorized and any subset of size t or
less is unauthorized.

In all the schemes presented, the secret is assumed to be a single element.
We will also need to share vectors and matrices later and in these cases each
entry is simply secret shared independently.

We first describe the very simple notion of additive secret sharing which
works only for t = `− 1. We then describe the Shamir secret sharing scheme,
first introduced in [Sha79] in section 3.4.2. This works for sharing elements
of any finite field F and any threshold t < |F|. Whereas Shamir requires the
use of finite fields, we will be needing slightly more general schemes capable of
working in arbitrary groups and modules. Fortunately, generalizations of the
Shamir scheme has been made and we describe these in section 3.4.3. Finally,
in section 3.4.4, we give a brief discussion on secret sharing in the presence of
active corruptions and in this context also discuss verifiable secret sharing.

3.4.1 Additive Secret Sharing

For the special case where t = `− 1 there is a straightforward solution known
as additive secret sharing. Given a finite additive group G, we can secret share
any element s ∈ G between ` players in the following way:

• Sharing: To share s ∈ G choose ` uniformly random elements s1, . . . sn ∈
G subject to the condition that

∑`
i=1 si = s. Then send privately to each

player i his share si of s.

• Reconstruction: Given all players we can reconstruct s as follows. Each
player j sends their share sj to every other player. Now each player can
compute s as s =

∑n
i=1 si.
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It should be quite clear that this scheme allows for reconstruction of the secret
if all players pitch in. On the other hand, if just one share is missing, any
element in G is equally likely to be the secret.

3.4.2 Shamir Secret Sharing

Given a finite field F, Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [Sha79] allows a set of
` < |F| players to share elements from F. Furthermore, given threshold t < `,
reconstruction of the shared value will only be possible by a set consisting of
t+ 1 or more players. Thus, Shamir’s scheme is a (t, `)-threshold scheme. It is
based on the simple idea that one needs t + 1 points to uniquely determine a
polynomial of degree t. For simplicity we assume in the following that F = Zp
for some prime p. The sharing and reconstruction phases are as follows:

• Sharing: To share an element s ∈ Zp choose a random polynomial
fs(X) ∈ Zp[X] of degree at most t such that fs(0) = s. Then send
privately to each player i his share si = fs(i) of s.

• Reconstruction: Given a subset of the players P ′ ⊆ P where |P ′| > t
we can reconstruct s as follows. Each player j ∈ P ′ sends their share sj
to every other player in P ′. Now each player j ∈ P ′ will have at least
t + 1 shares and can use Lagrange interpolation to compute the secret
as follows. Each player j can choose a subset A ⊆ P ′ of size t + 1 to
compute the secret as s =

∑
i∈A ηi,Asi, where

ηi,A =
∏

j∈A,j 6=i

0− j
i− j

∈ Zp.

The main step of the reconstruction is using Lagrange interpolation to recon-
struct the polynomial evaluated at 0. It is in this step that the restriction to
fields becomes important, since this ensures us that the inverse of i − j does
in fact exist, making ηi,A well-defined. We will not go into more detail with
Shamir’s basic scheme and leave out proofs of correctness and security. Note
also that Lagrange interpolation allows us to, not only reconstruct the secret,
but to reconstruct the entire polynomial used.

3.4.3 Threshold Secret Sharing for Arbitrary Groups

A major disadvantage of Shamir’s basic scheme is the restriction to sharing
elements of a finite field. For instance, one might want to share elements of a
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ring Zn where n is not a prime. A quick fix would be to view elements of Zn
as elements of the bigger field Zp where p is a prime. This is not a satisfactory
solution though, as we would also like a scheme with homomorphic properties,
such that one can do some basic arithmetic on shares.

What we really need is a secret sharing scheme that will allow us to share
elements of arbitrary groups. Such schemes have been described by Fehr in
[Feh98] and we will here describe what is needed for our purposes.

We first give a set of desirable abstract properties for threshold secret shar-
ing schemes for finite Abelian groups G. We will without loss of generality
assume the group operation of G to be addition.

• Perfectly secret: Given a shared value s ∈ G, any tuple of up to t
shares si is distributed uniformly.

• Perfectly correct: Given any t + 1 shares si of s, one can efficiently
recover s.

• Homomorphic: If si, s
′
i ∈ G are player i’ shares of s, s′ ∈ G, then si+s

′
i

and rsi are shares of s+ s′ and rs respectively for player i, where r ∈ R
for an appropriate ring R.

The ring R of valid scalars in the homomorphic property will depend on the
concrete group G, but will in general be a ring over which G can be viewed as
a module. This will become more clear when we give a concrete construction
next.

Restrictions on the number of players

Variants of the Shamir scheme exhibits a natural restriction on the number of
players participating in the sharing. Given a set G from which elements are
to be shared, each player must be assigned a unique element from G, at which
point the sharing polynomial should be evaluated to obtain the players share.
In Shamir’s original scheme the number of players is in this way bounded by
|G| − 1, since all elements of G are units, except for the zero-element, and can
be used as evaluation points for players. Usually this is not really a restriction,
since the number of players will rarely exceed the size of G. For more general
G it is not clear though that this bound is tight. In fact we begin by giving
the following scheme from [Feh98] which does not necessarily allow for |G| − 1
players.

Let G be a finite Abelian (additive) group with identity element 0. The ex-
ponent of G, denoted by e(G), is defined as e(G) = min{n ∈ N|ng = 0∀g ∈ G}.
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Now, G can be seen as a module over the ring R = Ze(G). Let t < ` and assume
that there exists l distinct elements ωi ∈ R, such that ωi ∈ R∗ for i = 1, . . . , `
and ωi − ωj ∈ R∗ for i 6= j, where R∗ denotes the group of units in R. Asso-
ciate publicly to each player i the element ωi. The sharing and reconstruction
phases are now as follows.

• Sharing: To share an element s ∈ G choose a random polynomial
fs(X) ∈ G[X] of degree at most t, where fs(0) = s. Then send pri-
vately to each player i his share si = fs(ωi) of s.

• Reconstruction: Given a subset of the players P ′ ⊆ P where |P ′| > t
we can reconstruct s as follows. Each player j ∈ P ′ sends their share sj
to every other player in P ′. A player in P ′ will now have at least t + 1
shares and chooses a subset A ⊆ P ′ of size t+ 1 to compute the secret as
s =

∑
i∈A ηi,Asi, where

ηi,A =
∏

j∈A,j 6=i

0− ωj
ωi − ωj

∈ R.

In [Feh98] it is shown that the above scheme is both perfectly secret, per-
fectly correct and homomorphic. We will not give proofs of these properties
here.

Looking at the above scheme, it is now clear where the restriction on the
number of players come from. For reconstruction to work the requirement that
ωi − ωj ∈ R∗ for i 6= j is essential. One way to choose the players evaluation
points is to have ωi = i mod e(G). It should be clear that as long as ` is less
than every prime divisor of e(G) the requirement is fulfilled. Since each player
must have a unique ωi the allowed number of players depends on the smallest
prime divisor of the exponent of G. In many cases the prime divisors of e(G)
will be large enough for the application or the choice of the group G somewhat
flexible, so that one with an appropriate exponent can be used. In some cases
though this is not possible. There, the solution is to move to an extension ring
as we describe next.

Using extension rings

Once again, let G be an arbitrary group with exponent e(G) and let R = Ze(G)

be a ring. As before we can view G as an R-module, denote this by E. If
it is not the case that R contains enough elements ωi such that ωi ∈ R∗ and
ωi − ωj ∈ R∗, we can instead use extensions of R and E.
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Instead of R we will be using the extension ring R̄ = Ze(G)[X]/F [X] for any
monic degree-k polynomial F (X) ∈ Ze(G)[X] that is irreducible modulo every

prime divisor of e(G). It can then be checked that Ē = Gk is an R̄-module
which we will use instead of E. Finally, an element of R̄ is a unit if and only
if it is nonzero modulo every prime divisor of e(G). Let p be the smallest such
divisor, the polynomial residues in R̄ with coefficients in {0, . . . , p− 1} give us
pk elements ωi ∈ R̄, such that ωi−ωj is a unit for all i 6= j. Thus, using R̄ and
Ē in the scheme described above allow pk players to participate in sharing.

3.4.4 Active Corruptions and Verifiable Secret Sharing

So far we have not discussed what happens when players do not follow the
rules of the sharing or reconstruction steps. Players that can deviate from
the protocol specifications are known as actively corrupted players, and it is
important to consider this case, especially when secret sharing is used as a tool
in larger, real life protocols.

Secret sharing is divided into two steps, the sharing phase, where a dealer
distributes shares to players, and the reconstruction phase, where players re-
ceive shares and reconstruct the secret. We would like it to be the case that
both these steps are done correctly or at least that deviating behavior can be
detected. Verifiable secret sharing (VSS) is the tool to ensure this property. It
was first introduced in [CGMA85] and has the following properties. A dealer
will distribute shares of a secret to all players in such a way that the honest
players are guaranteed to get consistent shares of a well-defined secret, or at
least they will agree that the dealer deviated. Furthermore, the correct secret
can always be reconstructed by enough honest players.

The general approach to obtaining verifiable secret sharing is to start from
a secret sharing scheme, as the ones we described above, and then add the
extra ”verifiable” property. In [CDD00] a general construction was given to
obtain verifiable secret sharing from any secret sharing scheme. As is often the
case with such generic constructions, it is not very efficient, and much more
efficient solutions exists for concrete secret sharing schemes. We mention here
one example from [RBO89] which will work with the Shamir scheme and its
generalisations. Assuming the existence of a broadcast channel between players
and private communication channels, the [RBO89] VSS protocol can tolerate
up to t < `/2 actively corrupted players. The secrecy is unconditional and the
probability of error is negligible. We will use this form of VSS in chapter 4.
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3.5 The Universal Composability Framework

Most of our results will be framed in the universal composability (UC) frame-
work. This was first introduced in [Can00, Can01] and we refer to these papers
for details. The UC framework is used to prove security for protocols executed
by a set of players. The execution of the protocol usually involves some private
calculations by the players, as well as messages passed between the players.
What we want is to establish some security guarantees in the presence of an
adversary that, depending on its strength, can corrupt some number of the
players in more less malicious ways. We discuss different adversarial models in
section 3.6.

In the UC framework security is defined by considering a probabilistic
polynomial-time machine Z called the environment. In coordination with an
adversary that may corrupt some of the players, Z chooses inputs and observes
the outputs of a protocol executed in one of two worlds: the “real world” or
the “ideal world”.

• The “real world”. In the real world the environment Z is interacting
with a real execution of a protocol π performed by a set of players, while a
dummy adversary A, controlled by Z, corrupts players and controls their
interactions with honest players. To sum up, the environment chooses
the inputs of the players, gets the outputs of the players, and controls
the adversary A who can corrupt players and control their interactions
with honest players.

• The “ideal” world. In the ideal world there is no protocol but in-
stead an ideal functionality F . An ideal functionality is an interactive
machine which defines the intended behavior of some protocol. First of
all this means that players can interact with it by giving inputs and re-
ceiving outputs. Furthermore, since we want it to define the behavior of
a practically realizable protocol, it should also allow for some adversar-
ial behavior, in the sense that it can be influenced by an adversary and
might leak some information.

When the environment interacts with the ideal world it does so through
a set of dummy honest players and a simulator S. The set of dummy
players, corresponding to the honest players, simply forwards messages
between the environment and the functionality. The simulator simulates
the communication between the environment and an adversary and con-
trols the delivery of messages from the functionality. This, in particular,
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means that the simulator receives the corrupted players outputs from
the functionality and can decide what to do with them. It also means
that the simulator can decide when output from the functionality to the
dummy honest players should be delivered.

Security

We denote the views of the environment in these two executions by REALπ,A,Z
and IDEALF,S,Z , respectively. Now, we say that a protocol π securely realizes
a functionality F if the environment cannot distinguish between the two ex-
ecutions. The usual definition is based on computational indistinguishability,

denoted by the relation
c
≈. It is this definition that we give here.

Definition 3.5.1 (UC-security). We say that a protocol π securely realizes a
functionality F , if for any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A,
there exists a PPT simulator S such that for all PPT environments Z we have

that IDEALF,S,Z
c
≈ REALπ,A,Z .

A stronger definition would be to require statistical indistinguishability,

denoted by
s
≈. When this is the case, we note it explicitly. The idea behind the

definition is that if the environment cannot distinguish the real view from the
ideal view, then the real view does not reveal more information than the ideal.
Since the ideal view only reveals what the functionality would plus what can
be computed from this, and the functionality defines the intended behavior,
then the protocol is secure.

A few things should be noted about the above definition. As part of the
protocol π the players and adversary might also have access to one or more
lower level functionalities. These lower level functionalities could give, for in-
stance, secure or authenticated point-to-point communication. Let G be such
a lower level functionality that π has access to, we then say that π realizes its
corresponding functionality F in the G-hybrid model. Of course π can have
access to any number of functionalities, not just one. Another thing we note
is that the above definition requires a simulator to exist for all possible en-
vironments. We will later see examples where we need to restrict the set of
allowed environments to certain classes. This of course gives a weaker secu-
rity guarantee, on the other hand this might be good enough in the specific
situation.
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Composability

What makes the UC notion of security so strong and useful is the general
composition theorem, which states that any UC-secure protocol remains secure
under concurrent general composition. This allows for the modular design of
functionalities and protocols which can be composed to produce secure higher-
level protocols. We give a formal statement here.

Theorem 3.5.2 (Universal composability theorem). Let π be a protocol that
securely implements F in the G-hybrid model and let ρ be a protocol that securely
implements G in the H-hybrid model. Now, let πρ be the protocol in the H-
hybrid model where every call to G has been replaced by a call to ρ. Then it is
the case that πρ securely implements F in the H-hybrid model.

It is quite rare to prove security of protocols in the real “real“ world, where
there are no helper functionalities like authenticated or secure channels. More
often one uses the composability theorem to prove protocols secure in a hybrid
model, where certain functionalities are assumed to exist. We use the notion
of real world and hybrid world interchangeably in such situations.

Covering all the details

The UC-framework is quite extensive and we have left out a lot of details in the
above description. There are several reasons for this. First of all it is outside of
the scope of this dissertation to completely describe the UC-framework. More
importantly the amount of details, needed to be completely formal, tends to
hide intuition and making proofs overly complicated. For the same reason we
have chosen to hide a number of less important details when stating our results
in the UC-framework.

One of the most obvious details is the omission of session ids. When spec-
ifying functionalities and protocols in the UC-framework, one should formally
include session ids into all commands in order to separate commands belonging
to different invocations. Although this is a very important aspect when im-
plementing protocols in practice, this is less important for understanding our
results and therefore we omit them from all functionalities and protocols. In
general, if details have been omitted, it is because we have found that they are
not central and do not contribute to the understanding of the results.
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3.6 Adversarial Models

We finish this chapter with a brief discussion on the various adversarial models
we might consider. When we define security it is important to establish exactly
what we want to be secure against. We want a definition which covers the
security requirements we have, while still being realizable in practice. We here
list a number of possible flavors when choosing the adversarial model.

• Passive/Active: A passive or semi-honest adversary only observes the
protocol execution and tries to extract some useful knowledge from the
information obtained. In particular, the passive adversary does not in-
terfere with the execution of the protocol, but will follow the rules laid
out. In contrast to this, the active or malicious adversary will not only
observe the protocol execution, but can influence the corrupted players
and make them behave in any way he likes.

• Static/Adaptive: A static adversary must choose the set of players he
wishes to corrupt before the protocol execution starts. An adaptive ad-
versary, on the other hand, can choose to corrupt players as the protocol
is running. One might limit the power of the adaptive adversary, by only
allowing him to corrupt players at specific points in the protocol.

• Threshold: Given a threshold t < `, where ` is the number of players,
a threshold adversary is only allowed to corrupt up to t of the players.
Depending on which other flavors of security we want, the threshold will
vary. Some of the most common thresholds are t < `, t < `/2, and
t < `/3. We will see examples of all of these in the following chapters.

• Unconditional/Computational security: If we can prove security
against a computationally unbounded adversary we say that our protocol
is unconditionally secure (or sometimes statistically secure). On the other
hand, we say that a protocol is computationally secure, if we can prove
it secure against a computationally bounded adversary. Unconditional
security is a very strong notion and often one will have to let do with
computational security.

The choice of adversarial model influences both the efficiency and some-
times also possibility of results, so choosing the right one is important. In the
following chapters we shall see examples of all the above.





Chapter 4

Distributed Gaussian Sampling
and Threshold Signatures

In this chapter we present the work from [BKP13]. In particular, we give
threshold protocols for the main nontrivial operations in lattice-based signature
schemes based on the corresponding standalone algorithms in [MP12]. The
main nontrivial operations are: (1) generating a lattice Λ together with a
strong trapdoor, and (2) sampling from a discrete Gaussian distribution over
a desired coset of Λ. Since these are the only secret operations used in the
signature scheme from [GPV08], our protocols can be plugged directly into
this scheme to distribute the key generation and signing algorithms.

Our protocols have several desirable properties. They provide information
theoretic security for adaptive corruptions and work for an optimal threshold
for both semi-honest and malicious players. By this we mean that the security
of the key-generation and sampling protocols themselves relies on no computa-
tional assumptions. Instead, the application alone determines the assumption.
Usually this will be the hardness of the SIS problem for signature schemes.
We prove security in the UC framework (see section 3.5). As a result of this
we get a very modular description of our approach along with strong security
guarantees for protocols under arbitrary composition.

The public key and the quality of the trapdoor generated by the key-
generation are essentially the same as in the standalone setting. Also, the
size of the public key and the size of the trapdoor do not depend on the num-
ber of players, the individual shares of the trapdoor are the same size as the
trapdoor itself, and the protocols work for the same lattice parameters as in
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the standalone setting, up to small constant factors.
Finally, our protocols have non-interactive and very efficient online phases,

assuming either trusted setup, or an offline phase where players themselves
perform some amount of interactive precomputation. By trusted setup we
mean simply the setting where an initial setup or offline phase is performed, in
which players have access to a trusted third party.

Outline

We begin by recalling the notion of a strong trapdoor and the standalone
algorithms from [MP12] for key generation and Gaussian sampling in section
4.1. In section 4.2, we describe the main functionalities FKG for key generation
and FGS for sampling, and in section 4.3 we show how to implement FGS using
helper functionalities FPerturb and FCorrect. In section 4.4, we show how key
generation and the functionalities FPerturb and FCorrect can be implemented
without trusted setup. Finally, in section 4.5, we show how we can construct a
signature scheme using FKG and FGS based on the GPV scheme from [GPV08].

4.1 Trapdoors and Standalone Algorithms

As mentioned above, two of the basic operations in lattice-based signature
schemes is key generation and Gaussian sampling over a lattice. More con-
cretely, key generation involves generating a random matrix A along with
some trapdoor which can be used to sample a discrete Gaussian distribution
over cosets of Λ⊥(A). In [MP12], standalone algorithms for these two tasks
are given. We recall these in the following subsections, since our threshold
protocols build directly on top of them, but leave out proofs and refer instead
to [MP12].

4.1.1 Trapdoor Generation

When defining a trapdoor we start with a special gadget matrix G. Let n
and q be positive integers and k = dlog qe, and define the gadget vector g =
(1, 2, 4, . . . , 2k−1) ∈ Zkq and matrix

G := In ⊗ gT =


· · ·gt · · ·

· · ·gt · · ·
. . .

· · ·gt · · ·

 ∈ Zn×nkq .
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Here, ⊗ defines the tensor product, or Kronecker product, of two matrices. I.e.,

A⊗B =

a11B . . . a1nB
...

. . .
...

am1B . . . amnB

 .
G has some very nice properties which are stated in the following lemma from
[MP12]. Recall, that ωn = ω(

√
log n) is some fixed factor related to the smooth-

ing parameter, as discussed in section 2.4.

Lemma 4.1.1 ([MP12, Theorem 4.1]). For any integers q ≥ 2, n ≥ 1, k =
dlog qe, and G as defined above, we have the following.

• The lattice Λ⊥q (G) has a known basis S ∈ Znk×nk, with ‖S̃‖ ≤
√

5 and

‖S‖ ≤ max{
√

5,
√
k}. Moreover, when q = 2k, we have S̃ = 2I (so

‖S̃‖ = 2) and ‖S‖ =
√

5. We will denote ‖S̃‖ by sg.

• Both G and S require little storage. In particular, they are sparse with
only O(m) nonzero entries and highly structured.

• Sampling a discrete Gaussian with parameter s ≥ sg · ωn over cosets of
Λ⊥q (G) can, for some constant c, be performed in time O(n · logc n) or in
parallel in time O(logc n) using n processors.

Especially the fact that we can sample efficiently from cosets of Λ⊥q (G) is
important. We shall see in the next subsection how this is done.

Having defined the gadget matrix G, we can now define what we mean by
a trapdoor for a matrix A.

Definition 4.1.2 ([MP12, Definition 5.2]). Let m ≥ nk be an integer and
define m̄ = m − nk. For A ∈ Zn×mq and invertible H∗ ∈ Zn×nq , we say that

R ∈ Zm̄×nkq is a trapdoor for A with tag H∗, if A [ RI ] = H∗G. The quality of
the trapdoor is defined to be its largest singular value s1(R).

Let us dwell over this definition for a moment. First of all, it introduces
another matrix, namely the tag H∗. H∗ is needed in some applications which
require a trapdoor for a family of matrices. To this end, note that if R is a
trapdoor for A with tag H∗, then it is also a trapdoor for AH := A− [0 | HG]
with tag H∗ −H. For simplicity, one can consider the case where H∗ = In,
i.e. the n-dimensional identity matrix, which is actually used in some of the
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applications later. Finally, since G contains In as a submatrix, H∗ is uniquely
determined and efficiently computable given R.

To get some feeling for why this definition is useful, assume you are given
a matrix A and corresponding trapdoor R. If you want to perform some task
using A, e.g., Gaussian sampling, this can be reduced to performing the task
using H∗G instead. We can get rid of H∗ since it is invertible, and with only
G remaining we will see later that we are faced with a much simpler task.

Finally, the definition states what is meant by the quality of a trapdoor.
The quality is defined this way, since the largest singular value gives an upper
bound on the smoothing parameter of Λ⊥q (A), which in turn gives a lower
bound for the Gaussian parameter we can sample with. This follows from
lemma 2.4.7 and the following lemma concerning the basis of Λ⊥(A).

Definition 4.1.3 ([MP12, Lemma 5.3]). Let S ∈ Znk×nk be any basis for
Λ⊥q (G). Let A ∈ Zn×mq have trapdoor R ∈ Zm̄×nkq with tag H∗ ∈ Zn×nq . Then

the lattice Λ⊥q (A) is generated by the basis

SA =

[
I R
0 I

] [
I 0

W S

]
,

where W ∈ Znk×m̄ is an arbitrary solution to GW = −H−1A[I | 0]T mod q.
Moreover, the basis SA satisfies ‖S̃A‖ ≤ s1([ I R

0 I ])‖S̃‖ ≤ (s1(R) + 1)‖S̃‖.

The only thing missing is to know how to obtain a random matrix A along
with a good quality trapdoor R of the kind from definition 4.1.2. The algorithm
is straight forward and follows directly from the definition of a trapdoor. It
must be supplied with some matrix Ā from which A will be built and the
desired tag H∗. If no particular Ā and H∗ are provided, the algorithm can
default to picking a uniformly random A and setting H∗ = I. Furthermore, one
must provide a distribution D from which R should be picked. Obviously the
choice of D affects the quality of the trapdoor, and should be chosen according
to the desired application. One possible choice of D is the discrete Gaussian
distribution Dm̄×nk

Z,z·ωn , for some z.

Algorithm GenTrap:

Input: Matrix Ā ∈ Zn×m̄q , invertible matrix H∗ ∈ Zn×nq , and distribution D
over Zm̄×nk.
Generate Trapdoor:
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1. Sample R← D.

2. Output A = [Ā | H∗G− ĀR] ∈ Zn×mq and R ∈ Zm̄×nk.

One thing to note is that the A output is not completely random, but this is
good enough for the desired applications.

4.1.2 Sampling

Now that we know how to generate a trapdoor for the matrix A, we move on
to show how we can use it to sample over cosets of Λ⊥(A). But before we can
do this, we must show how it can be done for the lattice Λ⊥(G).

Sampling with G

We only consider one of the two approaches from [MP12] which work for any
modulus q, namely the “bucketing” approach. Given any fixed Gaussian pa-
rameter s ≥ sg ·ωn and a vector u ∈ Znq , we want to sample from the distribu-
tion DΛ⊥u (G),s, i.e., we want to sample from the discrete Gaussian distribution

over the coset lattice Λ⊥u (G) with parameter s. Such a sample is a vector
x ∈ Znkq . A first important observation is that due to the structure of G,

Λ⊥(G) is the direct sum of n copies of Λ⊥(gT ). This means that when we
want to sample over the coset Λ⊥u (G) for u = (u1, . . . un), we can do this by
simply concatenating n independent samples over the appropriate cosets ui of
Λ⊥(gT ). Note that since gT is a vector, Λ⊥(gT ) is a 1-dimensional lattice, and
a coset of Λ⊥(gT ) is simply a scalar.

Now, to sample a vector from Λ⊥u (gT ) one can use the following approach.
For each possible value of u create a bucket. While there are still empty buckets
draw a sample z ← DZk,s, compute u = 〈g, z〉, and put z in bucket u. When
we need a sample for a specific u, we simply go to the appropriate bucket and
take the sample. This approach has an offline/online flavour which suits our
application very well, as we shall see later. The way one would use this in
practice, would be to precompute and store many independent samples in an
offline phase, to give a very fast online sampling procedure. The number of
samples that should be stored depends on the application, but it can be shown
that one needs to generate about q log q samples, to occupy every bucket. Since
we might need to sample from a coset of Λ⊥(G) where all entries are the same,
we should have at least n samples in each bucket.

We summarize the above description in the following algorithm for sampling
from cosets of Λ⊥(G).
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Algorithm SampleG:

Input:

• (Offline) Gaussian parameter s ≥ sg · ωn

• (Online) Coset vector u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ Znq .

Precomputation (Offline):

1. Create q buckets, corresponding to the possible values of ui.

2. While there are buckets holding less than n samples, draw a sample
z← DZk,s, compute u = 〈g, z〉, and put z in bucket u.

Sample from DΛ⊥u (G),s (Online):

1. For i = 1, . . . , n take sample xi ∈ Zk from bucket ui.

2. Let x = (x1x2 . . .xn) ∈ Zkn and output x.

Sampling with a random matrix

Finally, we can look at how to sample over cosets of Λ⊥(A), using the above
sampling approach for Λ⊥(G) and a trapdoor R. Once again recall that there
are applications which require sampling for a family of matrices. This require-
ment led to the introduction of the tag H∗ in definition 4.1.2, and we noted
that a trapdoor R for A with tag H∗ is also a trapdoor for AH := A−[0 | HG]
with tag H∗ −H. The algorithm we present below is for sampling from cosets
of Λ⊥(AH). If one wishes to use just A this can easily be achieved by choosing
H = 0. It is assumed that A is produced as in the algorithm GenTrap, namely
that it has the form [Ā | H∗G− ĀR], for some random matrix Ā.

As with sampling from cosets of Λ⊥(G) we proceed in two phases. The first
phase, is a precomputation, or offline, phase which only requires knowledge of
A, trapdoor R, and the desired Gaussian parameter s. The second phase,
is the sampling, or online, phase where a specific coset u is given and a tag
H. The output from the sampling phase is then a sample from a distribution
within negl(n) statistical distance of DΛ⊥u (AH),s·ωn .

The algorithm is an instance of the “convolution” approach from [Pei10]. In
the offline phase it chooses one or more Gaussian perturbation vectors p ∈ Zm
(one for each future call to the online sampling step), having a non-spherical
covariance Σp that depends only on s and the trapdoor R. In the online
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phase, assuming that H∗−H is invertible, it picks a fresh perturbation p from
the offline step, chooses z ∈ Znk having Gaussian distribution with parameter
sg · ωn over an appropriate coset of Λ⊥(G), and outputs x = p + [ RI ] z ∈
Λ⊥u (AH). The purpose of z is to “correct” the coset in which x will lie. Since p
is chosen independently of the desired coset u, z is chosen to depend on p and
u in such a way that AHx = u. We also sometimes refer to the offline phase
as the perturbation phase and to the online phase as the correction phase.

Here follows the formal algorithm which is a slight variant of Algorithm 3
from [MP12].

Algorithm SampleD:

Input:

• (Offline) Matrix A = [Ā | H∗G−ĀR] ∈ Zn×mq , the trapdoor R ∈ Zm̄×nk
for A with tag H∗ ∈ Zn×nq , and a Gaussian parameter s ≥ Cs1(R) where
C is some constant.

• (Online) Coset vector u ∈ Znq and matrix H ∈ Zn×nq , such that H∗ −H
is invertible.

Precomputation (Offline):

1. Sample a perturbation p← DZm,
√

Σp·ωn , where Σp = s2− s2
g [ RI ] [ RT I ].

2. Compute w̄ = [Ā | −ĀR]p ∈ Znq and w = [0 | G]p ∈ Znq .

Sample from Λ⊥u (AH) (Online):

1. Let v = (H∗ −H)−1(u − w̄) − w ∈ Znq and sample z ← DΛ⊥v (G),sg·ωn
using SampleG.

2. Let y = [ RI ] z and output x = p + y.

The proof of correctness of the algorithm falls in two parts. First, one should
verify that x belongs to the coset u of Λ⊥(AH), i.e. that AHx = u. This
can be done by straightforward calculations. Secondly, x should be distributed
according to the right Gaussian parameter. This can be verified using the
smoothing lemma (lemma 2.4.3) and the convolution lemma (lemma 2.5.1).
We will go into more details on this, when we give our threshold variant of the
algorithm in section 4.3, but for now we refer to the original [MP12] paper for
formal proofs.
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4.2 Functionalities for Threshold Sampling

Having described the standalone algorithms from [MP12], we can now turn
to the threshold setting and our results. As mentioned in the introduction of
this chapter, we state and prove our results in the UC-framework. Therefore,
the first natural step is to introduce the functionalities for key generation and
sampling which will define the desired behavior for these procedures. The
functionalities FKG and FGS are presented in section 4.2.1 and section 4.2.2.
We end this section with a discussion on the legal uses of FGS and some of
the later functionalities, FPerturb and FCorrect. It puts a restriction on how the
functionalities can be used, but does not limit the usefulness of our protocols.

We denote the set of players by P in the following, and let ` = |P| de-
note the number of players. We prove security against adversaries that may
adaptively corrupt a certain bounded number of players over the entire life-
time of a protocol, and consider both the semi-honest and the malicious case.
At the time of corruption, the entire view of the player to that point (and
beyond) is revealed to the adversary; in particular we do not assume secure
erasures. For robustness, we additionally require that when the environment
issues a command to a functionality or protocol, it always does so for at least
h honest players in the same round. In general h will denote the number of
non-corrupted and semi-honest players participating, and will depend on the
protocol and security assumptions.

As we are in a threshold setting, all secret material has to be shared among
the participating players, as we do not want an unauthorized subset of players
to have information about it. For sharing we use a secret sharing scheme as
described in section 3.4, and we will need the general version, as Zq is most
likely not a field. Additionally, when assuming active corruptions, we will use
VSS as discussed in section 3.4.4. Sharing of a vector or matrix is simply done
component-wise, sharing each entry in the vector or matrix individually. We
use JsK, JsK and JAK to denote the complete set of shares for a value, vector
and matrix respectively. And for, e.g., a vector, JsKi denote players i’s shares
from JsK.

The threshold t for the secret sharing scheme will depend on our assump-
tions. We assume a broadcast channel and private communication channels
between players. For security against semi-honest adversaries we have in gen-
eral t < |P| − 1, although for some protocols involving multiplication we need
t < |P|/2. For malicious adversaries we have t < |P|/2 when using VSS as
described in section 3.4.4. Note, that for malicious adversaries we always re-
quire honest majority, thus, there will always be enough honest players left to
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complete the protocol. We will give explicit bounds for t as we go into the
details of each protocol. In all cases we will require that h = t + 1, that is,
the minimum number of players following the protocol should always be higher
than the threshold.

4.2.1 Key Generation, FKG

The functionality FKG, presented in figure 4.1, is based on the GenTrap algo-
rithm, with a few modifications making it fit into the threshold setting. We have
now committed ourselves to a specific distribution for R, namely DZm̄×nk,z·ωn ,
which involves choosing the Gaussian parameter z. The choice of z determines
the length of the vectors in R and therefore also s1(R) which in turn gives a
lower bound on s, the parameter used in sampling from cosets of Λ⊥(AH) later.
As usual in the UC-framework, the functionality will provide each player with
the intended public and secret information, and the adversary will be given
all publicly available information. Furthermore, we allow the environment to
choose the shares that corrupted players will receive. This is a standard tech-
nique which does not affect the security of the protocol, and which is important
for the functionality to be implementable.

Functionality FKG

Generate: Upon receiving (generate, Ā ∈ Zn×m̄q ,H∗ ∈ Zn×nq , z) from at least h
honest players in P:

• Send (generate, Ā,H∗, z) to the adversary, and receive back shares
JRKi for each currently corrupted player i.

• Choose R ← DZm̄×nk,z·ωn and compute a sharing JRK over Zq con-
sistent with the shares received for corrupted players. Let A = [Ā |
H∗G− ĀR].

• Send (generate,A, JRKi) to each player i in P, and (generate,A) to
the adversary.

Figure 4.1: Key generation functionality

To realize FKG one can either choose to use a trusted third party who will
act exactly as the functionality, or, more interestingly, construct a threshold
protocol. We do the latter in section 4.4.2.
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4.2.2 Sampling, FGS

The functionality FGS, described in figure 4.2, defines what we want from the
threshold sampling protocol, and uses the SampleD algorithm as a subroutine.
It has two commands init and sample which reflect the offline and online phase
of the protocol.

Functionality FGS

Initialize: Upon receiving (init,A, JRKi,H∗, s, B) from at least h honest players
in P:

• Reconstruct R and store A, R, H∗, s, and B.

• Send (init) to each player in P, and (init,A,H∗, s, B) to the adversary.

Sample: Upon receiving (sample,H ∈ Zn×nq ,u ∈ Znq ) from at least h honest
players in P, if H∗ − H ∈ Zn×nq is invertible and fewer than B calls to
sample have already been made:

• Sample x← DΛ⊥u (AH),s·ωn using the algorithm SampleD with trapdoor
R.

• Send (sample,x) to all players in P, and (sample,H,u,x) to the ad-
versary.

Figure 4.2: Gaussian sampling functionality

Using the init command, players can initialize the functionality with specific
matrices A, R and H∗, as well as a Gaussian parameter s and a bound B on
the number of times the sample command can be called. The bound is needed
because the offline precomputation phases of our protocols need to prepare
sufficient randomness such that the online phases can be non-interactive. If
the bound B is reached, then the players can just initialize a new copy of FGS.
Now, the only thing the functionality does is reconstructing R from the shares
received, store the information for later use, acknowledge to all players that
init was called, and forwarding public information to the adversary.

Assuming that init has been called, the sample command can be called to
obtain a sample from the distribution DΛ⊥u (AH),s·ωn for some specific coset u
and tag H∗−H. The functionality checks that fewer than B calls have already
been made to sample and that the matrix H gives a valid tag H∗ −H. If this
is the case, it uses the algorithm SampleD and sends the result to all players
and the public information to the adversary.
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We show in section 4.3 how to realize FGS using two helper functionali-
ties FPerturb and FCorrect, corresponding to the perturbation phase and the
correction phase from SampleD.

4.2.3 Legal Uses of the Functionalities

Putting the key-generation and Gaussian sampling operations into separate
functionalities FKG and FGS, and realizing FGS using the helper functional-
ities FPerturb and FCorrect, ads modularity and simplifies the analysis of our
protocols. However, as a side effect it also raises a technical issue in the UC
framework, since environments can in general provide functionalities with arbi-
trary inputs, even on behalf of honest players. The issue is that FGS, FPerturb,
and FCorrect, introduced in sections 4.2 and 4.3, are all designed to be initial-
ized with some common valid state, namely shares of a trapdoor R for a matrix
A as produced by FKG on valid inputs. It might be expensive though or even
impossible for the corresponding protocols to check the consistency and validity
of those shares. Moreover, such checks would be unnecessary in the usual case
where an application protocol, such as a threshold signature scheme, initializes
the functionalities as intended.

Therefore, we prove UC security for a restricted class of environments Z
that always initialize our functionalities with valid arguments. In particular,
environments in Z can instruct players to instantiate FKG only with argu-
ments Ā, z corresponding to a statistically secure instantiation of the trapdoor
generator from [MP12]. Similarly, FGS can be initialized only with a matrix
A, tag H∗, and shares of a trapdoor R matching those of a prior call to the
generate command of FKG, and with a sufficiently large Gaussian parameter
s ≥ Cs1 ·ωn, where s1 is a high-probability upper bound on s1(R) for the trap-
door R generated by FKG. The functionalities FPerturb and FCorrect are not
intended for direct use by applications, but for proving the security of their re-
alizations. We also require that they be initialized using a prior output of FKG.
More formally, an environment Z is said to be in the class of environments Z ,
if it satisfies the following conditions specific to our functionalities:

• When Z instructs honest players to issue a generate command to FKG (or
its realization as a protocol), the input matrix Ā ∈ Zn×m̄q and parameter
z must correspond with a statistically secure instantiation of the trap-
door generator from [MP12]. Concretely, Ā must be statistically close to
uniformly random, and the Gaussian parameter z and dimension m̄ must
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jointly be sufficiently large. As shown in [MP12], one valid instantiation
is to let z ≥ 2ωn and m̄ ≥ Cn log q for any fixed constant C > 1.

• When Z instructs honest players to issue an init command to FGS,
FPerturb, or FCorrect (or their respective realizations as protocols), the
matrix A, tag H∗, and shares JRKi provided as the players’ inputs, must
match those of a prior call to FKG(generate). In addition, these init
commands must all use the same Gaussian parameter s, which must
be sufficiently large relative to the Gaussian parameter z and dimen-
sion m̄ used in that call to FKG(generate). Specifically, we require s ≥
Cz(
√
m̄+
√
n log q) ·ωn for a certain universal constant C. By the results

of [MP12], this guarantees that with all but negligible probability over
the choice of R, we have s ≥ C ′s1(R) ·ωn for some universal constant C ′

which, in turn, ensures that our protocol πGS, realizing FGS, produces
the proper distribution.

We emphasize that these restrictions on the environment are not actually lim-
iting in any meaningful way, since our functionalities are only intended to serve
as subroutines in higher-level applications such as threshold signatures. When
designing a protocol φ that uses these functionalities, one simply needs to en-
sure that φ does so in a manner consistent with the above conditions. Then
composing φ with our protocols πKG, πGS, πPerturb, and πCorrect (which we
prove secure against environments in Z ), will yield a secure protocol by the
UC framework’s composition theorem.

4.3 Realizing FGS

To realize FGS, and for the purpose of modularity, we define two lower-level
functionalities FPerturb and FCorrect (sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) which generate
the perturbation and correction components, as in the standalone algorithm.
That is, when a sample x is needed, one first takes a perturbation p, generated
by FPerturb, and then takes an appropriate correction component y, generated
by FCorrect, to compute x = p + y.

We start by giving an overview of how πGS, FPerturb and FCorrect interact.
Then, we describe in detail the helper functionalities FPerturb and FCorrect, and
briefly sketch how these can be realized with trusted setup. In sections 4.4.4
and 4.4.3, we describe how they can be realized by threshold protocols. Finally,
we give a protocol πGS that realizes FGS using FPerturb and FCorrect.
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4.3.1 Overview

We begin by giving an overview of the interactions and responsibilities of πGS,
FPerturb and FCorrect. As already described, the sampling algorithm can be
divided into an offline precomputation phase and an efficient non-interactive
online phase. The idea is to precompute a sufficient number of perturbations p
(along with the cosets w, w̄), and a sufficient number of correction components
y, and simply draw from these sets when a sample must be computed.

This is also reflected in πGS which has an initialization command init and
a sample command sample. The sample command corresponds to the online
phase and uses the precomputed values to generate a sample. The init com-
mand is responsible for starting and performing some of the precomputation
using FPerturb and FCorrect. Perturbation and correction is handled slightly dif-
ferently. The precomputation of correction components is completely hidden in
the functionality FCorrect, so the only thing πGS needs to do is to initialize it by
calling FCorrect(init). Then, when sample needs a correction component, it can
simply call FCorrect(correct). In contrast, the init command of πGS is respon-
sible for storing the precomputed perturbations generated by FPerturb. This
means that FPerturb is responsible, only, for generating perturbations which
πGS then stores in a local queue. When sample needs a perturbation, it takes
it directly from the local queue in πGS.

It might seem strange that the precomputation of perturbations and cor-
rection components are handled differently. This is a deliberate choice though,
and we explain here why neither of the two approaches is appropriate for both
cases. The first option would be to include the storing of correction components
in πGS, as we do with perturbations. But looking ahead at the implementa-
tion of FCorrect, in section 4.4.3, one will realize that this would involve a very
large number of queues, overcomplicating πGS. The other option would be
to delegate the storing of perturbations to FPerturb, as we do with correction
components. At first, this does not look like a bad option (and was in fact our
initial choice). Digging into the details though, this made FPerturb very hard
to realize and in particular to prove UC-secure.

4.3.2 Perturbation, FPerturb

Our perturbation functionality FPerturb, described in figure 4.3, corresponds
to the offline perturbation phase of the standalone sampling algorithm. The
perturb command does not take any inputs, so it (and any realization) can be
invoked offline, before the result is needed.
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Functionality FPerturb

Initialize: Upon receiving (init,A−H∗ = [Ā | −ĀR], JRKi, s) from at least h
honest players i in P:

• Reconstruct R to compute the covariance matrix Σp = s2 −
s2
g [ RI ] [ Rt I ], and store A−H∗ and Σp. Recall that sg ≤

√
5 is a

known constant.

• Send (init) to all players in P and (init,A−H∗ , s) to the adversary.

Perturb: Upon receiving (perturb) from at least h honest players in P:

• Choose p← DZm,
√

Σp·ωn
.

• Compute w̄ = A−H∗ · p ∈ Znq and w = [0 | G] · p ∈ Znq .

• Send (perturb, w̄,w) to the adversary, and receive back shares JpKi ∈
Zmq for each currently corrupted player i in P.

• Generate a uniformly random sharing JpK consistent with the shares
received in the previous step.

• Send (perturb, JpKi, w̄,w) to each player i in P.

Figure 4.3: Perturbation functionality

As with FGS, FPerturb is initialized with the information needed for it to
perform the perturb command. Instead of A we provide it with AH∗ = [Ā |
−ĀR] since this is needed in the perturb step. Notice that AH∗ can easily
be computed having knowledge of only A = [Ā | H∗G − ĀR] and H∗. In
particular one does not require any knowledge of R. Having received the
inputs from all honest players, FPerturb stores the information and computes
the covariance matrix Σp used in the perturb command.

When a perturbation p is needed, the functionality proceeds the same way
as the offline step in the standalone SampleD algorithm. It chooses a per-
turbation p and computes the intermediate cosets w̄ and w. Now, since an
environment will see all data of corrupted players, we must ask the adversary
to provide results for the corrupted players, i.e., shares of p. This is to ensure
that we can later simulate all values seen in an execution of the real protocol.
Since the number of corrupted players are assumed to be less than or equal to
t, we can still generate a uniformly random sharing of p consistent with the
corrupted players shares, and send to the honest players their shares of p. The
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intermediate cosets w̄ and w are sent to both the adversary and the honest
players.

Note that FPerturb distributes shares JpKi of a perturbation p to the players,
which themselves do not reveal any information about p to the adversary.
However, in order for the perturbation to be useful in the later online correction
phase, the players will need to know (and so FPerturb reveals) some partial
information about p, namely the intermediate cosets w̄ and w. This is the
main significant difference with the standalone setting, in which the same cosets
are calculated internally but never revealed. Informally, lemma 4.3.1 below
shows that the cosets are uniformly random up to a negligible error, and hence
can be simulated without knowing p. Furthermore, p will still be a usable
perturbation even after w̄ and w are revealed, because it has an appropriate
(non-spherical) Gaussian parameter which sufficiently exceeds the smoothing
parameter of the lattice coset to which it belongs. (This fact will be used later
in the proof of security for our FGS realization).

In the following, let A ⊕ B denote the direct sum of two matrices, i.e.,
A⊕B = [ A 0

0 B ]. We formalize the above in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3.1. Let Ā ∈ Zn×m̄q be uniformly random for m̄ = m − nk ≥
n log q + ω(log n), let

B =

[
Ā −ĀR
0 G

]
= (Ā⊕G)

[
I −R
0 I

]
∈ Z2n×(m̄+nk)

q ,

and let Λ = Λ⊥(B). Then with all but negl(n) probability over the choice of Ā,
we have ηε(Λ

⊥(B)) ≤
√

5(s1(R) + 1) · ωn for some ε = negl(n).
In particular, for p ← DZm,

√
Σp

where
√

Σp ≥ 6(s1(R) + 1) · ωn ≥
2ηε(Λ

⊥(B)), the coset u = (w̄,w) = Bp ∈ Z2n
q is negl(n)-far from uniform,

and the conditional distribution of p given u is D
Λ⊥u (B),

√
Σp

.

To prove the above lemma, we need a result about the smoothing parameter
of a random matrix. What we give here, is a special case of lemma 2.4 from
[MP12].

Lemma 4.3.2 ([MP12, Lemma 2.4]). Let n,m, q ≥ 2 be positive integers and
C > 1 be a fixed constant such that m > Cn log q, and let A ∈ Zn×mq be

uniformly random. For any fixed ωn = ω(
√

log n) there exists some ε = negl(n)
such that ηε(Λ

⊥(A)) ≤ ωn except with probability 2−Ω(n).

We are now ready to prove lemma 4.3.1.
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Proof of lemma 4.3.1. To bound the smoothing parameter of Λ⊥(B), we start
by bounding the smoothing parameter of Λ⊥(Ā) and Λ⊥(G) individually.
Using lemma 4.3.2 we have that ηε′(Λ

⊥(Ā)) ≤ ωn (with all but negligible
probability) for some ε′ = negl(n). From lemma 4.1.1 we know that Λ⊥(G)
has a basis S with ‖S̃‖ ≤

√
5, and combining this with lemma 2.4.7 we get

ηε′(Λ
⊥(G)) ≤

√
5 · ωn. Recall that ωn simply denotes some fixed function

which is ω(
√

log n). We abuse notation slightly by reusing ωn, and see that the
above implies that

ηε(Λ
⊥(Ā⊕G)) ≤

√
5 · ωn

where (1 + ε) = (1 + ε′)2. In particular ε is negligible in n.
Now, consider T =

[
I −R
0 I

]
which is unimodular with inverse T−1 = [ I R

0 I ].
It is easy to verify that Λ⊥(B) = T−1 · Λ⊥(Ā⊕G), and hence

ηε(Λ
⊥(B)) ≤ s1(T−1) · ηε(Λ⊥(Ā⊕G)) ≤

√
5(s1(R) + 1) · ωn.

The last inequality coming from the fact that s1(T−1) = s1(R) + 1.
The last part of the lemma now follows directly from the discussion above

and corollary 2.4.4. Recall that Σp = s2−s2
g [ RI ] [ RT I ] and s ≥ Cs1 ·ωn, where

s1 is a high probability upper bound on s1(R). Furthermore, it is the case that
sg ∈ [2,

√
5), and so we get that

√
Σp ≥ 6(s1(R)+1) ·ωn ≥ 2ηε(Λ

⊥(B)). Since
p is chosen according to a Gaussian distribution with parameter greater than
the smoothing parameter of Λ⊥(B), we can apply the smoothing lemma, or
more specifically corollary 2.4.4. This tells us that the coset u = (w̄,w) = Bp
is uniformly distributed over the possible cosets, and that p has the desired
distribution even given u.

With a trusted third party, the functionality can be realized trivially by just
precomputing and distributing (shares of) B samples in the initialization phase
which the parties then draw from in the online phase. In section 4.4.4, we give
a threshold protocol for realizing FPerturb using some auxiliary functionalities
described there.

4.3.3 Correction, FCorrect

Our functionality FCorrect, described in figure 4.4, corresponds to the correction
step of the standalone sampling algorithm. Because its output y must lie in
a certain coset Λ⊥v (A), where v depends on the desired final coset u, the
functionality must be invoked online.
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Functionality FCorrect

Initialize: Upon receiving (init, JRKi, B) from at least h honest players in P:

• Reconstruct R and store R and B.

• Send (init) to all players in P and (init, B) to the adversary.

Correct: Upon receiving (correct,v) from at least h honest players in P, if fewer
than B calls to correct have already been made:

• Sample z← DΛ⊥v (G),sg·ωn and compute y = [ RI ] z.

• Send (correct,v) to the adversary, receive shares JyKi ∈ Zmq for each
currently corrupted player i, and generate a uniformly random sharing
JyK consistent with these shares.

• Send (correct, JyKi) to each player i in P.

Figure 4.4: Correction functionality

Once again, the functionality must be initialized with the information re-
quired to perform the correct command. In this case, only R is needed and
as always B, keeping track of the maximum number of allowed calls. Now,
when correct is called with a specific coset v, the functionality proceeds as the
standalone algorithm. It samples z from Λ⊥v (G), computes y = [ RI ] z, and
finally outputs shares of y to their respective owners. This ensures that no
information about y is revealed to the adversary. Note that the input coset v
itself is not revealed in the standalone algorithm, but in our setting v is deter-
mined entirely by public information, so it is known to the adversary. Also, just
like FPerturb, the functionality asks the simulator for shares for the corrupted
players, to make its protocol simulatable.

We will see later, how to construct a distributed protocol realizing FCorrect.
For now, we sketch a protocol realizing FCorrect in the trusted setup model.
Realizing FCorrect with a non-interactive protocol relies crucially on the parallel
and offline nature of the corresponding step in the standalone algorithm. In
particular, we use the fact that without knowing v in advance, the algorithm
can precompute partial samples for each of the q = poly(n) scalar values v ∈ Zq,
and then linearly combine n such partial samples to answer a query for a full
coset v ∈ Znq .

With trusted setup, the protocol realizing FCorrect is as follows.
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1. In the offline phase, a trusted party uses the trapdoor R (with tag H∗)
to distribute shares as follows. For each j = 1, . . . , n and v ∈ Zq, the
trusted party initializes queues Qij,v for each player i. Then, does the

following B times and gives each of the resulting queues Qij,v to player i.

• Sample zj,v ← DΛ⊥v (gT ),sg·ωn .

• Compute yj,v = [ RI ] (ej ⊗ zj,v), where ej ∈ Zn denotes the j’th
standard basis vector. Note that

AH · yj,v = (H∗ −H)G · (ej ⊗ zj,v) = (H∗ −H)(v · ej),

where as always, AH = A− [0 | HG] for any H ∈ Zn×nq .

• Generate a sharing for yj,v, and add Jyj,vKi to queue Qij,v for each
player i ∈ P.

2. In the online phase, upon receiving (correct,v), each player i dequeues
the next entry Jyj,vj Ki from Qj,vj for each j = 1, . . . n, and locally out-
puts JyKi =

∑n
j=1Jyj,vj K

i. Note that by linearity and the homomorphic

properties of secret sharing, the shares JyKi recombine to y = [ RI ] z ∈ Zm
for some Gaussian-distributed z of parameter sg ·ωn, such that AH ·y =
(H∗ −H)v ∈ Znq .

Without trusted setup, we give, in section 4.4.3, an efficient distributed
protocol for FCorrect that operates in a similar way, populating queues Qij,v
during the offline phase in a distributed manner using standard share-blinding
and multiplication functionalities, among others.

4.3.4 Gaussian Sampling Protocol

We are now ready to define the protocol πGS which realizes the Gaussian sam-
pling functionality FGS in the (FPerturb,FCorrect)-hybrid model. The protocol
is described in figure 4.5.

In the initialization phase of the protocol, FPerturb and FCorrect are ini-
tialized with the relevant inputs, and a sufficient number of perturbations are
received from FPerturb and stored. The sample command simply takes one of
the perturbations stored during initialization, and makes one call to the main
command of FCorrect, adjusting the requested coset as necessary to ensure that
the coset of the final output is the desired one. (This is done exactly as in
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Protocol πGS in the (FPerturb,FCorrect)-hybrid model

Initialize: On input (init,A, JRKi,H∗, s) player i does the following:

• Store H∗ and initialize local queue Qip.

• Call FPerturb(init,A−H∗ , JRKi, s) and FCorrect(init, JRKi, B).

• Make B calls to FPerturb(perturb) and for each call receive
(perturb, JpKi, w̄,w). Finally, store each (JpKi, w̄,w) in Qip.

• Output (init).

Sample: On input (sample,H,u), if H∗ −H ∈ Zn×nq is invertible, and if fewer
than B calls to sample have been made already, then player i does the
following:

• Dequeue (JpKi, w̄,w) from local queue Qip and compute v = (H∗ −
H)−1(u− w̄)−w ∈ Znq .

• Call FCorrect(correct,v) and receive (correct, JyKi).

• Broadcast JxKi = JpKi + JyKi and reconstruct x = p + y from the
announced shares.

• Output (sample,x).

Figure 4.5: Gaussian sampling protocol

the standalone algorithm.) The shares of the perturbation p and the correc-
tion term y are then added locally and announced, allowing the players to
reconstruct the final output x = p + y.

An essential point is that, given the helper functionalities, the sample com-
mand of πGS is completely non-interactive, i.e., no messages are exchanged
among the players, except when broadcasting their shares of the final output.
Similarly, recall that our realizations of FPerturb and FCorrect are also non-
interactive, either when using trusted setup or offline precomputation. In other
words, in the fully realized sampling protocol (where FPerturb and FCorrect are
replaced by their realizations), the players can sample from any desired coset
using only local computation, plus one broadcast of the final output shares. We
emphasize that this kind of noninteractivity is nontrivial, because the number
of possible cosets is exponentially large.

The security of πGS is formalized in the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.3.3. The protocol πGS implements FGS in the (FPerturb,FCorrect)-
hybrid model with statistical security for environments in Z adaptively corrupt-
ing less than t players. For a semi-honest adversary we require t < `− 1, and
for a malicious adversary we require t < `/2.

Proof. To prove security, we must construct a simulator to work on top of the
ideal functionality FGS, such that an environment Z, interacting with either
the simulator and ideal functionality or the real world protocol, cannot tell in
which case it is. The simulator SGS is given in figure 4.6.

When the environment interacts with either a simulated or real execution of
the protocol, it sees the cosets w̄,w, the shares JpKi, JyKi of corrupted players
from FPerturb and FCorrect, respectively, and finally the shares JxK broadcasted,
from which it can reconstruct the result x. The simulator SGS maintains consis-
tent sharings of p = 0 and y = x for each call to sample, and it releases player
i’s shares of these values (on behalf of FPerturb and FCorrect) upon corruption
of player i. The fact that p and y in SGS are from incorrect distributions is
not detectable (even statistically) by the environment Z, because it sees at
most t shares of each, and the shares are consistent with announced shares of
x = p + y.

The only other significant issues relate to (1) the cosets w̄,w output pub-
licly by FPerturb in the (FPerturb,FCorrect)-hybrid world, versus the simulator’s
choices of those values on behalf of FPerturb in the ideal world; and (2) the dis-
tribution (conditioned on any fixed w̄,w) of the final output x in both worlds.
For item (1), as proved in lemma 4.3.1, in the hybrid world the cosets w̄,w
are jointly uniform and independent (up to negligible statistical distance) over
the choice of p from FPerturb, just as they are when produced by the simu-
lator. Moreover, conditioned on any fixed w̄,w, the distribution of p in the
hybrid world is a discrete Gaussian with covariance Σp over a certain lattice
coset, and the actual value of p from this distribution is perfectly hidden by
the secret-sharing scheme.

For item (2), the above facts imply that in the hybrid world, x = p +
y has spherical discrete Gaussian distribution DΛ⊥u (AH),s, just as the output
x of FGS does in the ideal world (up to negligible statistical error in both
cases). The proof is essentially identical to that of the “convolution lemma”
from [MP12] (see also lemma 2.5.1), which guarantees the correctness of the
standalone sampling algorithm (as run by FGS in the ideal world). The only
slight difference is that in the hybrid world, p’s distribution (conditioned on any
fixed values of w̄,w) is a discrete Gaussian with parameter

√
Σp over a coset of

Λ⊥(B), instead of over Zm as in the standalone algorithm. Fortunately, lemma
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Simulator SGS

Initialize: Upon receiving (init,A,H∗, s, B) from FGS:

• Initialize queue Qip for each player i.

• Reveal (init) to Z, as outputs of both FPerturb and FCorrect to each
currently corrupted player and any player that is corrupted in the
future.

• While the queues Qip have fewer than B entries:

– Choose uniformly random and independent w̄,w ∈ Znq and com-
pute v = (H∗ −H)−1(u− w̄)−w ∈ Znq .

– On behalf of FPerturb, send (perturb, w̄,w) to Z and receive back
shares JpKi for each currently corrupted player i ∈ P. Generate
a uniformly random sharing JpK of p = 0 consistent with these
shares.

– Send (perturb, JpKi, w̄,w) to each corrupted player i ∈ P on be-
half of FPerturb, and store (JpKi, w̄,w).

Sample: Upon receiving (sample,H,u,x) from FGS:

• Dequeue (JpKi, w̄,w) from Qip for each player i, and compute v =
(H∗ −H)−1(u− w̄)−w.

• On behalf of FCorrect, send (correct,v) to Z and receive back shares
JyKi for each currently corrupted player i ∈ P. Generate a uniformly
random sharing JyK of y = x consistent with these shares. Send
(correct, JyKi) to each corrupted player i ∈ P on behalf of FCorrect.

• Broadcast JxKi = JpKi + JyKi on behalf of each honest player i.

Corruption: When Z requests to corrupt player i, for each previous call
to sample, reveal the corresponding messages (perturb, JpKi, w̄,w) and
(correct, JyKi) to player i on behalf of FPerturb and FCorrect, respectively.

Figure 4.6: Simulator for πGS

4.3.1 says that
√

Σp ≥ ηε(Λ⊥(B)), and this is enough to adapt the proof from
[MP12] to the different distribution of p.

Finally, by the homomorphic properties of secret sharing, the shares JpKi +
JyKi announced by the honest players are jointly distributed exactly as a fresh
sharing of x as produced by the simulator. We conclude that the simulated
and real views are statistically indistinguishable as desired.
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4.4 Realizing FKG, FPerturb and FCorrect

In the previous sections, we described the two main functionalities FKG and
FGS. We furthermore showed how to implement FGS using the two helper
functionalities FPerturb and FCorrect, and discussed how these in turn might be
implemented using trusted setup. Similarly, FKG could also be implemented
using trusted setup. The presence of a trusted third party in an initial offline
phase, to perform key generation and precomputation of perturbation and cor-
rection components, may be a valid assumption. Here, though, we focus on the
scenario, where such a trusted party cannot be assumed at any time. Thus, we
need to provide distributed protocols realizing FKG and FGS, the last being
equivalent to giving distributed protocols realizing FPerturb and FCorrect.

4.4.1 Utility Functionalities

To implement FKG, FPerturb, and FCorrect, we will need a number of helper
functionalities which we introduce first. Some are completely standard, where
others are more specialized for our purpose. The level of detail in the descrip-
tion various accordingly, giving more attention to detail in the non-standard
functionalities.

Blinding

The blinding functionality FBlind, presented in figure 4.7, simply accepts shares
of some value over an arbitrary additive group G and distributes fresh shares
of the same value. Our later protocols will use blinding and the homomor-
phic properties of secret sharing to reveal the values of shared secrets modulo
lattices, and nothing more.

Realizations of FBlind in various communication models are standard. For
example, realizing it against semi-honest corruptions with private channels is
very simple: simply add sufficiently many player-generated sharings of 0 to
the original shares. For malicious corruptions one can use , e.g., subprotocols
of the BGW [BOGW88, ALR11] or RB [RBO89] protocols which run in a
constant number of rounds. We leave the implementation of FBlind unspecified
and simply work in the FBlind-hybrid model where needed. We remark that
our protocols use FBlind only during initialization, so the interaction required
to implement it is limited to the offline phase.
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Functionality FBlind

Blind: Upon receiving (blind, JxKi ∈ G) from at least h honest players in P:

• Send (blind, G) to the adversary and receive back shares JyKi for each
corrupted player i.

• Reconstruct x and generate a fresh sharing JyK (over G) of y = x
consistent with the shares received for corrupted players.

• Send (blind, JyKi) to each player i in P.

Figure 4.7: Blinding functionality

Multiplication

The multiplication functionality FMult, presented in figure 4.8, takes shares of
two values x, y in a ring Zqd and returns fresh shares of their product, xy mod
qd, to the respective players. Here, d is used to provide additional precision to
computations, and we shall later see, how it can be used for multiplication of
elements in q−dZ/qZ. By the homomorphic properties of secret sharing, the
multiplication of values generalizes immediately (via local computation alone)
to products of vectors and/or matrices X,Y, so we write the functionality to
support this more general capability.

To realize FMult one can use any statistically secure protocol, such as the

Functionality FMult

Multiply: Upon receiving (mult, JXKi ∈ Zk×l
qd

, JYKi ∈ Zl×w
qd

) from at least h

honest players in P:

• Reconstruct X,Y from the shares JXKi, JYKi, respectively.

• Send (mult, k × l, l × w, d) to the adversary and receive back shares
JZKi for each corrupted player i.

• Generate a fresh sharing JZK of Z = X ·Y ∈ Zk×w
qd

consistent with the

shares received for corrupted players.

• Send (mult, JZKi) to each player i in P.

Figure 4.8: Multiplication functionality
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constant-round protocols of [BOGW88, RBO89, ALR11]. All of these protocols
require an honest majority, i.e., a threshold t < `/2, and we will therefore
also require this from any protocol using the functionality. We leave the exact
choice of protocol unspecified and simply work in the FMult-hybrid model where
needed.

Sampling integers

Several of our protocols rely on a low-level functionality FSampZ, presented
in figure 4.9, for sampling discrete Gaussians over the integers Z. Again, we
describe the functionality for general vectors and matrices, where each entry is
then sampled individually.

Functionality FSampZ

Sample: Upon receiving (sample, k × w, z, d) from at least h honest players:

• Send (sample, k×w, z, d) to the adversary and receive back shares JXKi

for each corrupted player i.

• Sample X ← DZk×w,z·ωn and generate a fresh sharing JXK over Zqd
consistent with the shares received for corrupted players.

• Send (sample, JXKi) to each player i in P.

Figure 4.9: Simplified integer sampling functionality

At a high level, the sample command produces shares of a discrete Gaussian
variable x ∈ Z with a given parameter, where the sharing is over the additive
group Zqd (i.e., with d digits of precision), and distributes these shares JxKi to
the respective players. Later on, in section 4.4.4, we will extend FSampZ with
some additional commands, and also give a concrete protocol πSampZ.

Because we do not know of any highly efficient algorithms for sampling
discrete Gaussians, our realization πSampZ uses the general inverse transform
sampling algorithm, and implements it securely using multiparty computation
tools. For this reason, as with FMult, the protocols implementing FSampZ will
require an honest majority, even for semi-honest adversaries. We emphasize
that our higher-level protocols use FSampZ only in their key-generation or ini-
tialization phases, and only with fixed, public Gaussian parameters, so any
inefficiencies in a realization of FSampZ are limited to the offline phase.
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4.4.2 Realizing FKG

We are now ready to give a realization of the key generation functionality FKG

(figure 4.1) from section 4.2. The protocol πKG in the (FBlind,FSampZ)-hybrid
model is presented in figure 4.10.

Protocol πKG in the (FBlind,FSampZ)-hybrid model

Generate: On input (generate, Ā ∈ Zn×m̄q ,H∗ ∈ Zn×nq , z) player i does:

• Call FSampZ(sample, m̄× nk, z, 1) and receive (sample, JRKi).

• Call FBlind(blind,−ĀJRKi) and receive (blind, JA1Ki).

• Broadcast JA1Ki and reconstruct A1 = −ĀR from the announced
shares.

• Output (generate,A = [Ā | H∗G + A1], JRKi).

Figure 4.10: Key generation protocol

It is a straightforward implementation, given the homomorphic properties of
the secret-sharing scheme and the simple operation of the standalone trapdoor
generator. The players first obtain shares of a Gaussian-distributed trapdoor
R using FSampZ, then announce blinded shares of A1 = −ĀR mod q and
reconstruct A1 to determine the public key A = [Ā | H∗G+A1]. The blinding
is needed so that the announced shares reveal only A1 and nothing more about
the honest players shares JRKi.

The security of πKG is stated formally in the following theorem. Note, that
we require honest majority, as the protocol uses FSampZ.

Theorem 4.4.1. The protocol πKG implements FKG in the (FBlind,FSampZ)-
hybrid model with statistical security for environments in Z adaptively cor-
rupting less than t < `/2 players actively or passively.

Proof. As always, we give a simulator which works on top of FKG to simulate
a protocol execution in the hybrid world. The simulator SKG is given in figure
4.11. The security boils down to the fact that the announced blinded shares
−ĀJRKi in the protocol πKG form a uniformly random sharing of A1 = −ĀR
which are independent of the honest players outputs JRKi. This is exactly what
SKG constructs to simulate the broadcast messages, so the simulated and real
views will be indistinguishable to the environment.
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Simulator SKG

Generate: Upon receiving (generate, Ā,H∗, z) from FKG:

• On behalf of FSampZ and FBlind, send (blind,Zn×nkq ) and (sample, m̄×
nk, z, 1) to the environment.

• For all currently corrupted players i, and whenever Z later requests to
corrupt a player i, receive the shares JRKi, JA1K from the environment
and reveal to Z the following functionality outputs to player i:

– (sample, JRKi) on behalf of FSampZ;

– (blind, JA1Ki) on behalf of FBlind.

• Send JRKi to FKG received from the environment for each currently
corrupted player i, and receive back (generate,A = [Ā | H∗ ·G−ĀR]).

• Compute A1 = −ĀR from A, generate a fresh sharing JA1K consistent
with shares for the corrupted players, and broadcast JA1Ki on behalf
of each honest player i.

Figure 4.11: Simulator for πKG

4.4.3 Realizing FCorrect

We now turn our attention to the distributed protocols for realizing Gaussian
sampling. Recall that FCorrect (figure 4.4) samples and distributes shares of a
non-spherical Gaussian vector y from a desired coset of Λ⊥(A). Section 4.3.3
described how to realize FCorrect with trusted setup, by precomputing shares of
samples from each coset of Λ⊥(gT ). We next describe how these shares can be
obtained from a utility functionality called FGadget and how it can be realized.

Gadget functionality

The functionality FGadget, described in figure 4.12, is related to the special gad-
get vector g and lattice Λ⊥(gT ), as defined in section 4.1. It has just one com-
mand, cosetsample, which gives a sample z from the distribution DΛ⊥v (gT ),sg·ωn
for the specified coset v.

Realizing FGadget is straightforward in the (FSampZ,FBlind)-hybrid model
using the homomorphic properties of secret sharing. Essentially, the players
requests shares of a Gaussian-distributed z ∈ Zk from FSampZ, then broadcast
blinded shares of the coset u = 〈g, z〉 mod q and recover u, repeating until
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Functionality FGadget

Sample coset: Upon receiving (cosetsample, v ∈ Zq) from at least h honest
players in P:

• Send (cosetsample, v) to the adversary, and receive back shares JzKi

for each currently corrupted player i.

• Sample z← DΛ⊥v (gT ),sg·ωn and generate a uniformly random sharing
JzK consistent with the shares received for corrupted players.

• Send (cosetsample, JzKi) to each player i in P.

Figure 4.12: Functionality for operations related to the gadget lattice Λ⊥(gT )

Protocol πGadget in the (FSampZ,FBlind)-hybrid model

Sample coset: On input (cosetsample, v ∈ Zq), player i does:

• Call FSampZ(sample, k × 1, sg, 1) and receive (sample, JzKi).

• Call FBlind(blind, 〈g, JzKi〉 mod q) and receive (blind, JuKi).

• Broadcast JuKi and reconstruct u = 〈g, z〉 from the broadcasted shares.

• If u = v, output (cosetsample, JzKi). Otherwise, repeat.

Figure 4.13: Protocol for gadget operations

u = v. (The blinding is needed so that nothing more than the coset is revealed
about z.) This naive implementation is presented in figure 4.13. The expected
number of trials for this approach (which may be performed in parallel) is
almost exactly q = poly(n). This is because the coset u is negligibly far from
uniform, since z’s Gaussian parameter is at least the smoothing parameter of
Λ⊥(gT ). Alternatively, shares of samples having the wrong coset can be stored
anyway and used later. Note, that in any case, FGadget is only ever called in
the offline phase of πCorrect, so efficiency is not a top priority here.

The security of πGadget is stated formally in the following theorem. Note,
that we require honest majority, as the protocol uses FSampZ.

Theorem 4.4.2. The protocol πGadget securely implements FGadget in the
(FBlind,FSampZ)-hybrid model with statistical security for environments in Z
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adaptively corrupting less than t < `/2 players actively or passively.

Proof. The simulator SGadget, which works on top of FGadget to simulate a
protocol execution in the hybrid model, is presented in figure 4.14.

Simulator SGadget

Sample coset: Upon receiving (cosetsample, v) from FGadget:

• On behalf of FSampZ and FBlind, send (blind,Zq) and (sample, k ×
1, sg, 1) to the environment.

• For all currently corrupted players i, and whenever Z later requests to
corrupt a player i, receive the shares JzKi, JuKi from the environment
and reveal to Z the following functionality outputs to player i:

– (sample, JzKi) on behalf of FSampZ;

– (blind, JuKi) on behalf of FBlind.

• Choose a uniformly random u ∈ Zq, generate a fresh sharing JuK con-
sistent with the shares received for corrupted players, and broadcast
JuKi on behalf of each honest player i.

• Finally, send JzKi to FGadget received from the environment for each
currently corrupted player i.

Figure 4.14: Simulator for πGadget

The simulator initially chooses a uniformly random u ∈ Zq which will be
the value of which shares will be broadcast in the end. The same u in the real
protocol, will also be uniformly random since z is chosen as a Gaussian with
parameter larger than the smoothing parameter of Λ⊥(gT ). Note also that
even a malicious adversary cannot change the fact that u will be uniformly
random. Furthermore, the value of z = 0 and honest players shares of z
remain information theoretically hidden, due to the blinding and privacy of
the secret sharing scheme.

The protocol πCorrect

The protocol πCorrect in the (FMult,FGadget)-hybrid model is now defined for-
mally in figure 4.15, and follows the same idea as the realization with trusted
setup described earlier.
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Protocol πCorrect in the (FMult,FGadget)-hybrid model

Initialize: On input (init, JRKi, B), player i does:

• Initialize local queues Qj,v for each j = 1, . . . , n and v ∈ Zq.
• For each j = 1, . . . , n, while there exists some v ∈ Zq such that Qj,v

has fewer than B entries:

– Call FGadget(cosetsample, v) and receive (cosetsample, Jzj,vKi).

– Call FMult(mult,
[

JRKi

I

]
, ej ⊗ Jzj,vKi) and receive (mult, Jyj,vKi),

where yj,v = [ RI ] (ej ⊗ zj,v).

– Place Jyj,vKi in local queue Qj,v.

• Output (init).

Correct: On input (correct,v), if fewer than B calls to correct have already been
made, player i does:

• For each j = 1, . . . , n, dequeue an entry Jyj,vKi from Qj,vj .

• Locally compute JyKi =
∑n
j=1Jyj,vK

i.

• Output (correct, JyKi).

Figure 4.15: Correction protocol

In the initialization step, for each j = 1, . . . , n and v ∈ Zq the players
populate each of their local queues Qj,v with at least B entries, in the following
way: each player i uses FGadget, its shares of the trapdoor R, and FMult to
obtain a share of yj,v = [ RI ] (ej⊗zj,v) for Gaussian-distributed zj,v ∈ Λ⊥v (gT ),
and places the share in a queue Qj,v. To later answer a correct request for
a coset v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Znq , each player just draws a share from each of
Q1,v1 , . . . , Qn,vn and sums these shares. By the homomorphic properties of
secret sharing, this yields a share of y =

∑n
j=1 yj,vj = [ RI ] z for Gaussian

z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Λ⊥g (G), as desired.
The security of the protocol is formally stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4.3. The protocol πCorrect securely implements FCorrect in the
(FMult,FGadget)-hybrid model with statistical security for environments in Z
adaptively corrupting less than t < `/2 players actively or passively.

Proof. The simulator SCorrect, which works on top of FCorrect to simulate a
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Simulator SCorrect

Initialize: Upon receiving (init, B) from FCorrect:

• Initialize empty queues Qj,v for each j = 1, . . . , n and v ∈ Zq.
• For each j = 1, . . . , n, while there exists some v ∈ Zq such that Qj,v

has fewer than B unused entries:

– On behalf of FGadget and FMult send (cosetsample, v) and
(mult,m× nk, nk × 1, 1) to the environment.

– For all currently corrupted players i, receive the shares Jzj,vKi

and Jyj,vKi from the environment and reveal to Z the following
functionality outputs to corrupted player i:

∗ (cosetsample, Jzj,vKi);
∗ (mult, Jyj,vKi).

– Generate fresh sharings Jzj,vK of zj,v = 0 ∈ Zkq and Jyj,vK of
yj,v = 0 ∈ Zmq consistent with the shares received for corrupted
players. Store (Jzj,vK, Jyj,vK) as at the end of list Qj,v.

Correct: Upon receiving (correct,v) from FCorrect:

• For each j = 1, . . . , n, look up the next unused entry (Jzj,vj K, Jyj,vj K)
from Qj,vj , and mark it as used for this call to correct. For each

currently corrupted player i in P, send JyKi =
∑n
j=1Jyj,vj K to FCorrect

as the desired share for player i.

continues in figure 4.17

Figure 4.16: Simulator for πCorrect (part 1)

protocol execution in the hybrid world, is presented in figures 4.16 and 4.17.
The indistinguishability of the real and simulated execution is straightfor-

ward. The simulator simply runs the protocol with the environment, playing
the role of the subfunctionalities FGadget and FMult. This is easy, since the
environment supplies these with the shares of corrupted players which the sim-
ulator can then use as the outputs of FGadget and FMult. The only subtlety
lies in the fact that the environment is allowed to adaptively corrupt players.
For this, we simply change the shares of the newly corrupted player, to reflect
the shares this player has received so far in the protocol. Finally, even though
yj,vj = [ RI ] (ej ⊗zj,vj ), all shares of zj,vj (that the adversary sees) are uniform
and independent of the corresponding shares of yj,vj since FMult blinds its out-
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Simulator SCorrect

... continued from figure 4.16

Corruption: When Z requests to corrupt player i:

• Receive player i’s share JyKi for each previous call of the
form (correct,v). Look up the n corresponding (used) entries
(Jzj,vj K, Jyj,vj K) in Qj,vj , and update the value Jyn,vnKi so that JyKi =∑n
j=1Jyj,vj K

i.

• For all entries (Jzj,v,yj,vK), both used and unused, in each list Qj,v,
reveal to Z the messages (cosetsample, Jzj,vj K

i, Jyj,vKi) to player i on
behalf of FGadget and FMult, respectively.

Figure 4.17: Simulator for πCorrect (part 2)

put, so the queuing strategy employed by πCorrect indeed produces shares of y
with the desired distribution.

4.4.4 Realizing FPerturb

Recall that FPerturb (figure 4.3) distributes shares of perturbations p drawn
from the discrete Gaussian distribution D

Zm,
√

Σp
, where the covariance ma-

trix Σp depends on the trapdoor R. In the standalone setting this is straight-
forward. First, we generate a continuous Gaussian p′ ∈ Rm with covariance
Σp − I · ω2

n. Now, to obtain a sample from the discrete Gaussian distribution,
we can use randomized rounding (see [Pei10] for details) and randomly round
each coordinate of p′ to a nearby integer. In the threshold setting, generating
a good perturbation seems quite a bit more difficult, because neither p nor its
covariance Σp can be revealed, since they leak the trapdoor R. Fortunately,
we can give a distributed protocol that emulates the standalone rounding pro-
cedure up to sufficient precision. This is done in the following, where we also
describe the randomized rounding step in more detail.

We will in the following calculate modulo lattices. We will for instance write
x = c mod Zm or work with elements in q−dZ/qZ. To this end, recall that a
lattice is an additive group, so calculating modulo a lattice is well-defined in
the same way as it is for groups.
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Extending FSampZ

We first extend the functionality FSampZ (originally defined in section 4.4.1)
with two additional commands, cosetsample and rround. The extended func-
tionality FSampZ is defined in figure 4.18.

Functionality FSampZ

Sample: Upon receiving (sample, h× w, z, d) from at least h honest players:

• Send (sample, h×w, z, d) to the adversary and receive back shares JXKi

for each corrupted player i.

• Sample X ← DZh×w,z·ωn and generate a fresh sharing JXK over Zqd
consistent with the shares received for corrupted players.

• Send (sample, JXKi) to each player i in P.

Sample coset: Upon receiving (cosetsample, v ∈ q−jZ/q−j+1Z, z ≥ q−j+1) from
at least h honest players:

• Send (cosetsample, v, z) to the adversary and receive back shares JxKi

for each corrupted player i.

• Sample x ← Dq−j+1Z+v,z·ωn , let c = x mod Z, and generate a fresh
sharing JxK over q−jZ/qZ consistent with the shares received for cor-
rupted players.

• Send (cosetsample, JxKi, c) to each player, and (cosetsample, c) to the
adversary.

Randomized round: Upon receiving (rround, JxKi ∈ q−dZ/qZ) from at least h
honest players:

• Send (rround) to the adversary and receive back shares JzKi for each
corrupted player i.

• Reconstruct x and let c = x mod Z.

• Sample an integer z ← x+DZ−c,d·ωn and generate a fresh sharing JzK
over Zq consistent with the shares received for corrupted players.

• Send (rround, JzKi, c) to each player i and (rround, c) to the adversary.

Figure 4.18: Full integer sampling functionality (replacing figure 4.9)

The cosetsample command is used only by the implementation of the rround
command, and is not really interesting in itself. The rround command is the
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main addition which enables us to do randomized rounding of a shared value in
q−dZ, represented modulo qZ. Note that while cosetsample and rround are de-
fined for (scalings of) the integer lattice Z, the commands immediately general-
ize to vectors and matrices, component-wise. (This is simply because spherical
Gaussians over cosets of Zh×w are just product distributions of Gaussians over
cosets of Z).

The protocol πSampZ, realizing FSampZ in the FBlind-hybrid model, is given
in figure 4.19. Below we elaborate informally on the implementation of the three
commands, but omit a formal security proof. We remark though that while
the protocol is somewhat more complicated than the key-generation protocol,
its security is based straightforwardly on the same main observations and the
convolution lemma (lemma 2.5.1).

Sampling. The sample command produces shares of a discrete Gaussian vari-
able x with a given parameter, where the sharing is over the additive group
Zqd . Our realization uses the general inverse transform sampling algorithm and
general multiparty computation tools. We recall the general idea of inverse
transform sampling, but refer to, e.g., [Dev86] for details. Given a distribution
D and corresponding invertible cumulative distribution function F , we want
to obtain a sample x from D. To do this, one chooses a uniformly random
u ∈ (0, 1) and computes x = F−1(u). In our particular case, the possible
samples are heavily concentrated around a finite set, so we can precompute a
table for approximating the inverse cumulative distribution function mapping
subintervals of (0, 1) to the possible sample outcomes. Then computing F−1(u)
is simply a table lookup. An arithmetic circuit implementing this algorithm
can be written as an AND of several interval tests on the input u, so the depth
of the circuit is roughly the number of entries in the table. (Other trade-offs
between depth and width are possible as well.)

A naive implementation of the above method would still require a very large
table. This is not very practical, but fortunately we can be a bit smarter. We
can implement the inverse sampling method for discrete Gaussians using a table
of size proportional to q = poly(n) for very large parameters z, even though the
distribution has support proportional to z. This is because for z ∈ [qj , qj+1),
the discrete Gaussian of parameter z can be decomposed using lemma 2.5.1 as
a convolution of j discrete Gaussians over qjZ, qj−1Z, . . . ,Z having respective
parameters roughly z, z/q, . . . z/qj . (Note that each parameter can be chosen
to be larger than the smoothing parameter of the respective lattice.) Each of
these distributions is highly concentrated on only poly(n) outputs.
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Protocol πSampZ in the FBlind-hybrid model

Sample: On input (sample, h× w, z, d) player i does:

• With the other players, run an inverse sampling protocol to generate
private output JXKi, where X← DZh×w,z·ωn is shared over Zqd .

• Output (sample, JXKi).

Sample coset: On input (cosetsample, v ∈ q−jZ/q−j+1Z, z ≥ q−j+1), player i
does:

• Call (sample, 1 × 1, qjz, j + 1) and receive (sample, qjJxKi) with x ∈
q−jZ.

• Call FBlind(blind, JxKi mod Z) and receive (blind, JcKi).

• Announce JcKi and reconstruct c from other players announced shares.

• If c mod q−j+1 = v, output (cosetsample, JxKi, c). Otherwise, repeat.

Randomized round: On input (rround, JxKi ∈ q−dZ/qZ) player i does:

• Call FBlind(blind, JxKi mod Z) and receive back a fresh share JcKi of
c = x mod Z. Broadcast JcKi.

• Reconstruct c ∈ q−dZ/Z from the announced shares.

• Let v = c and JzKi = JxKi. For j = d, . . . , 1:

– Call (cosetsample,−v mod q−j+1Z,
√
d) as a subroutine, and re-

ceive back (cosetsample, Jx′Ki ∈ q−jZ/qZ, c′ ∈ q−jZ/Z).

– Let v ← v + c′ ∈ q−j+1Z/Z and JzKi ← JzKi + Jx′Ki ∈ q−jZ/qZ,
which is an i’th share of z + x′ ∈ q−j+1Z/qZ.

– Truncate JzKi to lie in q−j+1Z/qZ, i.e., let JzKi ← JzKi−(JzKi mod
q−j+1).

• Output (rround, JzKi, c).

Figure 4.19: Integer sampling protocol

Coset sampling. The cosetsample command exists mainly to support the
randomized-rounding command, described next. In the functionality it gener-
ates a discrete Gaussian variable x with given parameter z ≥ q−j+1 over the
(possibly very dense) lattice q−jZ, such that x’s least significant base-q digit
is a specified v. It then distribute shares JxKi to the respective players, along
with the value c = x mod Z, which also goes to the adversary.
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Naively implementing cosetsample in our protocol is very simple: the players
just use sample to generate a Gaussian value qjx ∈ Z with parameter qjz · ωn,
shared over Zqj+1 , then reveal their blinded shares x mod Z to reconstruct c,
repeating until the least-significant digit is v. Because z ≥ q−j+1 is large
enough, x’s least significant digit is nearly uniform by corollary 2.4.4, and
the expected number of trials is almost exactly q = poly(n). Of course, this
procedure throws away many samples; a more efficient implementation would
precompute many trials and store the results according to least significant digit,
so that the online phase of the command becomes just a non-interactive table
lookup. For simplicity we define only the naive implementation.

Randomized rounding. The rround command in the functionality takes
shares of a value x ∈ q−dZ (represented modulo qZ) and rounds it to an
integer z ∈ Z using Gaussian rounding. It returns shares JzKi to the respective
players, along with the coset c = x mod Z of the original input, which also goes
to the adversary. In our protocol, the players broadcast their blinded shares
of c = x mod Z to reconstruct c, then use d calls to cosetsample to round x
one digit at a time, from least- to most-significant digit. Note that each call
to cosetsample alters the more-significant digits of x mod Z, but these changes
are public.

The protocol πPerturb

The protocol πPerturb is now defined formally in figure 4.20. It starts by
generating a sharing of a sufficiently high-precision approximation P ≈

√
Σp

with some d digits of precision in its fractional part (i.e., the entries of P are
in q−dZ). The sharing of P can be precomputed as part of the key-generation
phase using general multiparty computation. We will not go into more details
with this step, but note that one way of being more specific would be to intro-
duce a functionality, such as FAMPC from chapter 7, providing commands for
multiparty computation.

To generate a perturbation vector p, the protocol first generates a sharing
of a high-precision Gaussian random variable p′ ∈ q−dZm having covariance
PPT ≈ Σp. It does this by invoking FSampZ to generate shares of a Gaussian-
distributed z ∈ Zm, and then invoking FMult to get a fresh sharing of p′ = Pz.
The players then randomize-round their shared p′ ∈ q−dZm to a shared final
perturbation vector p ∈ Zm using the rround command of FSampZ. Finally,
using the secret-sharing homomorphisms the players also reconstruct the two
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Protocol πPerturb in the (FBlind,FMult,FSampZ)-hybrid model

In what follows, define the quotient ring Gd = q−dZ/qZ.

Initialize: On input (init,A−H∗ , JRKi, s), player i does:

• With the other players, run a statistically secure multiparty compu-
tation protocol to compute (as a private output) JPKi shared over Gd,
where Σp = s2 − s2

g [ RI ] [ R I ], and P ≈
√

Σp − d2 · ω2
n.

• Locally store A−H∗ and JPKi, and output (init).

Perturb: On input (perturb) player i does:

• Call FSampZ(sample,m×1, 1, d+ 1) and receive (sample, JzKi) for some
z← DZm,ωn shared over Zqd+1 .

• Call FMult(mult, qdJPKi, JzKi) and receive (mult, qdJp′Ki) where p′ =
Pz ∈ Gmd . (We are multiplying and dividing shares by qd simply
to compute an isomorphism between Gd and Zqd+1 , because FMult

expects to receive and return shares over the latter ring.)

• Call FSampZ(rround, Jp′Ki) and receive (rround, JpKi ∈ Zmq , c = p′ mod
Zm), where p has distribution p′ +DZm−p′,d·ωn ∈ Zm.

• Call FBlind(blind, [0 | G] · JpKi) and FBlind(blind,A−H∗ · JpKi), and
receive back JwKi and Jw̄Ki, respectively. Broadcast these shares.

• Reconstruct w and w̄ from the announced shares, and output
(perturb, JpKi, w̄,w).

Figure 4.20: Perturbation protocol

cosets w̄ and w. Note that once the sharing of P is computed once and for all,
the only trapdoor-dependent work is the relatively efficient call to FMult.

The security of the protocol is formally stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4.4. The protocol πPerturb securely implements FPerturb in the
(FBlind,FMult,FSampZ)-hybrid model with statistical security for environments
in Z adaptively corrupting less than t < `/2 players actively or passively.

Proof. We start by giving a simulator SPerturb, in figure 4.21, which will simu-
late a real protocol execution.

Simulating the initialization step is equivalent to simulating the computa-
tion of shares of P. Depending on how this is done in the protocol it could, for
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Simulator SPerturb

In what follows, define the quotient ring Gd = q−dZ/qZ.

Initialize: Upon receiving (init,A−H∗ , s) from FPerturb, simulate the computa-
tion of JPKi.

Perturb: Upon receiving (perturb, w̄,w) from FPerturb:

• On behalf of FSampZ send (sample,m× 1, 1, d+ 1) to the environment,
receive the shares JzKi, and reveal the output (sample, JzKi) for each
currently corrupted player i.

• On behalf of FMult send (mult,m×m,m×1, d+1) to the environment,
receive the shares qdJp′Ki, and reveal the output (mult, qdJp′Ki) for
each currently corrupted player i.

• On behalf of FSampZ send (rround) to the environment and receive, for
each currently corrupted player i, the shares JpKi. Choose c ∈ q−dZ/Z
uniformly at random and reveal the output (rround, JpKi, c) for each
currently corrupted player i.

• On behalf of FBlind send (blind,Zq) twice to the environment, receive
the shares JwKi and Jw̄Ki, and reveal the output (blind, Jw̄Ki) and
(blind, JwKi) for each currently corrupted player i.

• Construct complete sharings Jw̄K, JwK consistent with the shares re-
ceived for corrupted players and w̄,w received from FPerturb.

• Finally, announce the shares Jw̄Ki, JwKi on behalf of each honest player
i.

Corruptions: When the environment requests to corrupt player i, receive the
output (perturb, JpKi, w̄,w) from FPerturb of that player. Then, reveal the
outputs (sample, JzKi) and (mult, qdJp′Ki) using uniformly random shares,
and reveal the outputs (rround, JpKi, c), (blind, Jw̄Ki) and (blind, JwKi) using
already received or computed shares.

Figure 4.21: Simulator for πPerturb

instance, be by simulating calls to an MPC functionality and simulating the
output for corrupted players as random shares. Note that the environment Z
will never see all shares in a sharing involving the original shares of P. Since
the environment only sees corrupted players shares, it is therefore enough to
chose such shares randomly.
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When simulating the perturbation step, we are given the public cosets w̄
and w. The main part is to simulate the calls to FSampZ(sample), FMult(mult),
FSampZ(rround) and FBlind(blind). This is for the most part trivial, as the
functionalities allow us to ask the environment for the shares of corrupted
players. For FSampZ(rround), though, we also need to output the vector c.
Recall that, where p is the randomized rounded value of p′, c is the remaining
decimal part after rounding. In the real protocol, this will be uniformly random
in q−dZ/Z, and since neither c nor p′ is ever revealed, we can safely choose c ∈
q−dZ/Z uniformly at random. Finally, using the shares received for corrupted
players in the call to FBlind(blind) and w̄,w we can construct consistent shares
Jw̄K, JwK.

When a player is later corrupted, we must reveal the outputs from previous
calls to functionalities. This can also easily be accomplished, since we get to
see the shares of p that the newly corrupted player has received from FPerturb.
The remaining outputs we already have or can choose as uniformly random
values.

It follows directly from the above discussion that the environment cannot
distinguish between the simulated and real protocol execution.

4.5 Threshold Signatures

Finally, we sketch an application of our threshold protocols for key generation
and Gaussian sampling. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, one of
the uses of Gaussian sampling is for signature schemes. Here we apply our pro-
tocol for Gaussian sampling in a straightforward manner to sketch a threshold
version of the signature scheme from [GPV08]. We recall (from [ADN06]) a
formal functionality for threshold signatures in figure 4.22.

GPV signatures

We start by briefly describing the GPV signature scheme, and refer to [GPV08]
for details. For security parameter n, modulus q, and message space M, the
GPV signature scheme uses a hash function H :M→ Znq which is modeled as a
random oracle, and the two algorithms GenTrap and SampleD from section 4.1.
Recall that GenTrap generates a nearly uniformly random matrix A ∈ Zn×mq

together with a trapdoor R, and SampleD, using A and R, generates a Gaussian
sample (for any sufficiently large parameter s) over the coset lattice Λ⊥u (A).
Ignoring the exact selection of parameters, the stateful version of the signature
scheme consists of the following three algorithms:
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Functionality FTSig

Generate: Upon receiving (generate, B) from at least h honest players in P,
send (generate, B) to the adversary, receive and record verification key v,
and send (generate, v) to each player in P.

Sign: Upon receiving (sign,m) from at least h honest players in P, if fewer than
B calls to sign have already been made:

• Send (sign,m) to the adversary and receive signature σ.

• If there is no record of (m,σ, v, 0), record (m,σ, v, 1) and send
(sign,m, σ) to each player in P.

Verify: Upon receiving (verify,m, σ, v′) from any player i in P:

• Send (verify,m, σ, v′) to the adversary and receive (verify,m, φ).

• If v′ = v and (m,σ, v, 1) is recorded, then send (verify,m, 1) to player
i.

• If v′ = v and there is no recorded (m,σ′, v, 1), then record (m,σ, v, 0)
and send (verify,m, 0) to player i.

• If some (m,σ, v′, 1) is recorded, then send (verify,m, 1) to player i.

• If some (m,σ, v′, 0) is recorded, then send (verify,m, 0) to player i.

• Otherwise, record (m,σ, v′, φ) and send (verify,m, σ, φ) to player i.

Figure 4.22: Threshold signature functionality

• KeyGen(1n): Let (A,R) ← GenTrap(n, q,m) and output verification key
vk = A and signing key sk = R.

• Sign(sk, µ ∈M): If (µ, σ) is already in local storage, output the signature
σ. Otherwise, let x ∈ SampleD(A,R,u = H(µ), s) and store (µ, σ).
Output the signature σ = x.

• Verify(vk, µ, σ = x): If Ax = H(µ) and x is sufficiently short, then
accept; otherwise reject.

The GPV signature scheme is strongly unforgeable under the assumption that
the SIS problem is hard.
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Thresholdizing

In order to obtain a threshold signature scheme, KeyGen and Sign must be
done in a distributed way. This means that the signing key sk = R must be
distributed among the participating players and a valid signature σ can only
be produced by a quorum of participating players. In figure 4.23, we present a
protocol for threshold GPV signatures in the (FKG,FGS)-hybrid model. Note
that it obeys all the constraints on the usage of FKG and FGS.

Protocol πThreshGPV in the (FKG,FGS)-hybrid model

Generate: On input (generate, B):

• The players run an information-theoretically secure coin-flipping pro-
tocol to choose a uniformly random Ā ∈ Zn×m̄q , and let H∗ = I ∈
Zn×nq .

• Each player i calls FKG(generate, Ā,H∗, z = 2ωn) and receives
(generate,A, JRKi).

• Each player i calls FGS(init,A, JRKi,H∗, s = Cz ·O(
√
n log q) · ωn, B)

and output (generate,A).

Sign: On input (sign,m), if fewer than B calls to sign have already been made,
then player i does:

• First check if (m,σ) is already in local storage. If so, output
(sign,m, σ).

• Otherwise, compute u = H(m), call FGS(sample,H = 0,u), and re-
ceive (sample, x̄ ∈ Zmq ). Interpret x̄ as the unique vector x ∈ Zm with
entries in [−q/2, q/2), store (m,σ = x) locally, and output (sign,m, σ).

Verify: On input (verify,m, σ = x, v′) each player i checks that v′ = A, that
Ax = H(m), and that ‖x‖ ≤ s

√
m. If this is the case, player i outputs

(verify,m, 1), otherwise it outputs (verify,m, 0).

Figure 4.23: Threshold GPV signatures

To construct a protocol for threshold GPV signatures we need threshold
analogues of GenTrap and SampleD; these are exactly the functionalities FKG

and FGS (from section 4.2). FKG produces A as usual, and each player i
receives a share JRKi of the trapdoor. To produce a signature, each player i in
a quorum of signers simply calls FGS(sample) with his share JRKi. This allows
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the players to collectively produce a signature σ.
The security of πThreshGPV is easily proved using the correspondence be-

tween FKG and KeyGen, and FGS and Sign, so we state the following theorem,
describing the security, without proof.

Theorem 4.5.1. The protocol πThreshGPV securely realizes FTSig, assuming
the unforgeability of the GPV signature scheme (with the same parameters)
under chosen-message attacks.





Chapter 5

A Threshold Cryptosystem

In the previous chapter we saw how to make threshold signatures based on
lattices and the SIS problem. We now turn our attention to threshold cryp-
tosystems based on lattices and the LWE problem. More specifically, we give
distributed decryption and key generation algorithms for a variant of the LWE-
based Regev cryptosystem [Reg05]. This work was first presented in [BD10]
and the variant there differed from Regev’s original scheme by using slightly
different parameters. Here we furthermore extend the message space to more
than one bit, and consider a small extension of the encryption algorithm which
allow us to utilize some of the homomorphic properties inherent in the scheme.

Outline

We start by describing the underlying cryptosystem in section 5.1. In section
5.2, we define the functionalities for key generation and decryption. Finally,
in sections 5.3 and 5.4, we give threshold protocols for decryption and key
generation, respectively.

Notation

We consider the operation a mod q as mapping the integer a into the integer
interval (−q/2, q/2) for some integer q. In other words we will represent the
elements of Zq with numbers in this interval.

87
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5.1 The Regev Cryptosystem

We first present a variant of the underlying cryptosystem with a different choice
of parameters better suited for the distributed decryption protocol given later.
The original cryptosystem, presented in [Reg05], only allowed for encryption
of a single bit, and a number of extensions to the original scheme has been
made to address this limitation, see e.g. [PVW08, MR09]. The scheme we give
below has a message space of size p, where p should be considered a constant.
Finally, we look closer at what homomorphic properties the scheme possesses,
and look at an extended form of encryption.

5.1.1 The Basic Cryptosystem

Let n be the security parameter of the cryptosystem. Given a small prime
p, the message space is given by M = Zp. We will not consider p to be a
parameter of the cryptosystem, in the sense that it will not depend on the
security parameter n. Instead, one should think of the choice of p as being
fixed. Having a fixed p, one then chooses n according to the level of security
wanted, and finally chooses the rest of the parameters matching the value of p
and choice of n.

The main parameter of the scheme is an integer q which is chosen as q =
2Θ(n). It should furthermore be the case that p/q is negligible in n.1 We
also need an integer m which will be chosen to be O(n3). Finally, we need a
distribution χ on Zq which will be taken to be the discretization of Dα to Zq,
introduced in section 2.6.2, and denoted by Ψα, where q · α = d

√
q with d > 1.

The choice of d should be a trade off between efficiency and security.
We need one more requirement on the relationship between the parameters.

In order for decryption to be correct, we will also require that p ≤ q/(2 c
√
q)

for some constant c < d. In general, when using the scheme in practice, one
needs to make a much tighter analysis of the parameter choices, since the above
discussion is largely asymptotic. We are now ready to define the cryptosystem.

The Regev Cryptosystem:

• Key Generation G(1n, p): Choose the parameters as described above.
Choose vector s ∈ Znq and matrix A ∈ Zm×nq uniformly at random, and

the entries in the noise vector e ∈ Zmq according to the distribution Ψα.

1In [BD10], q was required to be B-smooth, this is no longer necessary due to the new
search to decision reduction of LWE from [BLP+13], see lemma 2.6.7.
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The secret key sk is then given by s and the public key pk is given by
(A,b = As + e).

• Encryption E(pk, γ): Choose a vector r ∈ {−1, 0, 1}m uniformly at

random. The encryption of γ is given by (a, b)
def
= (AT r,bT r + γ · bq/pe).

We will sometimes denote the above operation by E(γ, r), meaning the
encryption of message γ using randomness r, where the public key is
implicit.

• Decryption D(sk, (a, b)): Calculate b(b− sTa) · p/qe to obtain the orig-
inal message γ. Note that multiplying by p/q and rounding to the nearest
integer simply corresponds to finding the nearest multiple of bq/pe.

Correctness

To prove correctness of decryption, we start by giving a general lemma which
bounds the size of the errors in a ciphertext.

Lemma 5.1.1. For the choice of parameters made, for a constant c with 1 <
c < d, and for k ≤ s

√
q with s > cd/(d− c) it holds that

Pr
ei∼Ψα

(∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
i=0

ei

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ c
√
q

)
≤ 2−Θ(n).

Proof. We will prove this using the Chebyshev inequality which bounds tail
probabilities, see, e.g., [MR95]. But first we reduce the problem from Ψα to Dα.

Let e =
∑k
i=0 ei, where ei ← Ψα. Since e is a sum of k independent samples

from Ψα it will be at most k ≤ s
√
q < c
√
q/2 away from e′ =

∑k
i=0 qe

′
i mod q,

where e′i ← Dα, so it is sufficient to prove that Pr(|e′| ≥ c
√
q/2) ≥ 2−O(n).

Since e′ comes from a distribution with standard deviation
√
kqα =

√
k · d√q

and mean 0, we get the following from Chebyshev’s inequality:

Pr(|e′| ≥ c
√
q/2) = Pr(|e′| ≥ t ·

√
k d
√
q) ≤ 1

t2
,

where t = c
√
q/(2
√
k d
√
q). Now considering 1/t2 we see that this will be negli-

gible in n if t is exponential in n. First note that

t =
c
√
q

2
√
k d
√
q
≥ q1/c

2q1/sq1/d
.
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So what we need is 1/s+1/d < 1/c, or equivalently s > cd
d−c , but this is exactly

what we required in the lemma.

The correctness of the decryption protocol now follows from the following
theorem.

Theorem 5.1.2 (Correctness). For our choice of parameters the decryption
protocol will give the correct output except with negligible probability.

Proof. Consider an encryption (a, b) of message γ ∈ M. The decryption is
calculated as b(b− sTa) · p/qe, and we have that

b− sTa = bT r− sTAT r + γ · bq/pe
= (As + e)T r− (As)T r + γ · bq/pe
= eT r + γ · bq/pe.

If we can show that |eT r| is less than bq/pe/2 except with negligible proba-
bility, it clearly follows that decryption will be correct except with negligible
probability.

Since r ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, the distribution of eT r is given by the sum of |r| ≤ m
independent samples from Ψα, and we can therefore use lemma 5.1.1 above.
First note that m is polynomial in n by choice, so it will be less than s

√
q which

is super-polynomial in n. For simplicity we ignore the rounding such that what
we want is q/(2p) ≥ c

√
q which is equivalent to p ≤ q/(2 c

√
q). Looking back

at the beginning of this section, this is exactly what we required from the
parameters of the cryptosystem.

Security

We now consider the security of the cryptosystem. We will not go into too
much detail, as it very closely resembles the original scheme from [Reg05]. We
state the security property in the following theorem and give a proof sketch
based on the original proof from [Reg05].

Theorem 5.1.3 (Security). The cryptosystem is semantically secure under the
assumption that approximating GapSVP to within a factor of Õ(n/α) is hard
in the worst case.

For the proof sketch we will need the following claim from [Reg05].
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Claim 5.1.4 ([Reg05, Claim 5.3]). Let G be some finite Abelian group and let
l be some integer. For any l elements, g1, . . . , gl ∈ G, consider the statistical
distance between the uniform distribution on G and the distribution given by
the sum of a random subset of g1, . . . , gl. Then the expectation of this statis-
tical distance over a uniform choice of g1, . . . , gl ∈ G is at most

√
|G|/2l. In

particular, the probability that this statistical distance is more than 4
√
|G|/2l is

at most 4
√
|G|/2l.

Proof sketch of theorem 5.1.3. The proof resembles very much the proof of se-
curity given in [Reg05], where messages are single bits. We therefore only
sketch the proof, and try to provide some intuition along the way. Basically we
want to prove that distinguishing between two different ciphertexts is as hard
as approximating GapSVP.

In the first part we wish to show that by assuming decision LWEn,q,Ψα is
hard, a ciphertext looks like a uniformly random element in Znq ×Zq and there-
fore contains no information about the message. First of all, the assumption
that decision LWEn,q,Ψα is hard is equivalent to assuming that a correctly gen-
erated public key (A,b) is indistinguishable from a pair (A, $), where $ denotes
a uniformly random vector in Znq . In other words, we can treat each row of
A, together with the corresponding value from b, as being uniformly random
samples from Znq × Zq. Now, given a ciphertext c = (AT r,bT r + γ · bq/pe)
we would like to show that given that r is uniformly random, c also looks uni-
formly random. To prove this we can use claim 5.1.4 from above. The claim
tells us that the sum of any uniformly random subset of the rows of A and
corresponding entry in b in the public key, will give a uniformly random ele-
ment in Znq ×Zq which is independent of the public key except with negligible

probability. Note that one needs to verify that 4

√
|Znq × Zq|/2m is negligible in

n, for this to hold, which it in fact is. In other words, a ciphertext simply looks
like a uniformly random element in Znq × Zq. As a side note, the claim also
holds for taking any uniformly random linear combination of the rows, not just
a random sum. We will need this fact later.

Now the theorem follows directly from the hardness results of LWE in section
2.6.2.

5.1.2 Homomorphic Properties

For use in later chapters, we would like our cryptosystem to be additively
homomorphic. In other words, we would like to be able to add two encrypted
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messages, by only doing computation on the ciphertexts. Let c = (AT r,bT r +
γ · bq/pe) and c′ = (AT r′,bT r′ + γ′ · bq/pe) be the encryptions of messages γ
and γ′, using the same public key (A,b). As an example, let us consider what
happens if we simply add the two ciphertexts component-wise.

c+ c′ = (AT (r + r′),bT (r + r′) + (γ + γ′) · bq/pe)

This actually looks almost like a regular ciphertext, where the message en-
crypted is γ + γ′ and the random vector used is r + r′. There are two things
though, that does not fit with the original definition of a ciphertext: the entries
in r + r′ are no longer restricted to {−1, 0, 1}, and we have no guarantee that
γ + γ′ is in Zp.

Extended encryption

To alleviate the problems encountered above, we define a more general notion
of ciphertext.

• τ-Encryption E(pk, γ): Choose a uniformly random m-dimensional vec-
tor r = (r1, . . . , rm) where |ri| ≤ τ . Given a message γ where |γ| ≤ τp/2,
the τ -encryption of γ is given by c = (AT r,bT r + γ · bq/pe). Again, we
will sometimes use the E(γ, r) notation.

We can now express our precious example as follows. Both c and c′ are 1-
ciphertexts whereas c + c′ is a 2-ciphertext. In general, given τ -ciphertext c
and τ ′-ciphertext c′, the sum c+ c′ is a (τ + τ ′)-ciphertext. We note that when
encrypting messages from scratch, one should always use the basic encryption
algorithm. The only purpose of the extended algorithm is to explain what
happens when adding ciphertexts.

Decryption

The next obvious question to ask is: how does this new more general form of
ciphertext affect the decryption protocol? In the following we have to require
that, when choosing q, it should hold that p ≤ q/(4 c

√
q) for some constant

c < d. Given a τ -ciphertext c = E(γ, r), we would like that the result of the
basic decryption protocol is γ mod p. Fortunately, this is also the case, at least
if τ is not too big. More specifically we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1.5 (General correctness). Let τ be an integer that satisfies both
τ ≤ q/(2p2) and τ ≤ s

√
q/m, for some s > cd/(d − c). Then, for our
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choice of parameters, it holds that given a τ -encryption of the message γ where
|γ| ≤ τp/2, the decryption algorithm will output γ mod p except with negligible
probability.

Proof. First note that we can write γ = (γ mod p) + µp for some µ ≤ τ . Also
note that bq/pe = q/p+ ε where |ε| ≤ 1/2. Consider the following calculation:

b− sTa mod q = eT r + γbq/pe mod q

= (eT r + (γ mod p)bq/pe+ µpbq/pe) mod q

= (eT r + (γ mod p)bq/pe+ µp(q/p+ ε) mod q

= (eT r + (γ mod p)bq/pe+ µpε) mod q

Now, for decryption to be correct we just need that |eT r + µpε| ≤ q/(2p), since
then we will be able to choose the correct multiple of bq/pe when decrypting.

We see that eT r is distributed exactly as a sum of |r| ≤ mτ independent
samples from Ψα, and we would therefore like to use lemma 5.1.1 to show
that |eT r| ≤ q/(4p) except with negligible probability. What we want is that
c
√
q ≤ q/(4p), but this is equivalent to p ≤ q/(4 c

√
q) which is exactly what we

required from the parameters. In order to use lemma 5.1.1 in the first place,
we must also ensure that |r| ≤ s

√
q where s > cd/(d− c). This is equivalent to

requiring τ ≤ s
√
q/m which we also required from τ .

Similarly, we have that |µpε| ≤ τp/2 ≤ qp/(4p2) ≤ q/(4p). By combining
the two bounds we have |eT r + µpε| ≤ q/(2p).

A key observation in the above proof, and what limits the size of τ , is the
fact that we would like to use lemma 5.1.1 to bound the size of the error eT r in
a ciphertext. Furthermore, the fact that p does not necessarily divide q gives
the extra error µpε that grows with the size of τ . For these two reasons we will
always need to bound τ , as was seen in the above theorem.

Security

With extended encryption the cryptosystem is still secure, as formulated in the
following theorem.

Theorem 5.1.6 (General Security). The cryptosystem with extended encryp-
tion is semantically secure under the assumption that approximating GapSVP
to within a factor of Õ(n/α) is hard in the worst case.
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Proof. The proof is completely equivalent to the proof of theorem 5.1.3, where
it was noted that the result also holds if a ciphertext is produced by taking
some random linear combination of the rows in the public key, instead of just
a sum.

The difficulty of choosing parameters

Going through the details of the Regev cryptosystem and the extended encryp-
tion, it is evident that choosing parameters for lattice-based cryptosystems is
no trivial matter. The problem is that several parameter choices need to be
made, and they all depend on each other. Several authors have studied the
problem, e.g. [GN08, RS10], and we refer to these for more details.

Choosing parameters is a matter of trade-offs. Generally one would like
to have as small parameters as possible, while still maintaining correctness
and security. Assuming a fixed p, choosing a bigger q and α will result in
harder underlying lattice problems, thereby increasing security. On the other
hand, choosing a larger α makes decryption harder, and in turn one will have
to choose a bigger q, harming efficiency. Now, when we also want to add
ciphertexts, matters get even more complicated. Basically, we should either
make more room in our underlying ring Zq by increasing q, or choose a more
narrow noise distribution by decreasing α.

5.2 Functionalities for Key Generation and Decryption

Having defined the basic cryptosystem in the previous section, we now move on
to the threshold setting and present our lattice-based threshold cryptosystem.
We state our results in the UC-framework and start by defining the function-
alities for key generation and decryption for the cryptosystem with extended
encryption. We take a slightly different approach compared to section 4, and
include the key generation in the decryption functionality. This way we avoid
restricting the set of allowed environments. We note though, that key gen-
eration could be removed from the decryption functionality in the same way
as with Gaussian sampling in chapter 4. In the following P will denote the
set of players, and ` the number of players |P|. The functionalities FKG and
FKG-Decrypt are presented in figure 5.1 and 5.2.
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5.2.1 Key Generation, FKG

The functionality FKG, described in figure 5.1, is responsible for generating
and distributing key material to players, and follows almost immediately from
the key generation in the basic cryptosystem. For our threshold decryption
protocol presented later, we need to use pseudorandom secret-sharing (PRSS).
This is described later in section 5.3 and requires a number of keys to be setup.
Thus, FKG chooses the secret key and public key as usual, and furthermore
chooses extra keys for PRSS. Since we are now working in a threshold setting,
the secret key must be shared between all players, such that more than t players
must come together to use the secret key, given some threshold t. It is therefore
also the responsibility of the functionality to create and distribute these shares.

Functionality FKG

Generate: Upon receiving (generate) from all honest players in P:

• Send (generate) to the adversary, and receive back a set of shares JsKi

of the secret key for each corrupted player i.

• Choose secret key s ∈ Znq and matrix A ∈ Zm×nq uniformly at random,
and noise vector e ∈ Zmq according to the distribution Ψα. Construct
the public key as (A,b = As + e). For PRSS, choose a key KA ∈ Zq
uniformly at random for each subset A of size t of the players.

• Construct, using Lagrange interpolation, a complete set
of shares JsK consistent with the shares of the corrupted
players, and send (generate, (A,b)) to the adversary and
(generate, (A,b), JsKi, {KA}i/∈A) to each player i.

Figure 5.1: Key generation functionality

Sharing of the secret key is done using Shamir secret sharing and its variants
described in section 3.4. For sharing of vectors and matrices, one simply shares
each entry independently. We use JsK, JsK and JAK to denote the complete set
of shares for a value, vector and matrix respectively. And for, e.g., a vector
JsKi denote players i’s shares from JsK.

For the functionality to be implementable in the UC-framework it allows
the adversary to choose the shares of the secret key for the corrupted players.
This is no problem though. One could say that we do not care which shares
the adversary gets, as long as the secret is safe. In section 5.4 we show how to
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realize FKG with a threshold protocol.

5.2.2 Decryption, FKG-Decrypt

We now describe the decryption functionality. To simplify the description we
introduce a client who is the party receiving the ciphertext in the first place,
and who wants to decrypt with the help of the players. We assume that the
client is never corrupted. By introducing the client we avoid having to deal
with inconsistent inputs from the players to the decrypt command. If we were
to deal with inconsistent inputs, we would need to specify a functionality which
checks that all players have given the same input and react appropriately by,
e.g., outputting some error message. This would in turn result in a protocol
which would also have to perform this check. Dealing with player agreement is
an interesting problem in itself, but not the main focus of this work, therefore
we use the incorruptible client.

The functionality FKG-Decrypt includes both key generation and decryption
and is defined in figure 5.2. The generate command simply performs the basic
key generation algorithm, gives out the public key to everybody, and stores the
secret key for later use. The main part is the decrypt command which receives
a ciphertext from the client. After receiving the ciphertext, the players and
adversary is notified that a ciphertext was received. The functionality, holding

Functionality FKG-Decrypt

Generate: Upon receiving (generate) from all honest players in P:

• Choose secret key s ∈ Znq and matrix A ∈ Zm×nq uniformly at random,
and noise vector e ∈ Zmq according to the distribution Ψα. Construct
the public key as (A,b = As + e).

• Store the secret key s and send (generate, (A,b)) to all players and
the adversary.

Decrypt: Upon receiving (decrypt, (a, b)) from the client:

• Send (decrypt, (a, b)) to all players and the adversary.

• Using the original decryption algorithm, compute the result as γ =
b(b− sTa) · p/qe and send (decrypt, γ) to the client and the adversary.

Figure 5.2: Decryption functionality
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the secret key s, simply performs the normal decryption algorithm and sends
the result to the client and adversary. In the next section, we show how to
realize FKG-Decrypt with a threshold protocol.

5.3 Realizing FKG-Decrypt

The purpose of the distributed decryption protocol is to have a number of
players cooperate to decrypt a ciphertext. The players should have the secret
key shared among them, and by running the protocol they should only learn
the result of the decryption and nothing more. Furthermore, it should be such
that given a threshold t, t or less of the players should not be able to decrypt,
while more than t players is able to fully decrypt.

The protocol involves a set P of ` players and the adversary is assumed
to be static and passive, corrupting up to t = ` − 1 players. That is, we
assume that the adversary is able to see all messages and internal data of a
corrupted player, but will still have to follow the protocol. We assume that
communication is synchronous and that a broadcast channel between all players
is available. Private channels between players are not necessary as there is no
interaction between players in the protocol. It uses an instance of FKG to
handle generation and distribution of keys, and thus we prove it secure in the
FKG-hybrid model.

Pseudorandom secret-sharing

In the distributed decryption protocol, we use a tool from [CDI05] called pseu-
dorandom secret-sharing (PRSS) which enables the players to non-interactively
share a common random value from some interval. We recall the general idea.

For each subset A of size t of the players we associate a key KA ∈ Zq chosen
uniformly at random. Such a key is given to a player j exactly if j /∈ A. This
setup of keys is handled by FKG. Furthermore, fA is a degree-t polynomial
determined by A. Now, assume we are given a pseudorandom function φ that
given a key KA and a ciphertext (a, b) as input will output values in the interval
[− a
√
q, a
√
q] for 1 < a < c. A player can compute φKA((a, b)) for all KA he has

been given, and compute his share [x]i of the common random value x =∑
A φKA((a, b)) as

[x]i =
∑

A⊆P : |A|=t,i/∈A

φKA((a, b)) · fA(i).
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Since |A| = t, there are
(
`
t

)
possibilities for A, so x will be in the interval

[−
(
`
t

)
a
√
q,
(
`
t

)
a
√
q]. We note that

(
`
t

)
= ` for our choice of t, but we will consider

other choices later.

The Protocol

Given a τ -ciphertext we will again have to restrict the size of τ . Specifically,
we will require that τ is an integer that satisfies both τ ≤ c

√
q/p and τ ≤ s

√
q/m

for c < d and s > cd/(d− c). An important observation is that this allows the
size of τ to be superpolynomial in n. Furthermore, we require that

(
`
t

)
a
√
q <

q/(2p)−2 c
√
q for 1 < a < c. Now the protocol πKG-Decrypt is described in figure

5.3.

Protocol πKG-Decrypt in the FKG-hybrid model

Generate: On input (generate) player i calls FKG(generate) and receives back
(generate, (A,b), JsKi, {KA}i/∈A) which is stored. Then player i outputs
(generate, (A,b)).

Decrypt: On input (decrypt, (a, b)), where (a, b) is a τ -ciphertext, the client
sends (decrypt, (a, b)) to all players. Each player i then does:

• Compute Je′Ki = Jb− sTaKi = Je+ γbq/peKi. Since (a, b) is public this
is a linear operation on s and only requires local computation by the
players.

• Compute φKA((a, b)) for all the keys KA received, and take the
appropriate linear combination of the results to obtain a sharing
JxKi = J

∑
A φKA((a, b))Ki.

• Compute Jx+ e′K and send it to the client.

• If i is the client then, after having received all shares Jx+ e′K, recon-
struct x+e′ and calculate the result as b(x+ e′) · p/qe. Finally output
(decrypt, γ).

Figure 5.3: Decryption protocol

The general idea is to have the players perform the original decryption
protocol using their individual shares of the secret key s. Instead of simply
revealing e′, this is masked with an exponentially larger random value x. This
is a crucial step, as revealing e′ would reveal information about s. Another key
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insight is to realize that x+ e′ can still be used to reconstruct the result, since
we are working in the exponentially large ring Zq.

Correctness

Before giving the proof that πKG-Decrypt securely implements FKG-Decrypt, we
give the following theorem which states that decryption is still correct with the
added error x.

Theorem 5.3.1 (Distributed general correctness). For our choice of param-
eters, the result of the distributed decryption protocol πKG-Decrypt is correct
except with negligible probability.

Proof. Given a τ -encryption of a message γ, the reconstructed result is given
by x + eT r + µpε + γbq/pe, with |µ| ≤ τ and ε ≤ 1/2. For decryption to be
correct we must have that

|x+ eT r + µpε| < q/(2p)

except with negligible probability. From lemma 5.1.1 we have that eT r ≤ c
√
q.

We also have that |µpε| ≤ τp ≤ c
√
q from the restrictions on the parameters

made above. Combined with the fact that |x| ≤
(
`
t

)
a
√
q < q/(2p)− 2 c

√
q we are

done.

We note that the correctness requirement puts an upper bound on the
possible number of players. This is to be expected, since there is a limit to how
much random noise can be added before an encryption of γ can no longer be
correctly decrypted.

Security

We are now ready to prove security of our protocol. This is formally stated in
the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3.2 (Distributed security). Assuming φ is a pseudorandom func-
tion, the protocol πKG-Decrypt securely implements FKG-Decrypt in the FKG-
hybrid model. The adversary is assumed to be passive and static, corrupting up
to t = `− 1 of the players.

Proof. To prove security we must construct a simulator to work on top of
the ideal functionality FKG-Decrypt such that an environment Z, interacting
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with either the simulator and ideal functionality or the real world decryption
protocol, cannot tell in which case it is. The simulator SKG-Decrypt is given in
figure 5.4.

Simulator SKG-Decrypt

Generate: Upon receiving (generate, (A,b)) from FKG-Decrypt:

• On behalf of FKG send (generate) to the environment Z, and receive
from Z a set of shares JsKi of the secret key for each corrupted player
i.

• Construct a sharing J0K of 0 ∈ Znq consistent with the shares JsKi

received from Z. This can be done using Lagrange interpolation.

• Choose KA ∈ Zq uniformly at random for every subset A of size t of
the players. Store these for later use.

• Finally, on behalf of FKG send (generate, (A,b)) to Z, as well as
(generate, (A,b), JsKi, {KA}i/∈A) for each of the corrupted players i.
Also, output (generate, (A,b)) for all the corrupted players and tell
FKG-Decrypt to output (generate, (A,b)) to the honest players.

Decrypt: Upon receiving (decrypt, (a, b)) from FKG-Decrypt:

• Output (decrypt, (a, b)) for all the corrupted players, tell FKG-Decrypt

to output (decrypt, (a, b)) to the honest players, and wait to receive
(decrypt, γ) from FKG-Decrypt.

• For every player i compute φKA((a, b)) for all the keys KA where
i /∈ A, and take the appropriate linear combination of the results to
obtain a sharing JyKi = J

∑
A φKA((a, b))Ki.

• Compute for each player the sharing Jy + γbq/peKi and send these to
the dummy client.

• Finally, tell FKG-Decrypt to output (decrypt, γ) to the dummy client.

Figure 5.4: Simulator for πKG-Decrypt

We need to prove that no environment is able to distinguish between the
real decryption protocol and the simulation given. In other words, we must
verify that the real values and simulated values seen by the environment has
the same distribution. This boils down to proving that the decryption protocol
is able to recover the encrypted message, and that the distributions of the
shares and keys seen by the environment in both cases are computationally
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indistinguishable.
The fact that the decryption protocol outputs the correct message with the

same probability as the functionality follows directly from theorem 5.3.1. Now,
consider first the shares and keys seen by the environment in the generate
command. Clearly the distribution of KA keys are uniformly random over
Zq in both worlds. Since the environment only sees the shares of JsK for all
corrupted players, then by security of the secret sharing scheme, it cannot tell
the difference between real shares of s and shares of 0. This also means that
(A,b) is correctly distributed.

Next, consider the shares seen by the environment in the decrypt command.
When interacting with the protocol the environment sees Jx + e′K = Jx + e +
γbq/peK for all players, whereas in the simulation it sees Jy+γbq/peK. First note
that since the environment only knows the keys KA belonging to corrupted
players and by the pseudorandomness of φ we have that y + e + γbq/pe is
computationally indistinguishable from x+ e+ γbq/pe. Secondly, observe that
y is a sum including at least one value that is uniform in an interval of size
2 a
√
q which is exponentially larger than the interval [−2 c

√
q, 2 c
√
q], since a < c.

The latter interval is exactly where e = eT r + µpε lies except with negligible
probability. This follows from lemma 5.1.1 which tells us that |eT r| ≤ c

√
q and

the fact that |µpε| ≤ c
√
q. To conclude, this means that x completely masks e,

so that y and x+ e becomes computationally indistinguishable.

Stronger adversaries

The protocol given above is secure against a passive and static adversary cor-
rupting up to t = ` − 1 players. With small modifications though, it can be
made secure against even stronger adversaries. First, if the adversary is still
passive and static, but is allowed to stop at any point, exactly the same pro-
tocol will be secure if t < `/2. The proof is the same, one just needs to note
that at least t+ 1 players will always complete the protocol.

If the adversary is active, again almost the same protocol and proof apply,
if we assume t < `/3. The only significant difference to the protocol is that
the client must use standard methods for error correction, e.g. taking majority
decision, to reconstruct x+ e′ at the end of the decryption, since some players
may lie about their shares.

It should be noted that both variants of the protocol are only feasible to
execute for a small number of players, since the number of keys KA we must
give to each player increases exponentially with ` whenever t is a constant
fraction of `. However, one expects the number of players to be small in most
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realistic applications of threshold cryptography.

5.4 Realizing FKG

We will now describe how to do key generation and distribution distributedly.
In some parts involving interaction between players, we will assume private
communication channels between players. For a passive adversary, key gener-
ation is quite straightforward, so we focus on the more interesting case of an
active, static adversary corrupting up to t < `/3 of the players.

The functionality FRand

We need the following utility functionality in order to implement key generation
and distribution. The functionality FRand is given in figures 5.5 and 5.6 and
has several commands for obtaining shares of random values. In the following,
B will denote a set of players and D will denote a single player.

Functionality FRand

Random value to B: Upon receiving (randomToB, B) from all honest players
in P:

• Choose s ∈ Zq uniformly at random, and send (randomToB, B, s) to
all players in B and (randomToB, B) to the adversary.

Random shared value: Upon receiving (randomShared) from all honest players
in P:

• Send (randomShared) to the adversary and receive back shares JsKi for
each corrupted player i.

• Choose s ∈ Zq uniformly at random, and use Lagrange interpolation
to construct a complete set of shares JsK consistent with the shares
received from the adversary.

• Send (randomShared, JsKi) to each player i and (randomShared) to the
adversary.

Continues in figure 5.6 ...

Figure 5.5: Utility functionality (part 1)
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Functionality FRand

... continued from figure 5.5

Shared value from D: Upon receiving (sharedFromD, D) from all honest play-
ers in P.

• Send (sharedFromD, D) to the adversary and receive back shares JsKi

for each corrupted player i. Send (sharedFromD, D) to player D and
receive back a value s.

• Use Lagrange interpolation to construct a complete set of shares JsK
consistent with the shares received from the adversary.

• Send (sharedFromD, D, JsKi) to each player i and (sharedFromD, D) to
the adversary.

Constrained value from D: Upon receiving (constrainedFromD, D) from all
honest players in P.

• Send (constrainedFromD, D) to the adversary and receive back shares
JsKi for each corrupted player i. Send (constrainedFromD, D) to player
D and receive back a value s. If s /∈ [−2

(
`
t

)
c
√
q, 2
(
`
t

)
c
√
q] for some

constant c < d, send (constrainedFromD, D,⊥) to all players and the
adversary.

• Otherwise, use Lagrange interpolation to construct a complete set of
shares JsK consistent with the shares received from the adversary.

• Send (sharedFromD, D, JsKi) to each player i and (sharedFromD, D) to
the adversary.

Figure 5.6: Utility functionality (part 2)

We do not give a formal protocol implementing FRand but try to justify
that such a protocol exists in the following.

• Shared value from D: Can be implemented using any protocol for
verifiable secret sharing. A simulator would simply run the protocol with
the adversary, while following the protocol for the honest players (and
using a dummy value for s if D is honest), and then send the shares
obtained for corrupt players to the functionality.

• Random shared value: Can be implemented by calling “Shared value
from i” for each player i. This will give each player j, shares JsiKj of each
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players contribution si. By locally adding their shares, players obtain a
share of s =

∑
i si.

• Random value to B: Can be implemented by calling “Random shared
value” and having all players send their shares to players in B.

• Constrained value from D: Can be implemented using non-interactive
verifiable secret sharing (NIVSS), described below.

Non-interactive verifiable secret sharing. Non-interactive verifiable se-
cret sharing (NIVSS), described in [CDI05], builds on top of PRSS described
earlier. As in PRSS, a set of players will obtain shares of a value s, but this
time s is chosen by the player D. In the protocol for doing NIVSS, a set of keys
{KD

A } is assumed to be set up similar to PRSS, i.e., KD
A is known to all players

not in A. Furthermore, player D holds all keys and the value s to be shared.
The keys can be set up by calling “Random value to B”. The pseudorandom
function involved is chosen such that it outputs random values from the in-
terval [− c

√
q, c
√
q]. To generate the shared value, each player locally computes

random shares of a value r as in PRSS, and D can compute r since he knows
all keys. D then broadcasts s− r, and each player adds this value to his share
in r, thus obtaining JsK. D is disqualified if the value broadcast is not in the
interval [−2

(
`
t

)
c
√
q, 2
(
`
t

)
c
√
q]. This guarantees that s is in the required interval

even if D is corrupt, since r is in the interval [−
(
`
t

)
c
√
q,
(
`
t

)
c
√
q]. If D is honest,

he is assumed to choose s in the interval [− c
√
q, c
√
q] and the distribution of

s− r is statistically close to uniform in [−
(
`
t

)
c
√
q,
(
`
t

)
c
√
q].

The protocol πKG

Given FRand, key generation is for the most part straightforward as most of
the work is simply sharing of random values. The tricky part is to generate
the noise to be added to the public key which involves shares of non-uniformly
distributed values to be generated and distributed. For this we will invoke
“Constrained value from i” for each player i, since we can rely on honest players
to use the correct distribution while corrupt players cannot choose values that
are too large. The protocol πKG is describe in figure 5.7

For proving security, one could show that the protocol πKG securely im-
plements the functionality FKG defined in section 5.2.1. This functionality,
however, does not reflect the influence an active adversary will have on the
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Protocol πKG in the FRand-hybrid model

Generate: On input (generate) player i does the following:

• Call FRand(randomShared) n times to form JsK, and receive back
(randomShared, JskKi) for each entry sk of s.

• Choose noise contributions ei according to Ψα, and call
FRand(constrainedFromD, j) for every player j. When re-
ceiving (constrainedFromD, i) from FRand send ei back. If
(constrainedFromD, j,⊥) is received for some player j, disregard this
players inputs for the rest of the protocol. Else, receive back
(constrainedFromD, j, JejKi) for each player j. Finally compute JeKi =
J
∑
j ejK

i for all remaining players.

• Call FRand(randomToB, B) for each set A of size t, where B is the
complement of A. Receive back (randomToB, B,KA) for each A where
i /∈ A.

• Call FRand(randomToB,P) nm times to form the matrix A, and re-
ceive back (randomToB,P, ak,l) for each entry ak,l of A.

• Compute JbKi = JAs+ eKi using only local operations, and broadcast
JbKi to all players.

• When shares JbKj have been received from every honest player j, re-
construct b and output (generate, (A,b), JsKi, {KA}i/∈A).

Figure 5.7: Key generation protocol

public key generated. We therefore define a slightly different functionality
FKG’ and use this in the security proof instead.

The main difference from FKG is that we will have the adversary supply
additional inputs before constructing and distributing keys. More specifically,
the adversary will supply the functionality with noise contributions used in
generating the public key. We describe the new functionality FKG’ in figure
5.8, and in theorem 5.4.2 we argue that keys generated by FKG’ are still useful,
in the sense that they can be used together with πKG-Decrypt to still obtain a
secure protocol for threshold decryption.

We are now ready to prove that our protocol implements the alternative
key generation functionality FKG’. This is formally stated in the following
theorem.
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Functionality FKG’

Generate: Upon receiving (generate) from all honest players in P:

• Send (generate) to the adversary, and receive back a set of shares JsKi

of the secret key and noise contributions ei ∈ Zmq for each corrupted
player i.

• Choose secret key s ∈ Znq and matrix A ∈ Zm×nq uniformly at ran-
dom. For each non-corrupted player i choose noise contributions ei
according to Ψα, and compute the final noise as e =

∑
i ei. Construct

the public key as (A,b = As + e). For PRSS, choose keys KA ∈ Zq
uniformly at random for each subset A of size t of the players.

• Using Lagrange interpolation, construct a complete set of shares JsK of
the secret key, consistent with the shares for corrupted players received
from the adversary.

• Finally, send (generate, (A,b)) to the adversary and
(generate, (A,b), JsKi, {KA}i/∈A) to each player i.

Figure 5.8: Alternative key generation functionality

Theorem 5.4.1 (Distributed key generation). The protocol πKG securely im-
plements FKG’ in the FRand-hybrid model. The adversary is assumed to be
active and static, corrupting up to t < `/3 of the players.

Proof. Once again, we must construct a simulator to work on top of the ideal
functionality FKG’. The simulator SKG is given in figure 5.9 and we argue
that the environment cannot distinguish the simulation from a real protocol
execution.

First of all, the shares JsKi of the secret key seen by the environment is
chosen directly by the environment in both the protocol and in the simulated
case, so these are distributed identically. Furthermore, the environment sees
only the shares of corrupted players, and therefore has no information about
the actual secret key s. Similarly, the keys KA seen by the environment is in
the simulated case chosen by FKG’ and in the protocol execution chosen by
FRand. Both choose KA in the same way, namely as a uniformly random value
in Zq.

Now, consider the noise contributions ej forming the final noise e. The
environment knows ej for all the corrupted players j, and furthermore, knows
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Simulator SKG

Generate: Upon receiving (generate) from FKG’:

• On behalf of FRand send (randomShared) to the environment Z, and
receive back from Z a set of shares JsKi of the secret key for each
corrupted player i. On behalf of FRand send (randomShared) to Z, as
well as (randomShared, JsKi) for each corrupted player i.

• For each player j, on behalf of FRand send (constrainedFromD, j)
to the environment, and receive back from Z shares JejKi for each
corrupted player i. If j is corrupted, on behalf of FRand send
(constrainedFromD, j) to the environment, and receive back from Z
the noise contribution ej . If the entries in ej are not in the in-
terval [−2

(
`
t

)
c
√
q, 2
(
`
t

)
c
√
q], send (constrainedFromD, j,⊥) on behalf of

FRand and disregard j’s inputs in the remaining simulation. Other-
wise, on behalf of FRand, send (constrainedFromD, j) to Z, as well as
(constrainedFromD, j, JejKi) for each corrupted player i.

• Send JsKi and ei to FKG’ for each corrupted player i, and wait to
receive (generate, (A,b)) and (generate, (A,b), JsKi, {KA}i/∈A) for all
corrupted players from FKG’.

• For each set A of size t, let B be the complement of A. On behalf
of FRand send (randomToB,KA) for every such set B containing at
least one corrupt player, using the keys KA received from FKG’ in the
previous step.

• For each entry ak,l in A, on behalf of FRand send (randomToB) to Z,
as well as (randomToB, ak,l) for each corrupted player.

• For each corrupted player i, compute shares JbKi = JAs + eKi, where
e =

∑
j ej for each remaining player j. Using Lagrange interpola-

tion construct a complete set of shares JbK of b, consistent with the
corrupted players shares and the vector b received from FKG’ earlier.
Send JbK to all players.

• Finally, output (generate, (A,b), JsKi, {KA}i/∈A) for all corrupted play-
ers, and tell FKG’ to output (generate, (A,b), JsKi, {KA}i/∈A) to all
honest players.

Figure 5.9: Simulator for πKG

the shares JeiKj of all corrupted players j for every player i. In both the
simulated world and in the protocol execution, the environment chose these
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values, so they will be identically distributed. As a special case, consider when
the environment inputs a bad noise contribution ej to the constrainedFromD
command of FRand. The reaction of the protocol and the simulation is the
same, both choose to disregard that corrupted player’s input.

The public matrix A is constructed in the protocol through calls to the
randomShared command in FRand, and then output at the end of the protocol.
In the simulation a public matrix A is output by FKG’ at the end of the
protocol to all honest players. By using that the simulator can decide when
players should receive outputs, it gets A first in order to simulate the calls to
randomShared, and later lets FKG’ output to the honest players. This way it
is ensured that the output seen through honest players in the simulation, is
actually consistent with the simulation of the protocol.

For the second part of the public key, namely the vector b, we also use
that the simulator receives b first. In the protocol the full set of shares JsK
is constructed by each player i locally using the players shares JsKi and JeKi.
Since the simulator also have shares for e and s for the corrupted players, it
can easily use these to construct the shares of b for the corrupted players.
Now, having access to b it can also generate shares for the remaining honest
players.

Justifying the use of FKG’

As a final remark, we should argue that security is still maintained in the
original cryptosystem when using FKG’ instead of FKG, and furthermore, that
correctness and security is also maintained in the distributed decryption pro-
tocol πKG-Decrypt. Preferably, one would reprove everything in the previous
sections using the new algorithm for key generation and FKG’. We will not do
this here, but give a high level proof instead that all the previous results still
hold.

We will adopt the same restriction on τ as was given in section 5.3, namely
τ ≤ c

√
q/p and τ ≤ s

√
q/m for c < d and s > cd/(d − c). In the following,

we denote by πKG’-Decrypt the protocol using FKG’ instead of FKG, and denote
by FKG’-Decrypt the variant of FKG-Decrypt generating the keys as specified by
FKG’.

Theorem 5.4.2. Assume we use FKG’ to generate a key pair (pk, sk) and that
the number of players satisfies c

√
q(2`m

(
`
t

)
+1) ≤ min{q/(2p)−

(
`
t

)
a
√
q, w
√
q} for

w > a. If GapSVP is hard to approximate to within a factor of Õ(n/α) in the
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worst case, then encryption under pk is semantically secure against any poly-
nomial time adversary who gets to interact with FKG’ during key generation.

Moreover, the protocol πKG’-Decrypt securely implements the slightly modified
functionality FKG’-Decrypt in the FKG’-hybrid model. In particular, decryption
using sk produces the correct plaintext except with negligible probability.

Proof. For semantic security, note that by previous arguments, solving decision
LWE is at least as hard as approximating GapSVP. So we only need to to show
that breaking the semantic security property is at least as hard as solving
decision LWE. Note, that in our cryptosystem, ciphertexts are made from the
public key (A,b), and if b is random then ciphertexts contain no information
about the plaintext. In other words, breaking semantic security comes down to
distinguishing real public keys from uniformly random samples from Znq × Zq.
What we then show is, that if an adversary is able to distinguish a public key
generated by FKG’ from a sample from the uniform distribution on Znq × Zq,
then we could use such an adversary to solve decision LWE. Now, given an
instance I of LWE, pretend to run the FKG’ functionality with the adversary.
Get the noise contributions from the adversary and add them to the LWE
instance I. Return the instance as the public key to the adversary, and output
exactly what he outputs. If I contains uniformly distributed values, so will the
”public key“ given to the adversary. If I is taken from Aq,s,Ψα , then our output
to the adversary exactly matches the output from the real FKG’.

We will now argue that decryption is still correct except with negligible
probability. Let e + x + γbq/pe be the reconstructed value after running the
decryption protocol and recall that e = eT r + µpε. First note that in terms of
decryption correctness, the worst case scenario is to have a large error which
occurs when the public key is made by a maximum number of corrupted players.
Also note that the adversary can only control eT r. Having the same restriction
on τ as in section 5.3, we still have that |µpε| ≤ c

√
q. Therefore we would like

that

eT r + x ≤ q/(2p)− c
√
q,

since then decryption will be correct. We know that |x| ≤
(
`
t

)
a
√
q. Further-

more, eT r =
∑m
i=1

∑`
j=1 riei,j where |ei,j | ≤ 2

(
`
t

)
c
√
q, so |eT r| ≤ 2`m

(
`
t

)
c
√
q.

Combining the above, what we want is(
`

t

)
a
√
q + 2um

(
`

t

)
c
√
q ≤ q/(2p)− c

√
q
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which is exactly what we required from `.
Finally, we argue that we can still simulate the execution of the protocol

πKG’-Decrypt using FKG’-Decrypt. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of
theorem 5.3.2, the only difference is that we should argue that the interval from
which e is taken is still exponentially smaller than the interval [− a

√
q, a
√
q] from

which x is taken in the worst case. We saw above that except with negligible
probability e = eT r + µpε lies in the interval [− c

√
q(2`m

(
`
t

)
+ 1), c

√
q(2`m

(
`
t

)
+

1)]. That this interval is negligibly smaller than [ a
√
q, a
√
q] is equivalent to

c
√
q(2`m

(
`
t

)
+1) ≤ w

√
q for some w > a, which we have also required from `.



Chapter 6

A Framework for
Semi-Homomorphic Encryption

In the previous chapter we saw an example of a cryptosystem admitting cer-
tain homomorphic properties. More concretely, one could add two ciphertexts
and obtain a new ciphertext which would decrypt to the sum of the two orig-
inally encrypted messages. There was a catch though; if this was done too
many times, decryption would no longer be correct. This limited additive ho-
momorphic property is not special for the Regev cryptosystem, several other
cryptosystems, such as the ones presented in [LPS10, Pai99, DGK09, OU98],
exhibit the same property.

A natural question is therefore, how we can use such a property. To inves-
tigate this we introduce in this chapter a framework for public-key cryptosys-
tems that satisfy a relaxed version of the additively homomorphic property,
and call such schemes semi-homomorphic encryption schemes. As we shall see
in the next chapter, such cryptosystems can be used to build general multi-
party computation. For this, two zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge proto-
cols are needed which we also introduce here. This work was first presented in
[BDOZ11].

Outline

In section 6.1 we define our framework for semi-homomorphic encryption, and
in section 6.2 give examples of existing cryptosystems that fit into the frame-
work. Finally, in section 6.3 we give two zero-knowledge protocols, one for
proving knowledge of a plaintext, and one for proving correctness of multipli-
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cation.

6.1 The Framework

We start by defining the framework. We define a semi-homomorphic cryptosys-
tem PKC as a tuple of algorithms PKC = (G,E,D) where:

• Key Generation G(1κ, p): Is a randomized algorithm that takes as input
a security parameter κ and a modulus p defining the message spaceM =
Zp. It outputs a public/secret key pair (sk, pk) and a set of parameters
P = (p,M,R,Ddσ,G). Here M and R are integers, and Ddσ is an efficiently
samplable distribution over Zd to be used as randomness for encryption.
M will give an upper bound on message sizes, and we require that except
with negligible probability, Ddσ will always output r such that ‖r‖∞ ≤ σ,
for some σ < R that may depend on κ. Finally, G is an Abelian group
(written in additive notation) defining the ciphertext space. For practical
purposes one can think of M and R to be of size superpolynomial in κ,
and p and σ as being much smaller than M and R respectively. We will
assume that every other algorithm takes the set of parameters P as input
without specifying this explicitly.

• Encryption E(pk, γ, r): Is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input
an integer γ defining the message and a vector r ∈ Zd, and outputs
a ciphertext C ∈ G. We sometimes also write Epk(γ, r), or E(γ, r) or
Epk(γ) when the public key or randomness, respectively, is implicit. Given
ciphertexts C1 = Epk(γ1, r1) and C2 = Epk(γ2, r2) in G, we have C1 +
C2 = Epk(γ1 + γ2, r1 + r2). In other words, Epk(·, ·) is a homomorphism
from (Zd+1,+) to (G,+). Given positive integers τ and ρ we call C a
(τ, ρ)-ciphertext if there exists γ, r with |γ| ≤ τ and ‖r‖∞ ≤ ρ such that
C = Epk(γ, r). Note that given a ciphertext, τ and ρ are not unique.
When we refer to a (τ, ρ)-ciphertext, τ and ρ should be seen as upper
bounds on the sizes of the message and randomness contained in the
ciphertext.

• Decryption D(sk, C): Is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input
a ciphertext C ∈ G and outputs γ′ ∈ Zp ∪{⊥}. We sometimes also write
Dsk(C), or D(C) when the secret key is implicit.

Now, assume that (pk, sk,P) is the output from running G(1κ, p), γ ∈ Z
with |γ| ≤ M , and r ∈ Zd with ‖r‖∞ ≤ R. We say that a semi-homomorphic
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cryptosystem PKC is correct if,

∀p : Pr[Dsk(Epk(γ)) 6= γ mod p] < 2−Θ(κ)

where the probability is taken over the random coins of G and E.
For security we simply reuse the notion of semantic security as defined for

a regular public-key cryptosystem in section 3.1.1.
Having defined what we mean by a semi-homomorphic cryptosystem, let

us take a moment to look at the motivation for this definition in order to
gain some intuition about it. When in the following honest players encrypt
data, a plaintext γ will be chosen from Zp and the randomness r will be chosen
according to Ddσ. This corresponds to the intended use of the cryptosystem, and
will ensure semantic security. It will also ensure correct decryption, since by
assumption on the output r of Ddσ, it will be the case that ‖r‖∞ ≤ σ ≤ R. We
cannot guarantee this behaviour from dishonest players though, and ciphertexts
created using the semi-homomorphic property will also not look like freshly
created ciphertexts. This is acceptable though, since what we really need, is to
ensure that a (possibly dishonest) player i is committed to a message γ when
publishing a ciphertext C = Epk(γ, r).

We are not able to force a player to choose γ in Zp, nor that r is sampled
with the correct distribution. What we will see in section 6.3 though, is that
by constructing zero-knowledge protocols one can ensure that C is a (τ, ρ)-
ciphertext, for concrete values of τ and ρ. Now, if τ < M and ρ < R, then
correctness implies that C commits player i to γ mod p, even if γ or r may not
be uniquely determined from C.

6.2 Examples

In this section, we look at existing cryptosystems that fit the definition of a
semi-homomorphic cryptosystem.

The Regev cryptosystem

Our main example is the Regev cryptosystem described in section 5.1. Fitting
the cryptosystem to the framework is straightforward. The main parameters
and addition of ciphertexts are defined in the following.

• The group G = Znq × Zq.

• The modulus p is the same in both the cryptosystem and the framework.
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• The distribution Ddσ from which the randomness r is taken, is the uniform
distribution over {−1, 0, 1}m. This means that d = m and σ = 1.

• Given two ciphertexts C1 = (a1, b1) and C2 = (a2, b2), we define addition
entry-wise as C1 + C2 = (a1 + a2, b1 + b2). This definition is the same
as described in section 5.1.2, when we looked at extended encryption. It
follows from the discussion there that the desired homomorphic properties
hold.

• Due to the choices of message space and randomness distribution, we will
need that M = Rp/2. The possible choices of M, and thereby also R,
depend on all the original parameters of the cryptosystem. First, assume
that q · α = d

√
q with d > 1 and that p ≤ q/(4 c

√
q) for some constant

c < d. Now, it should be the case that M < q/(2p) and M < p s
√
q/(2m)

for some s > cd/(d− c).

Obtaining the bounds in the last bullet on M requires some tedious computa-
tion which we leave out here.

Other semi-homomorphic cryptosystems

Lattice-based cryptography has been the main focus of this dissertation, and
therefore we have chosen to highlight the Regev cryptosystem as an example.
In [BDOZ11], we give other examples as well and describe how they fit into
the framework. This includes the cryptosystem from [LPS10] based on the
hardness of the subset sum problem, as well as the Paillier cryptosystem from
[Pai99] based on the decisional composite residuosity assumption.

6.3 Zero-knowledge Proofs of Knowledge

We now present two zero-knowledge proof of knowledge protocols (ZKPoK),
πPoPK and πPoCM, where a prover P proves to a verifier V that some cipher-
texts are correctly computed and that some ciphertexts satisfy a multiplication
relation, respectively. To ensure an acceptable soundness error, and for πPoPK

also an improved performance, the zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge will
be performed on u ciphertexts simultaneously. Now, πPoPK has (amortized)
complexity O(κ + u) bits per instance proved with soundness error 2−u. Fur-
thermore, πPoCM has complexity O(κu) and also soundness error 2−u. We
note that a more efficient version of πPoCM exists for the Paillier cryptosystem
having complexity O(κ+ u).
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Both πPoPK and πPoCM will be in the standard 3-move form with a random
u-bit challenge and will be honest verifier zero-knowledge. Zero-knowledge
against an arbitrary verifier can be obtained by assuming that a functionality
will choose the random u-bit string, thus ensuring that it will be truly random.
This will actually be the case in the application of πPoPK and πPoCM in the
next chapter. In the protocols both prover and verifier will have public keys
pkP and pkV. By EP(γ, r) we denote an encryption under pkP, similarly for
EV(γ, r).

We emphasize that the zero-knowledge property of our protocols does not
depend on the semantic security of the cryptosystem, instead it follows from
the homomorphic property and the fact that the honest prover creates, for the
purpose of the protocol, some auxiliary ciphertexts containing enough random-
ness to hide the prover’s secret.

6.3.1 Proof of Plaintext Knowledge

The first ZKPoK protocol is πPoPK, presented in figure 6.1, whose purpose
is to allow the prover P to convince V that he actually knows message and
randomness matching a given ciphertext. Suppose P and V both know the
public key pkP. Now, P constructs a ciphertext C = EP(γ, r) using the basic
encryption algorithm. P’s claim is that he knows γ and r used for constructing
C and that the message and randomness used is somewhat small.

Recall that we prove u instances simultaneously. Now, πPoPK takes as
common input u ciphertexts C1, . . . , Cu, and if these are (τ, ρ)-ciphertexts,
the protocol is complete and statistical honest verifier zero-knowledge. The
protocol is sound in the following sense: assuming that pkP is well-formed, if
P is corrupt and can make V accept with probability larger than 2−u, then all
the Ck’s are (22u+log uτ, 22u+log uρ)-ciphertexts. The protocol is also a proof of
knowledge with knowledge error 2−u that P knows correctly formed plaintexts
and randomness for all the Ck’s.

In other words, πPoPK is a ZKPoK for the relation defined below, except
that zero-knowledge and completeness only hold if the Ck’s satisfy the stronger
condition of being (τ, ρ)-ciphertexts. However, this is no problem in the fol-
lowing, since the prover will always create the Ck’s himself and can therefore
ensure that they are correctly formed if he is honest.
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Protocol πPoPK

PoPK(u, τ, ρ):

1. The input is u ciphertexts {Ck = EP(γk, r)}uk=1. Define the vectors c =
(C1, . . . , Cu) and γ = (γ1, . . . , γu), and the matrix R = (r1, . . . , ru),
where r1, . . . , ru are rows in R.

2. P constructs m (2u−1+log uτ, 2u−1+log uρ)-ciphertexts {Ai =
EP(yi, si)}mi=1, and sends them to V. Again, we define vectors
a = (A1, . . . , Am) and y = (y1, . . . , ym), and matrix S = (s1, . . . , sm).

3. V chooses a uniformly random vector e ∈ {0, 1}u and sends it to P.

4. P computes and sends z = y + Me · γ and T = S + Me ·R to V.

5. Finally, let d = (EP(z1, t1), . . . ,EP(zm, tm)), then V checks that d =
a+Me ·c. Furthermore, V checks that |zi| ≤ 2u−1+log uτ and ‖ti‖∞ ≤
2u−1+log uρ.

Figure 6.1: Protocol for proof of plaintext knowledge

The relation is defined as follows:

R
(u,τ,ρ)
PoPK = {(x,w) |x = (pkP , C1, . . . , Cu);

w = ((γ1, r1), . . . , (γu, ru)) : Ck = EP(γk, rk),

|γk| ≤ 22u+log uτ, ‖rk‖∞ ≤ 22u+log uρ}

We use an approach from [CD09] to get small amortized complexity of
the zero-knowledge proofs, and thereby gaining efficiency by performing the
proofs on u simultaneous instances. In the following we define m = 2u − 1.
Furthermore, Me is an m × u matrix constructed given a uniformly random
vector e = (e1, . . . , eu) ∈ {0, 1}u, where the (i, k)-th entry Me,i,k is given by
Me,i,k = ei−k+1 for 1 ≤ i− k+ 1 ≤ u and 0 otherwise. By Me,i we denote the
i’th row of Me. As an example, consider Me for e = (1, 0, 1), where 0’s not
coming from e has been omitted for clarity.

Me =


1
0 1
1 0 1

1 0
1
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Completeness

Completeness follows directly by construction. Assume that P is honest and
look at the checks V makes. First,

ai + Me,i · c = EP(yi, si) + Me,i · c

= EP(yi, si) +

u∑
k=1

Me,i,k · ck

= EP(yi, si) +

u∑
k=1

Me,i,k · EP(γk, rk)

= EP(yi +

u∑
k=1

Me,i,k · γk, si +

u∑
k=1

Me,i,k · rk)

= EP(yi + Me,i · γ, si + Me,i ·R)

= EP(zi, ti),

so this will obviously be correct if P is honest. Furthermore, zi = yi + Me,i ·γ,
and since the entries in c are (τ, ρ)-ciphertexts, we have that Me,i ·γ ≤ uτ . This
means that Me,i ·γ is taken from an exponentially smaller interval than yi, and
therefore the check of |zi| ≤ 2u−1+log uτ will only fail with negligible probability.
A similar argument can be made for the check of ‖ti‖∞ ≤ 2u−1+log uρ.

Soundness

This is the most interesting case. Assume we are given any prover P∗, and
consider the case where P∗ can make V accept for both e and e′, e 6= e′, by
sending z,T and z′,T′, respectively. We now have the following equation:

(Me −Me′)c = (d− d′). (6.3.1)

What we would like, is to find γ = (γ1, . . . , γu) and T = (r1, . . . , ru) such
that Ck = EP(γk, rk). We can do this by viewing (6.3.1) as a system of linear
equations. First let j be the biggest index such that ej 6= e′j . Now look at the
u×u submatrix of Me−M′

e given by the rows j through j+u both included.
This is an upper triangular matrix with entries in {−1, 0, 1} and ej − e′j 6= 0
on a diagonal. Now, remember the form of the entries in the vectors c, d and
d′, we have Ck = EP(γk, rk), Dk = EP(zk, tk), and D′k = EP(z′k, t

′
k). We can

now directly solve the equations for the γk’s and the rk’s by starting with Cu
and going up. We give examples of the first few equations (remember we are
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going bottom up). For simplicity we will assume that all entries in Me −Me′

will be 1.

EP(γu, ru) = EP(zu+j − z′u+j , tu+j − t′u+j)

EP(γu−1, ru−1) + EP(γu, ru) = EP(zu+j−1 − z′u+j−1, tu+j−1 − t′u+j−1)

...

Since we know all values used on the right hand sides and since the cryptosys-
tem used is additively homomorphic, it should now be clear that we can find γk
and rk such that Ck = EP(γk, rk). A final note should be said about what we
can guarantee about the sizes of γk and rk. Knowing that |zi| ≤ 2u−1+log uτ ,
|z′i| ≤ 2u−1+log uτ , ‖ti‖∞ ≤ 2u−1+log uρ, and ‖t′i‖∞ ≤ 2u−1+log uρ, we could po-
tentially have that C1 would become a (22u+log uτ, 22u+log uρ) ciphertext. Thus,
this is what we can guarantee.

Zero-knowledge

We give an honest-verifier simulator for the protocol that simulates accepting
conversations. First note that a conversation has the form (a, e, (z,T)). Now,
to simulate an accepting conversation first choose e ∈ {0, 1}u uniformly at ran-
dom, and z,T uniformly at random such that d = (EP(z1, t1), . . . ,EP(zm, tm))
contains (2u−1+log uτ, 2u−1+log uρ)-ciphertexts. Finally, construct a such that
d = a+Me·c. A simulated accepting conversation is now given by (a, e, (z,T)).

We must argue that a real accepting conversation and a simulated accepting
conversation are statistically indistinguishable. By construction it will clearly
still be the case that d = a + Me · c. Now we look at the distributions of the
conversations. First, the distribution of e in both real and simulated conversa-
tions is exactly the same. Looking at a in a real conversation, the entries Ak
will be uniformly random (2u−1+log uτ, 2u−1+log uρ)-ciphertexts. In the simu-
lated conversation we have a = d−Me ·c, where d contains uniformly random
(2u−1+log uτ, 2u−1+log uρ)-ciphertexts. Looking at Me · c, and remembering
that Me only contains entries in {0, 1}, we see that Me · c will be a vector
containing at most (uτ, uρ)-ciphertexts. What we conclude is that the contri-
bution from Me · c is exponentially smaller than the contribution from d, so
a = d −Me · c will be statistically indistinguishable from uniformly random
(2u−1+log uτ, 2u−1+log uρ)-ciphertexts. A similar argument can be made for the
statistical indistinguishability of (z,T) in the two cases.
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6.3.2 Proof of Correct Multiplication

Suppose prover P and verifier V know each others public keys pkP and pkV. The
prover constructs a ciphertext A = EP(a,h), and receives from V a ciphertext
B ∈ GV encrypted under V’s public key. Here, GV denotes the ciphertext space
of V. From this P creates the ciphertext C as C = aB+EV(r, t), where EV(r, t)
is a random ciphertext. The claim from P is now that he knows a, r and the
randomness used, and that he has constructed C in the correct way.

Again, we prove u instances simultaneously. Now, πPoCM(u, τ, ρ) takes as
common input u triples of ciphertexts {(Ak, Bk, Ck)}uk=1, where Ak is under
pkP and Bk and Ck are under pkV (and so are in the group GV). If P is honest,
he will know ak and ak ≤ τ . Furthermore, P has created Ck as Ck = akBk +
EV(rk, tk), where EV(rk, tk) is a random (23u+log uτ2, 23u+log uτρ)-ciphertext.
Under these assumptions the protocol is honest verifier zero-knowledge.

Jumping ahead, we note that in the context where the protocol will be used,
it will always be known that Bk in every triple is a (22u+log uτ, 22u+log uρ)-
ciphertext, as a result of executing πPoPK. The choice of sizes for EV(rk, tk)
then ensures that Ck is statistically close to a random (23u+log uτ2, 23u+log uτρ)-
ciphertext, and so reveals no information about ak to V.

Summarizing, πPoCM is a ZKPoK for the following relation, assuming that
pkP and pkV are well-formed.

R
(u,τ,ρ)
PoCM = {(x,w) |x = (pkP, pkV, (A1, B1, C1), . . . , (Au, Bu, Cu));

w = ((a1,h1, r1, t1), . . . , (au,hu, ru, tu)) :

Ak = EP(ak,hk), Bk ∈ GV, Ck = akBk + EV(rk, tk),

|ak| ≤ 23u+log uτ, ‖hk‖∞ ≤ 23u+log uρ,

|rk| ≤ 24u+log uτ2, ‖tk‖∞ ≤ 24u+log uτρ}

The protocol can be seen in figure 6.2.

Completeness

In the following we leave out the subscript k, such that, e.g., a means ak.
Completeness again follows directly by construction. Consider the first two
checks that V makes in step 5 of the protocol. First we have:

D + eA = EP(d, s) + eEP(a,h) = EP(d+ ea, s + eh) = EP(z,v).
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Protocol πPoCM

PoCM(u, τ, ρ):

1. The input is u triples of ciphertexts {(Ak, Bk, Ck)}uk=1, where Ak =
EP(ak,hk) and Ck = akBk + EV(rk, tk).

2. P constructs u uniformly random (23u−1+log uτ, 23u−1+log uρ)-
ciphertexts Dk = EP(dk, sk) and u ciphertexts Fk = dkBk+EV(fk,yk),
where EV(fk,yk) are uniformly random (24u−1+log uτ2, 24u−1+log uτρ)-
ciphertexts.

3. V chooses u uniformly random bits e1, . . . , eu and sends them to P .

4. P returns {(zk,vk)}uk=1 and {(xk,wk)}uk=1 to V. Here zk = dk+ekak,
vk = sk + ekhk, xk = fk + ekrk, and wk = yk + ektk.

5. V checks that Dk + ekAk = EP(zk,vk) and that Fk + ekCk = zkBk +
EV(xk,wk). Furthermore, he checks that |zk| ≤ 23u−1+log uτ , ‖vk‖∞ ≤
23u−1+log uρ, |xk| ≤ 24u−1+log uτ2, and ‖wk‖∞ ≤ 24u−1+log uτρ.

6. Step 2-5 is repeated in parallel u times.

Figure 6.2: Protocol for proof of correct multiplication

Secondly, we have:

F + eC = dB + EV(f,y) + e(aB + EV(r, t))

= (d+ ea)B + EV(f + er,y + et)

= zB + EV(x,w)

For V’s checks on sizes these will succeed except with negligible probability,
since the intervals from which d, s, f and y are taken are exponentially larger
than those from which a,h, r and t are taken.

Soundness

Again, we leave out the subscript k. Assume we are given any prover P∗,
and consider the case where P∗ can make V accept for both e = 0 and e =
1 by sending (z0,v0, x0,w0) and (z1,v1, x1,w1) respectively. This gives the
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following equations:

D = EP(z0,v0) , D +A = EP(z1,v1)

F = z0B + EV(x0,w0) , F + C = z1B + EV(x1,w1)

which, combined, gives us that

A = EP(z1 − z0,v1 − v0) , C = (z1 − z0)B + EV (x1 − x0,w1 −w0).

This shows that a cheating prover P ∗ has success probability at most 1/2 in
one iteration. Since we repeat u times, this gives a soundness error of 2−u.
A final note should be said about what we can guarantee about the sizes of
ak, hk, rk, and tk. Knowing that |z0| ≤ 23u−1+log uτ , |z1| ≤ 23u−1+log uτ ,
‖v0‖∞ ≤ 23u−1+log uρ and ‖v1‖∞ ≤ 23u−1+log uρ, we can only guarantee that
EP(a,h) is a (23u+log uτ, 23u+log uρ)-ciphertext. Similarly, knowing that |x0| ≤
24u−1+log uτ2, |x1| ≤ 24u−1+log uτ2, ‖w0‖∞ ≤ 24u−1+log uτρ, and ‖w1‖∞ ≤
24u−1+log uτρ, we can only guarantee that EV(r, t) is a (24u+log uτ2, 24u+log uτρ)-
ciphertext.

Zero-knowledge

Again, we leave out the subscript k. We give an honest-verifier simulator for the
protocol that simulates accepting conversations. First note that a conversation
has the form ((D,F ), e, (z,v, x,w)). Now, to simulate an accepting conver-
sation we first choose e as a uniformly random bit, and (z,v, x,w) uniformly
random such that |z| ≤ 23u−1+log uτ , ‖v‖∞ ≤ 23u−1+log uρ, |x| ≤ 24u−1+log uτ2,
and ‖w‖∞ ≤ 24u−1+log uτρ. Finally, construct D and F such that D + eA =
EP(z,v) and F + eC = zB + EV(x,w). A simulated accepting conversation is
now given by ((D,F ), e, (z,v, x,w)).

We argue that a real accepting conversation is statistically indistinguish-
able from a simulated accepting conversation. By construction it will clearly
be the case that D+eA = EP(z,v) and F +eC = zB+EV(x,w) which is what
V checks. Next we look at the distributions of the conversations. First, the
distribution of e is clearly the same in both cases. Looking at D, in a real con-
versation, this is a uniformly random (23u−1+log uτ, 23u−1+log uρ)-ciphertext,
in the simulated case it is given by D = EP(z,v) − eA. Now, EP(z,v) is a
uniformly random (23u−1+log uτ, 23u−1+log uρ)-ciphertext and eA is exponen-
tially smaller. Therefore, D will be statistically indistinguishable from a ran-
dom (23u−1+log uτ, 23u−1+log uρ)-ciphertext. The same type of argument can
be used to show that the distributions of F and (z,v, x,w) are statistically
indistinguishable in the two cases.





Chapter 7

Secure Multiparty Computation

So far we have seen how a semi-homomorphic cryptosystem allows a set of
players to compute certain functions on encrypted data. More specifically, it
allowed for a limited number of additions and multiplications by public con-
stants. We now move into a more general setting, where we want a set of play-
ers to securely compute any function on their private inputs. By secure, we
mean that the players should learn nothing from the computation except their
intended outputs. This is known as secure multiparty computation (MPC).
Again, we use the UC-framework to prove security.

We consider the case of dishonest majority which is very interesting and
important for several reasons. First, security against a dishonest majority is
often the most natural to shoot for in applications, and is of course the only
meaningful goal in the 2-party case. Secondly, it is notoriously hard to handle
efficiently and it is well-known that unconditionally secure solutions do not ex-
ist. Therefore, we cannot avoid using some form of public-key technology which
is typically more expensive than the standard primitives used for honest ma-
jority (such as secret sharing). Thus, finding practical solutions for dishonest
majority under reasonable assumptions is a very important research goal.

Our approach is divided into an information-theoretically secure online
phase and an efficient offline phase based on semi-homomorphic encryption.
The idea is, as in chapter 4, to precompute material, in our case multiplica-
tion triples, in the offline phase and use these in the online phase to improve
efficiency and minimize interaction. It is important to note that the material
produced in the offline phase does not depend on the actual inputs in the online
phase, so this can be generated long before the actual computations will take
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place.
This work was presented first in [BDOZ11] together with the results de-

scribed in chapter 6. We therefore use the same terminology and notation
as in the previous chapter. In particular, ` denotes as always the number of
players in the protocol.

Subsequent work

Later works, [DPSZ12] and [DKL+13], has improved on some of the results
in [BDOZ11]. The main changes comes from [DPSZ12] and we here quickly
review some of them and their implications on efficiency.

As we will see later, in the online phase of [BDOZ11], we use MACs to
authenticate the players shares of a secret. When a secret is opened, all shares
are authenticated which leads to a time complexity of O(`2), since everyone
must talk to everyone. In [DPSZ12], this is improved by authenticating the
secret instead of the shares, giving an improved time complexity of O(`). One
should note though that the approach from [BDOZ11] might still be better for
a small number of players.

In the offline phase of [BDOZ11], we use a semi-homomorphic cryptosys-
tem to generate so-called multiplication triples. In [DPSZ12], the efficiency of
generating triples is improved, by using a somewhat-homomorphic encryption
scheme instead which allows for one multiplication of ciphertexts. Further-
more, this requires the same public key to be used for all encryptions, and the
one secret key is shared among the players, instead of each player having his
own key-pair.

Outline

This chapter is divided into two sections. Section 7.1 presents the online phase
and section 7.2 presents the offline phase.

7.1 Online Phase

We start by describing the online phase, where we present a UC-secure protocol
for arithmetic multiparty computation that, in the presence of a trusted dealer
who does not know the inputs, offers information theoretic security against an
active adversary that corrupts any dishonest majority of the players.
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The main idea of our protocol is that the players will be given additive
sharings of multiplication triples1, together with information theoretic MACs
of their shares – forcing the parties to use the correct shares during the protocol.
This online phase uses no symmetric or public-key cryptography, matching the
efficiency of passive protocols for honest majority like [BOGW88, CCD88].
Concretely, each player performs O(`2) multiplications modulo p to evaluate a
secure multiplication.

The dishonest malicious adversary

We note that whenever we are working with dishonest majority, there is always
a risk that an execution will not complete. In the ideal world the functionality
may stall when not all players input a command, and in the real world corrupted
players may decide to stop participating in the protocol execution. In the
case of honest majority, the remaining players may be able to complete the
execution, but in the dishonest case this is not possible. In the worst case,
there is only one honest player left, who should then be able to complete the
protocol on his own. But this defeats the whole purpose of having a distributed
protocol, if just one player could perform the whole execution.

When defining functionalities, protocols, and simulators, it is therefore im-
plicit that corrupted players may always decide not to participate, and we do
not mention this explicitly.

7.1.1 A Functionality for Arithmetic MPC

Our goal is to implement reactive arithmetic multiparty computation over Zp,
for a prime of size superpolynomial in the statistical security parameter u. The
(standard) ideal functionality FAMPC that we implement can be seen in figure
7.1.
FAMPC provides the basic commands for multiparty computation. Most

of them are straightforward and allow the players to generate random secret
values, provide inputs and perform additions and multiplications on secret
values. The output command enables the functionality to output a value to
a specific player i. Note that we need the adversary to give the green light
before outputting. This is a necessary restriction for the functionality to be
implementable, since we assume a dishonest majority. In particular, outputting
a value x to a player in a real protocol will involve all players to send their share

1A multiplication triple is a triple (a, b, c) such that a · b = c.
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Functionality FAMPC

Initialize: On input (init, p) from all players:

• Store the modulus p and send (init, p) to the adversary.

Rand: On input (rand, varid) from all players, with varid a fresh identifier:

• Choose r ∈ Zp uniformly at random, store (varid, r), and send
(rand, varid) to the adversary.

Input: On input (input, i, varid, x) from player i and (input, i, varid,⊥) from all
other players, with varid a fresh identifier:

• Store (varid, x) and send (input, i, varid) to the adversary.

Add: On input (add, varid1, varid2, varid3) from all players:

• If varid1 and varid2 are present in memory and varid3 is not, retrieve
(varid1, x) and (varid2, y) and store (varid3, x+ y mod p).

• Send (add, varid1, varid2, varid3) to the adversary.

Multiply: On input (multiply, varid1, varid2, varid3) from all players:

• If varid1 and varid2 are present in memory and varid3 is not, retrieve
(varid1, x) and (varid2, y) and store (varid3, x · y mod p).

• Send (multiply, varid1, varid2, varid3) to the adversary.

Output: On input (output, i, varid) from all players:

• If varid is present in memory, retrieve (varid, x) and send
(output, i, varid) to the adversary.

• When receiving (output, i, varid) from the adversary, send
(output, i, varid, x) to player i.

Figure 7.1: Multiparty computation functionality

of x. In the case of dishonest majority it is impossible to avoid the situation
where a corrupted player is the last to send his share and decides not to.

7.1.2 Realizing FAMPC

In this section, we present a protocol for the online phase implementing FAMPC.
It assumes access to a functionality FTRIP which we show how to implement
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using an offline protocol in section 7.2. The online phase is based on a rep-
resentation of values in Zp that are shared additively, where shares are au-
thenticated using information theoretic message authentication codes (MACs).
Before presenting the protocol we introduce how the MACs work and how they
are included in the representation of a value in Zp. Furthermore, we argue how
one can compute with these representations as we do with simple values, and
in particular how the relation to the MACs is maintained.

The MACs

A key K in this system is a random pair K = (α, β) ∈ Z2
p, and the authentica-

tion code for a value a ∈ Zp is MACK(a) = αa+ β mod p.
We will apply the MACs by having one player i hold (a,MACK(a)) and

another player j holding K. The idea is to use the MAC to prevent player i
from lying about a when he is supposed to reveal it to player j. It will be very
important in the following that if we keep α constant over several different MAC
keys, then one can add two MACs and get a valid authentication code for the
sum of the two corresponding messages. More concretely, two keys K = (α, β)
and K ′ = (α′, β′) are said to be consistent if α = α′. For consistent keys, we
define K + K ′ = (α, β + β′) so that it holds that MACK(a) + MACK′(a

′) =
MACK+K′(a+ a′).

The MACs will be used as follows: we give to player i several different
values m1,m2, . . . with corresponding MACs µ1, µ2, . . . computed using keys
Ki = (α, βi) that are random but consistent. It is then easy to see that if player
i claims a false value for any of the mi’s (or a linear combination of them) he
can guess an acceptable MAC for such a value with probability at most 1/p.

Representing values and linear computation

To represent a value a ∈ Zp, we make an additive sharing and give a share
ai to each player i. In addition, player i will hold MAC keys Ki

a1
, . . . ,Ki

an .
He will use key Ki

aj to check the share of player j, if we decide to make it
public. Finally, player i also holds a set of authentication codes MACKj

ai
(ai).

We will denote MACKj
ai

(ai) by mj(ai) from now on. Player i will use mj(ai)

to convince player j that ai is correct, if we decide to make a public. Summing
up, we have the following way of representing a:

[a] = [{ai, {Ki
aj ,mj(ai)}`j=1}`i=1]
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where [a]i = {ai, {Ki
aj ,mj(ai)}`j=1} is the information held privately by player

i, and where we use [a] as a shorthand when it is not needed to explicitly
talk about the shares and MACs. Note that we use the same notation as
used previously for regular shares to denote the information held by player i.
We say that [a] = [{ai, {Ki

aj ,mj(ai)}`j=1}`i=1] is consistent, with a =
∑
i ai, if

mj(ai) = MACKj
ai

(ai) for all i, j. Two representations

[a] = [{ai, {Ki
aj ,mj(ai)}`j=1}`i=1], [a′] = [{a′i, {Ki

a′j
,mj(a

′
i)}`j=1}`i=1]

are said to be key-consistent if they are both consistent, and if for all i, j the
keys Ki

aj ,K
i
a′j

are consistent.

We will want all representations in the following to be key-consistent. This
is ensured by letting player i use the same αj-value in keys towards player j
throughout. Therefore the notation Ki

aj = (αij , β
i
aj ) makes sense and we can

compute with the representations in the following ways.

• Opening: We can reliably open a consistent representation to player j
as follows: each player i sends ai,mj(ai) to player j. Player j checks
that mj(ai) = MACKj

ai
(ai) and broadcasts OK or fail accordingly. If all

received mj(ai) are OK, then player j computes a =
∑
i ai, else we abort.

We can modify this to opening a value [a] to all players, by opening as
above to every player j.

• Addition: Given two key-consistent representations as above we get that

[a+ a′] = [{ai + a′i, {Ki
aj +Ki

a′j
,mj(ai) +mj(a

′
i)}`j=1}`i=1]

is a consistent representation of a + a′. This new representation can be
computed by local operations only.

• Multiplication by constants: In a similar way as addition, we can
multiply a public constant δ into the representation. This is written δ[a]
and is taken to mean that all players multiply their shares, keys and
MACs by δ. This gives a consistent representation [δa].

• Addition of constants: We can add a public constant δ into a represen-
tation. This is written δ+ [a] and is taken to mean that player 1 will add
δ to his share a1. Also, each player j will replace his key Kj

a1
= (αj1, β

j
a1

)

by Kj
a1+δ = (αj1, β

j
a1
− δαj1). This will ensure that the MACs held by

player 1 will now be valid for the new share a1 + δ, so we now have a
consistent representation [a+ δ].
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The functionality FTRIP

For multiplication and input sharing we will need both random single values [a]
and triples [a], [b], [c] where a, b are random and c = ab mod p. Also, we assume
that all singles and triples we ever produce are key-consistent, so that we can
freely add them together. More precisely, we assume we have access to an ideal
functionality FTRIP providing us with the above. FTRIP is presented in figures
7.2 and 7.3. The principle in the specification of the functionality is that the
adversary is allowed to specify all the data that the corrupted players should
hold, including all shares of secrets, keys, and MACs. Then, the functionality
chooses the secrets to be shared and constructs data for honest players, so it is
consistent with the secrets and the data specified by the adversary.

The init command of FTRIP starts the functionality and fixes the ring Zp.
Since we want all singles and triples to be key-consistent, the first part of the
keys for MACs, αji , is also fixed at this point. For the functionality to be
implementable later, the adversary is given some influence. Since we are in
the case of dishonest majority and malicious adversaries, we cannot guarantee
in a real implementation that the corrupted players will actually complete the
protocol, therefore we allow the adversary to stop execution. Furthermore, we
allow the adversary to specify which values he wants to receive.

The singles command produces u representations of random elements of Zp.
Again, we allow the adversary to stop execution. If the adversary decides to

Functionality FTRIP

Initialize: On input (init, p) from all players:

• Store the modulus p and send (init, p) to the adversary.

• Receive back either “stop“ or for each corrupted player j values αij
for all j = 1, . . . , `, except those αij where both player i and j are
corrupted.

• If ”stop” was received from the adversary, send (init, p,⊥) to all players
and the adversary and stop. Otherwise, for each honest player, choose
αij for j = 1, . . . , ` uniformly at random.

• Finally, send (init, p) to the adversary.

continues in figure 7.3 ...

Figure 7.2: Functionality for making singles and triples (part 1)
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Functionality FTRIP

... continued from figure 7.2

Singles: On input (singles, u) from all players, do the following for k = 1, . . . , u:

1. Send (singles, u) to the adversary, and receive back either “stop” or for
each corrupted player i, a share ai and pairs of values (mj(ai), β

i
aj )

for j = 1, . . . , `, except those where both player i and j are corrupted.

2. If “stop” was received from the adversary, send (singles, u,⊥) to all
players and the adversary and stop. Otherwise, choose a ∈ Zp uni-
formly at random and create the representation [a] as follows:

a) Choose random shares ai for all honest players, subject to the
condition that a =

∑
i ai, where the remaining shares are the

ones received in step 1 for corrupted players.

b) For each honest player i, and j = 1, . . . , `, choose βiaj as follows:

If player j is honest, choose βiaj uniformly at random. Otherwise,

set βiaj = mi(aj)− αijaj .
c) For all i = 1, . . . , ` and j = 1, . . . , ` set Ki

aj = (αij , β
i
aj ) and

compute mj(ai) = MAC
K
j
ai

(ai).

3. Finally, send (singles, u, [a]i) to every player i, where [a]i =
{ai, {Ki

aj ,mj(ai)}`j=1}. Also send (singles, u) to the adversary.

Triples: On input (triples, u) from all players, do the following for k = 1, . . . , u:

1. Send (triples, u) to the adversary, and receive back either “stop” or for
each corrupted player i, triples of shares (ai, bi, ci) and triples of pairs
of values ((mj(ai), β

i
aj ), (mj(bi), β

i
bj

), (mj(ci), β
i
cj )) for j = 1, . . . , `,

except those where both player i and j are corrupt.

2. If “stop” was received from the adversary, send (triples, u,⊥) to all
players and the adversary and stop. Otherwise, choose a, b ∈ Zp uni-
formly at random and set c = ab mod p. Then create representations
[a], [b] and [c] as described in step 2 of “Singles”.

3. Finally, send (triples, u, ([a]i, [b]i, [c]i)) to every player i, where [a]i =
{ai, {Ki

aj ,mj(ai)}`j=1} and similarly for [bi] and [c]i. Also send
(triples, u) to the adversary.

Figure 7.3: Functionality for making singles and triples (part 2)
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cooperate, he gets to choose the shares, MACs, and key material for all the
corrupted players. Then the functionality can choose the remaining shares,
MACs, and key material for the honest players, and construct a representa-
tion [a] of a random value a ∈ Zp consistent with the data received from the
adversary. Finally, each player receives his part of the representation.

The triples command works similarly to singles. The only difference is that
instead of choosing a random value a ∈ Z, as is done in singles, the functionality
now chooses two random values a, b ∈ Zp and sets c = ab mod p to create a
multiplication triple (a, b, c). The construction of the representations [a], [b]
and [c] proceeds exactly as in singles.

Note that in general there is no need to produce key material for MACs
used to authenticate shares of secret values between two corrupted players, as
they can already do exactly as they please.

The protocol πAMPC

We are now ready to present the protocol πAMPC which securely implements
the functionality FAMPC in the FTRIP-hybrid model. The protocol is given in
figures 7.4 and 7.5.

The protocol relies heavily on the FTRIP functionality which is used in the
init command to generate a sufficient number of singles and triples for later
use. This also means that FTRIP only needs to be present in the initialization
phase which is important for efficiency, when we later want to replace it by its
implementation πTRIP, described in section 7.2.

The singles are used in both the rand and input commands, and using the
triples generated by FTRIP we are able to compute multiplications in the follow-
ing way. If the players hold two key-consistent representations [x], [y], we can
use one precomputed key-consistent triple ([a], [b], [c]) (with c = ab) to compute
a new representation of [xy]. To do this, we first open [x] − [a] to get a value
ε, and [y]− [b] to get δ. Then, we have xy = (a+ ε)(b+ δ) = c+ εb+ δa+ εδ,
and get a new representation of xy as follows:

[xy] = [c] + ε[b] + δ[a] + εδ.

We prove security of the protocol against a static adversary, but note that
πAMPC can actually be shown to be adaptively secure. Our implementation in
section 7.2 of FTRIP though, is only secure against a static adversary. For this
reason and simplicity of presentation, we give the following security statement
formalized in the following theorem.
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Protocol πAMPC in the FTRIP-hybrid model

Initialize: On input (init, p) player i does the following:

• Initialize empty queues Qsingles and Qtriples.

• Call FTRIP(init, p) and receive back (init, p).

• Call FTRIP(singles, u) and FTRIP(triples, u) a sufficient number of times
to create enough singles and triples, and receive back the same number
of (singles, u, [a]i) and (triples, u, ([a]i, [b]i, [c]i)). These are stored in
the two queues Qsingles and Qtriples for later use.

Rand: On input (rand, varid) player i takes the next available single [a]i from
Qsingles and stores (varid, [a]i).

Input (player i): On input (input, i, varid, x) player i does the following:

1a. Take the next available single [a]i from Qsingles.

2. When receiving aj ,mi(aj) from all other players j, check that the
MACs are correct. If this is the case, reconstruct a, compute δ = x−a
and announce δ to all players.

3a. Compute player i’s part of the representation [x] as [x]i = [a]i+δ, and
store (varid, [x]i).

Input (player j 6= i): On input (input, i, varid,⊥) player j does the following:

1b. Take the next available single [a]i from Qsingles, and open [a] to player
i by sending aj ,mi(aj).

3b. When receiving δ from player i, compute player j’s part of the repre-
sentation [x] as [x]j = [a]j + δ, and store (varid, [x]j).

Add: On input (add, varid1, varid2, varid3) player i does the following:

• If varid1 and varid2 are in memory and varid3 is not, retrieve the
representation shares [x]i, [y]i stored with varid1 and varid2, respec-
tively.

• Compute player i’s share of the representation [z], where z = x + y,
as [z]i = [x]i + [y]i, and store (varid3, [z]

i).

continues in figure 7.5 ...

Figure 7.4: Protocol for arithmetic MPC (part 1)
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Protocol πAMPC in the FTRIP-hybrid model

... continued from figure 7.4

Multiply: On input (multiply, varid1, varid2, varid3) player i does the following:

• If varid1 and varid2 are in memory and varid3 is not, retrieve the
representation shares [x]i, [y]i stored with varid1 and varid2, respec-
tively.

• Take the next available triple ([a]i, [b]i, [c]i) from Qtriples. Let ε = x−a
and δ = y− b, and open to all players [x]− [a] and [y]− [b] by sending
the appropriate shares and MACs to all players.

• When receiving the openings of [x] − [a] and [y] − [b], check that the
MACs are correct. If this is the case, compute ε, δ, and player i’s
share of the representation [z] as [z]i = [c]i + ε[b] + δ[a] + εδ. Finally,
store (varid3, [z]

i).

Output (player i):

• On input (output, i, varid), if varid is in memory, player i retrieves
the representation share [x]i stored with varid.

• Receive the opening of [x] from all other players and check that the
MACs are correct. If this is the case, reconstruct x and output
(output, i, varid, x).

Output (player j 6= i): On input (output, i, varid), if varid is in memory,
player j retrieves the representation share [x]j stored with varid. Then,
open [x] to player i by sending the appropriate share and MAC.

Figure 7.5: Protocol for arithmetic MPC (part 2)

Theorem 7.1.1. The protocol πAMPC implements FAMPC in the FTRIP-hybrid
model with statistical security. The adversary is assumed to be active and static,
corrupting up to t = `− 1 of the players.

Proof. The first thing we note is that we are proving statistical security. This
means that the views IDEALF,S,Z and REALπ,A,Z should be statistically in-
distinguishable as opposed to computationally indistinguishable. We assume
here static, active corruption of up to `−1 players. To prove security, we must
construct a simulator SAMPC, such that an environment Z cannot distinguish
between the real protocol system, FTRIP composed with πAMPC, and FAMPC
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composed with SAMPC. The simulator SAMPC is presented in figures 7.6 and
7.7.

Simulator SAMPC

Initialize: Upon receiving (init, p) from FAMPC, perform the initialization of the
πAMPC protocol with the environment as follows:

• Simulate the calls to FTRIP and receive the environments input to
FTRIP containing all data of the corrupted players. If at any time
FTRIP would return (singles, u,⊥) or (triples, u,⊥), do the same.

• Create a number of singles and triples corresponding to the number
created in πAMPC. These should be consistent with the data received
for corrupted players from the environment. Store the singles and
triples in the two queues Qsingles and Qtriples.

• Finally, using the freshly created singles and triples, return shares
of the representations of these to the environment for each of the
corrupted players.

Rand: Upon receiving (rand, varid) from FAMPC, take the next available single
[a] from Qsingles and store (varid, [a]).

Input: Upon receiving (input, i, varid) from FAMPC:

• If player i is honest, perform the steps specified in the πAMPC protocol
using 0 as the input from player i. This will result in (varid, [0]) being
stored.

• If player i is corrupt, also perform the steps specified in the πAMPC

protocol. This time though, the value stored must match the value
input from player i on behalf of the environment. Therefore, we wait
for the corrupt player i to broadcast δ which will be given by the
environment. Since we chose the single [a] in the initialize phase, we
can reconstruct a and compute x′i = a+ δ which is supposed to be the
correct input from player i. This enables us to store (varid, [x′i]).

Add: Upon receiving (add, varid1, varid2, varid3) from FAMPC, retrieve the sin-
gles [x] and [y] stored with varid1 and varid2. Then compute [z] = [x] + [y]
and store (varid3, [z]).

continues in figure 7.7 . . .

Figure 7.6: Simulator for πAMPC (part 1)
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Simulator SAMPC

. . . continued from figure 7.6

Multiply: Upon receiving (multiply, varid1, varid2, varid3) from FAMPC:

• Perform the steps specified in the πAMPC protocol, using singles and
triples stored in Qsingles and Qtriples. If at any point, the protocol
would stop due to invalid MACs, do the same.

• If [x] and [y] are the singles stored with varid1 and varid2, this will
result in (varid3, [z]) being stored, where z = xy mod p.

Output: Upon receiving (output, i, varid) from FAMPC:

• If player i is honest, perform the steps specified in the πAMPC protocol
using [x] stored with varid in memory. If at any point, the protocol
would stop due to invalid shares or MACs, do the same. Otherwise,
send (output, i, varid) to FAMPC to make it output.

• If player i is corrupt, again perform the steps specified in the πAMPC

protocol. This time, send (output, i, varid) to FAMPC to receive x. The
environment will know x since player i is corrupted, and will receive
representation shares [x]i from all honest players. These shares should
be consistent with x. This is done by changing one of the internal rep-
resentation shares [x]k = {xk, {Ki

aj ,mj(ai)}`j=1} of an honest player
k. First, the new additive share is computed as x′k = x −

∑
h 6=k xh.

Next, a valid MAC for x′k and keys are needed. Since we know from
the beginning the keys of player i, we can compute Ki

x′
k

and the MAC

as MACKi
x′
k

(x′k). If at any point, the protocol would stop due to invalid

shares or MACs, do the same.

Figure 7.7: Simulator for πAMPC (part 2)

The simulator relays messages between players/FTRIP and Z, such that Z
will see the same interface as when interacting with a real protocol. This is
done by having the simulator run the protocol internally while keeping copies of
the shares, MACs, and keys of both honest and corrupted players and updating
them according to the execution. The idea is now that the simulator runs the
protocol with the environment, where it plays the role of the honest players.
Since the inputs of the honest players are not known to the simulator these will
be random values (or zero). However, if the protocol is secure the environment
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will not be able to tell the difference.
Let us look at what the environment sees, and why this will not help the

environment to distinguish the real protocol execution from the simulated one.
As always the environment gets to see inputs from and outputs to players,
as well as any messages sent to corrupted players or messages broadcast to
all players. For πAMPC in particular, it sees openings of representations in
the input, multiply and output commands, and it is important that these are
consistent with the inputs and outputs seen.

Both executions start with a call to the init command. In both the real and
simulated protocol execution, this results in the initialization of the two queues
Qsingles and Qtriples and creation of corresponding singles and triples. These
will be used throughout the rest of an execution, and it is important to note
that these are created in exactly the same way in both executions, taking the
corrupted players data into account.

The main problem when simulating is that we do not know the inputs of
honest players, therefore we have no other choice but to choose a random value,
e.g. 0, for these players and use this throughout the execution up until output
time. Whenever we open a value in input or multiply we mask it by subtracting
with a new random value. Therefore, in these cases the distribution of the view
of the environment is exactly the same in the simulation and in the real case.

The only method left now for the environment to distinguish between the
two executions, is to compare the protocol execution with the inputs and out-
puts of the honest players and check for inconsistency. If the real protocol fails
at some point because of a wrong MAC, the simulator also stops. In particular,
FAMPC will also not output in this case. On the other hand, if the simulated
protocol succeeds, the ideal functionality always gets to output the result of
the function evaluation. This result is, of course, the correct evaluation of the
input matching the shares that were received from the environment for the
corrupted players in the beginning. Therefore, if the corrupted players during
the protocol successfully cheat with their shares, this would not be consistent.
When first introducing the MACs, it was established that the probability of a
player being able to claim a wrong value for a given MAC is 1/p. In conclusion,
if the protocol succeeds and M is the number of MACs ever checked, then the
computation is correct except with probability M/p. Since M is polynomial
in the security parameter u and p is superpolynomial in u, the environment
cannot use this to distinguish either.
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7.2 Offline Phase

In this section we will look at how FTRIP can be securely implemented by
the protocol πTRIP. This corresponds to the offline phase of the entire MPC
scheme. To implement FTRIP we will use a semi-homomorphic cryptosystem,
as described in chapter 6, along with two helper functionalities. First, we will
need FKeyReg which is a key registration functionality, helping to set up keys
for the underlying semi-homomorphic cryptosystem. Secondly, we use FRandom

for generating random challenges for the zero-knowledge protocols from section
6.3.

Throughout the description of the offline phase, Ei will denote Epki , where
pki is the public key of player i, as established by FKeyReg below. We assume
the cryptosystem used is semi-homomorphic modulo p.

7.2.1 Helper functionalities

The first helper functionality FKeyReg is described in figure 7.8. As the name
suggests, this functionality takes care of registering the public keys of all play-

Functionality FKeyReg

Initialize: On input (init,G, 1κ, p) from all players, send (init,G, 1κ, p) to the
adversary.

Registration (honest): On input (register, i) from honest player i:

• Run the key generation algorithm G(1κ, p) to obtain key-pair (pki, ski)
for player i.

• Send (register, i, pki, ski) to player i and (register, i, pki,⊥) to all play-
ers j 6= i and the adversary.

Registration (corrupt): On input (register, i, r∗) from corrupt player i:

• Run the key generation algorithm G(1κ, p) to obtain key-pair (pki, ski)
for player i, using r∗ (instead of the uniform string) as the random
tape for the G algorithm.

• Send (register, i, pki, ski) to player i and (register, i, pki,⊥) to all play-
ers j 6= i and the adversary.

Figure 7.8: Key registration functionality
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ers for the semi-homomorphic cryptosystem used. It is initialized with a key
generation algorithm G from a semi-homomorphic cryptosystem, along with
the security parameter 1κ and the modulus p used. Then, whenever a player i
is registered, a key-pair (pki, ski) is generated using G. Furthermore, all players
and the adversary are notified about the registration and the public key pki,
while player i receives his secret key ski. Finally, we allow a corrupt player to
influence the key generation algorithm, in the sense that he gets to decide the
randomness used in G.

The second helper functionality is FRandom described in figure 7.9. Its only
purpose is to generate uniformly random u-bit strings which will be used as
challenges for the prover in πPoPK and πPoCM from section 6.3 and in the triples
command in πTRIP.

Functionality FRandom

Random sample: Upon receiving (random, u) from all players, choose r ∈
{0, 1}u uniformly at random and send (random, u, r) to all players and the
adversary.

Figure 7.9: Random functionality

7.2.2 Subprotocols for πTRIP

To simplify the description of the πTRIP protocol, we first introduce a new rep-
resentation for values in Zp and a number of subprotocols. We finally describe
πTRIP in figures 7.14 and 7.15.

Recall that τ and ρ are upper bounds on the message and randomness used
in an encryption in a semi-homomorphic cryptosystem. In the following, we
will always set τ = p/2 and ρ = σ. Thus, if player i generates a ciphertext
C = Ei(γ, r) where γ ∈ Zp and r is generated by Ddσ, then C will be a (τ, ρ)-
ciphertext. We will use the zero-knowledge protocols from section 6.3. They
depend on an information theoretic security parameter u, controlling, e.g., the
soundness error. We will say that a semi-homomorphic cryptosystem is admis-
sible if it allows correct decryption of ciphertexts produced in those protocols,
that is, if M ≥ 25u+2 log uτ2 and R ≥ 24u+log uτρ.
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〈·〉-representation

In the previous section, discussing the online phase, we used the [a] repre-
sentation for values a ∈ Zp. We introduce a new representation 〈·〉 (not
to be confused with the binary inner product operation), for an additively
shared value. Now, 〈xk〉 will denote the following representation of xk ∈ Zp:
Each player i has published Ei(xk,i, rk,i) such that xk =

∑
i xk,i mod p, and

holds xk,i and rk,i privately. Now, the representation of xk is given by 〈xk〉 =
(E1(xk,1, rk,1), . . . ,E`(xk,`, rk,`)). Again, we use 〈xk〉i to denote the information
held privately by player i.

In figure 7.10, we describe the protocol πShare which allows players to create
a set {〈xk〉}uk=1 of representations of random values. For the πTRIP protocol to
be secure, it will be necessary to ensure that the players encrypt small enough
plaintexts. For this purpose, we use the πPoPK protocol.

Subprotocol πShare

Share(u): Player i does the following:

• Choose xk,i ∈ Zp uniformly at random, rk,i according to Ddσ for k =
1, . . . , u, and broadcast (τ, ρ)-ciphertexts {Ei(xk,i, rk,i)}uk=1.

• For each other player j, run πPoPK(u, τ, ρ) with the Ei(xk,i, rk,i)’s as
input. This proves that the ciphertexts are (22u+log uτ, 22u+log uρ)-
ciphertexts.

• Output the representation 〈xk〉 = (E1(xk,1, rk,1), . . . ,E`(xk,`, rk,`)),
where xk is defined by xk =

∑
i xk,i mod p. Keep xki and rk,i as

private output.

Figure 7.10: Subprotocol allowing players to create random additively shared
values.

〈·〉-multiplication

The final goal of the πTRIP protocol is to produce triples ([ak], [bk], [ck]) with
akbk = ck mod p in the [·]-representation. For now we will disregard the
MACs and construct πn-Mult which produces triples (〈ak〉, 〈bk〉, 〈ck〉) in the
〈·〉-representation.

We will start by describing a two-player protocol. Assume player i is holding
a set of u (τ, ρ)-encryptions Ei(xk, sk) under his public key, and likewise player
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j is holding u (τ, ρ)-encryptions Ej(yk, tk) under his public key. For each k, we
want the protocol to output zk,i, zk,j to player i and j, respectively, such that
xkyk = zk,i + zk,j mod p. The protocol π2-Mult can be seen in figure 7.11.

Subprotocol π2-Mult

2-Multiply(u, τ, ρ):

• Honest players i and j input (τ, ρ)-ciphertexts {Ei(xk, sk)}uk=1 and
{Ei(yk, tk)}uk=1 which, at this point, has been verified as being
(22u+log uτ, 22u+log uρ)-ciphertexts.

• For each k, player i sends Ck = xkEj(yk, tk) + Ej(rk,uk) to player j,
where Ej(rk,uk) is a random (23u+log uτ2, 23u+log uτρ)-ciphertext un-
der player j’s public key. Furthermore, player i invokes πPoCM(u, τ, ρ)
with input Ck,Ei(xk, sk),Ej(yk, tk) to prove to player j that the Ck’s
are constructed correctly.

• For each k, player j decrypts Ck to obtain vk, and outputs zk,j = vk.
Player i outputs zk,i = −rk mod p.

Figure 7.11: Subprotocol allowing two players to obtain encrypted sharings of
the product of their inputs.

To get an understanding of why this protocol works, let us briefly look at
what each player decrypts and outputs. First consider the decryption of the
ciphertext Ck which player j receives from player i.

Dskj (Ck) = xkyk + rk = vk.

Now, player j will use zk,j = vk, and since player i constructed Ej(rk,uk) he
can choose zk,i = −rk. This gives the desired property of zk,i and zk,j , since

zk,i + zk,j = xkyk + rk − rk = xkyk.

This protocol does not commit players to their output, so there is no guar-
antee that corrupt players will later use their output correctly. However, the
protocol ensures that malicious players know which shares they ought to con-
tinue with, due to the use of πPoCM.

From the two-player protocol π2-Mult, we can now construct the general
multiplication protocol for n players πn-Mult. The first thing to notice is that
given 〈ak〉 and 〈bk〉 we have that ck = akbk =

∑
i

∑
j ak,ibk,j . Constructing
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each term in this sum in shared form is exactly what π2-Mult allows us to do.
The πn-Mult protocol can be seen in figure 7.12. (For ease of presentation, the
randomness in encryptions has been left out.)

Subprotocol πn-Mult

n-Multiply(u):

• The input is 〈ak〉, 〈bk〉 for k = 1, . . . , u, created using the πShare pro-
tocol.

• Each player i initializes private variables ck,i = ak,ibk,i mod p for k =
1, . . . , u.

• Each pair of players i and j, where i 6= j, runs π2-Mult using as input
the ciphertexts Ei(ak,i) and Ej(bk,j) for k = 1, . . . , u, and adds the
outputs to the private variables ck,i and ck,j . I.e., for k = 1, . . . , u,
player i sets ck,i = ck,i+zk,i mod p and player j sets ck,j = ck,j +zk,j .

• Finally, each player i invokes πShare, where each ck,i is used as the
value of which encryptions are broadcast in the first step. Each player
outputs what πShare outputs, namely 〈ck〉 for k = 1, . . . , u.

Figure 7.12: Subprotocol allowing n players to construct 〈ck = akbk mod p〉
from 〈ak〉 and 〈bk〉.

Now, πn-Mult is straightforward when we have π2-Mult available. Given
representations of ak and bk, each player i holds his shares ak,i and bk,i, and
can use these to construct his share ck,i of ck. Recall that ck =

∑
i

∑
j ak,ibk,j

which means that player i will hold the additive share ck,i =
∑
j ak,ibk,j of

ck. In πn-Mult each term of ck,i is obtained using π2-Mult and accumulated to
obtain ck,i.

Note that πn-Mult does not guarantee that the multiplicative relation in the
triples holds, we will check for this later.

From 〈·〉 to [·]

The last thing we need before describing FTRIP, is to add MACs to the additive
sharings, so that we can obtain [·]-representations of values. The protocol
πAddMACs is described in figure 7.13. We again leave out the randomness in
encryptions.
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Subprotocol πAddMACs

Initialize: For each pair of players i and j, i 6= j, player i chooses αij ∈ Zp
uniformly at random and sends (τ, ρ)-ciphertext Ei(α

i
j) to player j. Fur-

thermore players i and j run πPoPK(u, τ, ρ) with (Ei(αj), . . . ,Ei(αj)) as
input, player i as prover, and player j as verifier.

AddMACs(u):

• The input is a set 〈ak〉 for k = 1, . . . , u. Each player i already holds
shares ak,i of ak and will store these as part of [ak].

• Each pair of players i and j, i 6= j, invokes π2-Mult(u, τ, ρ) with input
Ei(α

i
j), . . . ,Ei(α

i
j) from player i and input {Ej(ak,j)}uk=1 from player

j. From this, player i obtains output zk,i and player j gets zk,j .

• Player i stores αij , β
i
ak,j = −zk,i mod p as the MAC key to use against

player j, while player j stores mi(ak,j) = zk,j as the MAC to use to
convince player i about ak,j .

Figure 7.13: Subprotocol for constructing [ak] from 〈ak〉

As also noted in the protocol, players already have an additive sharing of
ak when given a 〈ak〉-representation. The only thing missing, therefore, is
MAC keys and the actual MACs. Recall that given a value a and MAC key
K = (α, β), the MAC under K on a is given by MACK(a) = αa+ β mod p.

Now, in an n player protocol each player i will hold MAC keys for every
other player j, with which he can check values and corresponding MACs coming
from player j. For a specific player j, the first part αij will be the same for every

value and corresponding MAC, whereas the second part βiak,j will be specific
for value ak.

Somewhat surprisingly, we can use the π2-Mult protocol to construct match-
ing keys and MACs for a value ak. Recall that π2-Mult ensures that αijak,j =
zk,i + zk,j mod p. This is essentially the equation defining the MACs we need.
Therefore, we compute the MAC as mi(ak,j) = zk,j = αijak,j − zk,i and
βaik,j = −zk,i.

Finally, note that the input for πPoPK is repeated u times in the initializa-
tion. This is somewhat inefficient, but necessary to ensure a good soundness
error of 2−u in πPoPK.
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The protocol πTRIP

We are finally ready to give the protocol πTRIP, described in figures 7.14 and
7.15, which securely implements FTRIP, described in figures 7.2 and 7.3. The
protocol is a straightforward application of the subprotocols described above.

In the init command, FKeyReg is initialized and key-pairs are generated for
all players. Also πAddMACs is initialized, setting up parts of the MAC keys for
all pairs of players. The singles command is a straightforward application of
πShare and πAddMACs.

The triples command is the interesting one. Recall that the πn-Mult protocol
does not guarantee that the multiplicative relation in triples holds if players
act maliciously. Therefore, we must check that indeed akbk = ck mod p, before
outputting the triple. This is done using an extra triple (fk, gk, hk). First, the
four representations 〈ak〉, 〈bk〉, 〈fk〉, 〈gk〉 are created using πShare, and πn-Mult

is used twice to compute 〈ck〉 and 〈hk〉. Then, MACs are added to all the
representations using πAddMACs resulting in [ak], [bk], [ck], [fk], [gk], [hk].

Now, the check of the multiplicative relation uses the FRandom functionality
to first get a random challenge e. This is to prevent a malicious player from
cheating. Consider the check that eck − hk − δkfk − εkgk − εkδk is 0. If all
players have followed the protocol, this will work out, since:

eck − hk − δkfk − εkgk − εkδk = e(ck − akbk)− hk + fkgk.

This check would of course also have worked if there had been no random
challenge e. On the other hand, if it is not the case that akbk = ck and

Protocol πTRIP in the (FKeyReg,FRandom)-hybrid model

Initialize: On input (init, p) player i does the following:

• Call FKeyReg(init,G, 1κ, p), using the key-generation algorithm G for
the chosen semi-homomorphic cryptosystem.

• Call FKeyReg(register, i) and receive back (register, i, pki, ski). Also re-
ceive (register, j, pkj ,⊥) for each other player j.

• Invoke the initialize command on πAddMACs. If any of the runs of
πPoPK is not accepted, output (init, p,⊥) and stop.

continues in figure 7.15 ...

Figure 7.14: Protocol for the offline phase (part 1)
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Protocol πTRIP in the (FKeyReg,FRandom)-hybrid model

... continued from figure 7.14

Singles: On input (singles, u) player i does the following:

• If at any point, any of the runs of πPoPK or πPoCM is not accepted,
output (singles, u,⊥) and stop.

• First get a set of representations {〈ak〉}uk=1 for uniformly random ak
by invoking πShare.

• Then invoke πAddMACs, using {〈ak〉}uk=1 as input, to obtain player i’s
shares {[ak]i}uk=1 of {[ak]}uk=1. Output (singles, u, [ak]i) for each k.

Triples: On input (triples, u) player i does the following:

• If at any point, any of the runs of πPoPK or πPoCM is not accepted,
output (triples, u,⊥) and stop.

• First get four sets of representations {〈ak〉, 〈bk〉, 〈fk〉, 〈gk〉}uk=1 by in-
voking πShare four times.

• Invoke πn-Mult twice, using inputs {〈ak〉, 〈bk〉}uk=1 and {〈fk〉, 〈gk〉}uk=1,
respectively. This way player i obtains his shares of the representations
{〈ck〉}uk=1 and {〈hk〉}uk=1, respectively.

• Invoke πAddMACs on each of the created sets of representa-
tions. This way player i obtains his shares of the representations
{[ak], [bk], [ck], [fk], [gk], [hk]}uk=1.

• To check that akbk = ck mod p for each k, the triple (fk, gk, hk) is
sacrificed as follows:

– Call FRandom(random, u) and receive back (random, u, e), where
e ∈ {0, 1}u is to be interpreted as an element of Zp.

– Calculate [εk] = e[ak]− [fk] and [δk] = [bk]− [gk], and open them
such that all players now know εk and δk.

– Calculate e[ck] − [hk] − δk[fk] − εk[gk] − εkδk and open it to all
players. Check that the result is 0.

• Finally, output (triples, u, ([ak]i, [bk]i, [ck]i)) for each k, where
([ak]i, [bk]i, [ck]i) is player i’s shares of the representations
([ak], [bk], [ck]).

Figure 7.15: Protocol for the offline phase (part 2)
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fkgk = hk, then we need e to prevent the check to go through anyway. Since
there is only one random challenge e, for which e(ck−akbk) = (hk− fkgk), the
probability of the check going through is 2−u.

The security of the protocol is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2.1. If the underlying cryptosystem is semi-homomorphic modulo
p, admissible, and semantically secure, then πTRIP securely implements FTRIP

in the (FKeyReg,FRandom)-hybrid model. The adversary is assumed to be static
and active corrupting up to `− 1 of the players.

Proof. We first observe that any semi-homomorphic cryptosystem has, in ad-
dition to the regular key generation algorithm G, the following alternate key
generation algorithm G∗:

• Key Generation G∗(1κ, p): Is a randomized algorithm that outputs a

meaningless public key p̃k, with the property that an encryption of any
message E

p̃k
(x) is statistically indistinguishable from an encryption of 0.

Furthermore, let (pk, sk) be generated by G(1κ, p) and p̃k be generated

by G∗(1κ, p). Then it is the case that pk and p̃k are computationally
indistinguishable.

Most of our example schemes already have this property, including [Reg05],
where in fact indistinguishability of the two types of keys is equivalent to se-
mantic security. However, the property can be assumed without loss of gen-
erality, by including a ciphertext Ce = Epk(b) in the public key redefining
the encryption algorithm to be E∗pk(x) = x · Ce + Epk(0). Then, both G and
G∗ would run the same algorithm, with the only difference being that G uses
b = 1 while G∗ uses b = 0. Also in this case, semantic security is equivalent to
indistinguishability of the two types of keys.

We now construct a simulator STRIP working together with FTRIP to simu-
late a real protocol execution of πTRIP. The basic idea is to have STRIP simulate
the calls to FKeyReg and FRandom and run a copy of the protocol internally.
This way it plays the role of the honest players and performs all the steps in
πTRIP. A description of STRIP is given in figures 7.16 and 7.17.

Security is argued by doing the following reduction: Assume there exists a
distinguisher D that can distinguish with significant probability between a real
and a simulated view. Then, we can use this to distinguish between a normally
generated public key and the so-called meaningless public key described above.
That is, we can construct a distinguisher D′ that given a public key pk∗ can
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Simulator STRIP

Initialize: Upon receiving (init, p) from FTRIP:

• On behalf of FKeyReg, send (init,G, 1κ, p) to all players and the envi-
ronment. Use G(1κ, p) to generate key pairs (ski, pki) for every honest
player i. For corrupted players i also use G(1κ, p) to generate key
pairs (ski, pki), but use the randomness r∗ received from the envi-
ronment instead of a uniformly random string. On behalf of FKeyReg

send (register, i, pki, ski) to each player i, and also send for each other
player j (register, j, pkj ,⊥) to each player i.

• Perform the steps specified in the initialization of πAddMACs, and send
“stop“ to FTRIP and abort if πPoPK fails for some i and j where either
player i or j is honest. Otherwise, we will receive Ei(α

i
j) from the

environment on behalf of every corrupted player i. We decrypt these
and input them to FTRIP.

Singles: Upon receiving (singles, u) from FTRIP, perform πTRIP as follows:

• If at any point, any of the runs of πPoPK or πPoCM between at least
one honest player is not accepted, send ”stop“ to FTRIP and stop.

• First, πShare is invoked once in which the simulator receives for each
corrupted player i ciphertexts Ei(ak,i) for k = 1, . . . , u from the envi-
ronment. Decrypt and store these.

• Then πAddMACs is invoked to obtain keys and MACs for all the shares.
This is simulated exactly as in the triples command below (step 4). The
shares and values for the corrupted players are sent to FTRIP.

continues in figure 7.17 . . .

Figure 7.16: Simulator for πTRIP (part 1)

tell whether pk∗ = pk or pk∗ = p̃k. This is a contradiction, since a key
generated by the normal key generator is computationally indistinguishable
from a meaningless key.

We do the above by constructing an algorithm B that takes as input a
public key pk∗ which is either a normal public key or a meaningless public key.
The output of B is a view, view∗, of the same form as what the environment
would see. If pk∗ = pk, the view will correspond to either a real protocol run

or to a simulated run. If, however, pk∗ = p̃k the view is such that a real run
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Simulator STRIP

. . . continued from figure 7.16

Triples: Upon receiving (triples, u) from FTRIP perform πTRIP as follows:

• If at any point, any of the runs of πPoPK or πPoCM involving at least
one honest player is not accepted, send ”stop“ to FTRIP and stop.

• First, πShare is invoked four times in which the simulator receives
for each corrupted player i ciphertexts Ei(ak,i), Ei(bk,i), Ei(fk,i), and
Ei(gk,i) from the environment.

• Next, πn-Mult is invoked twice in which the simulator receives for each
corrupted player i ciphertexts Ei(ck,i) and Ei(hk,i) of the shares of ck
and hk, where ck = akbk and hk = fkgk. Decrypt and store these.

• Then, πAddMACs is invoked to obtain keys and MACs for all the shares.
This in turn means that π2-Mult is invoked between all pairs of players i
and j, i 6= j. Consider just one of the messages, say ak,j . If both player
i and j are honest, we perform the protocol normally. Otherwise, if
player i is corrupt and player j is honest, then we must obtain the
MAC mi(ak,j) for player j. This is simply done by decrypting the Ck
sent by player i in π2-Mult. On the other hand, if player i is honest
and player j is corrupt, we must obtain the key Ki

ak,j = (αij , β
i
ak,j )

for player i. We already have αij from the initialization step. The
simulator decrypts Ck sent by player i in π2-Mult to obtain vk, about
which πPoCM guarantees that vk = αijak,j + rk. Now we can calculate
βiak,j = rk = vk − αijak,j .

• Finally, the call to FRand is simulated by choosing a random u-bit
value, and the checks of triples are done honestly. If the checks fail,
the simulator sends ”stop“ to FTRIP and stops. Otherwise, send shares
and values for the corrupted players to FTRIP.

Figure 7.17: Simulator for πTRIP (part 2)

is statistically indistinguishable from a simulated one. Then, we give view∗

to D which guesses either real or sim. If D guesses correctly, we guess that

pk∗ = pk, otherwise we guess pk∗ = p̃k.
For simplicity we describe, in the following, the algorithm B for the two-

player setting, where we have a corrupted player 1 and an honest player 2.
We start by letting the input pk∗ be the public key of player 2 and then we
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generate a normal key pair (pk1, sk1) and send it to player 1. After this, we
begin executing the protocol. However, during multiplications when player 1
sends ciphertexts to player 2, we cannot decrypt. Instead, we exploit that
player 1 and player 2 have run πPoCM with player 1 as prover. That is, player 1
has proved that he knows a, r of appropriate size such that the ciphertext was
constructed as aEpk2

(x) + Epk2
(r). This means that we can use the knowledge

extractor of πPoCM and rewinding to extract the values a, r from player 1.
With this we calculate the resulting plaintext y = ax+ r mod p, and continue
the protocol as if we had decrypted. In the end, we choose randomly between
the real or simulated view. In the first case, we let the output be exactly
those values that were used in our execution of the protocol (superscripted
with Prot). That is, all shared values are determined from the values that
were used, so for example a = aProt1 + aProt2 . In the second case, we choose
the output for player 2 as FTRIP would do. That means that the shares of a
given triple a, b, c will now be determined by choosing a, b at random, setting
c = ab mod p, and then letting a2 = a − aProt1 , b2 = b − bProt1 , c2 = c − cProt1 ,
where, e.g., aProt1 is the share of a chosen by the corrupted player 1.

It can now be seen that if pk∗ was a normal key, then the view corresponds
statistically to either a real or a simulated execution. The execution matches
exactly either a real or a simulated one except from the small probability that
an extractor fails in getting the value inside an encryption, in which case we
give up.

If pk∗ is a meaningless key, we wish to show that it does not matter which of
the two views we consider, as they are statistically indistinguishable. We look
at the different places where the views could differ. Recall that the difference
between real and simulated view is the choice of output for player 2, whereas
the output for player 1 is chosen the same way in both views. Therefore,
we wish to argue that these choices are never revealed, as this would help a
distinguisher.

First of all, we know that the encryptions under player 2’s public key con-
tain statistically no information about the values encrypted. Then, because
of πPoPK, it is guaranteed that the players make well-formed ciphertexts, en-
crypting values that are not too big. This and the fact that the cryptosystem
is admissible ensures that we get the correct value when the simulator decrypts
or B extracts. Moreover, bounding the size is very important in π2-Mult when
player 2 sends akEpk1

(bk) +Epk1
(rk), such that we are certain that the random

value rk is big enough to mask player 2’s choice ak. In addition, we need that
all messages sent in the zero-knowledge protocols where player 2 acts as prover,
do not depend on the specific values that player 2 has. This is indeed the case,
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since the zero-knowledge property implies that the conversations could just as
well have been simulated without knowing what is inside the encryptions.

Finally, in the last step of πTRIP, we have the opening check of triples. Here,
no information is leaked from e[ak] − [fk] and [bk] − [gk], since these are just
random values. Moreover, it is easy to see that if the triples are correct, this
check will be true. On the other hand, if they are not correct, the probability
of satisfying the check is 2−u, since there is only one random challenge e, for
which e(ck−akbk) = (hk−gkfk). Therefore, if the check goes through we know
that the multiplicative relation between ak, bk, ck holds except with negligible
probability.

As a result, if we use a meaningless key, a real execution and a simulated
execution are statistically indistinguishable. Therefore, if D can distinguish
real views from simulated views with some advantage ε, then D′ can distinguish
normal keys from meaningless keys with advantage ε− δ. We subtract δ, since
there is some negligible error that B does not succeed, for instance because of
the knowledge extractor or if the adversary is able to cheat with the check of
the triples. However, if ε is non-negligible, then ε − δ is also non-negligible,
and so we have our contradiction.
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